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Abstract
The mainstream popular music of Uganda over the last 40 years has largely been imitative of
genres from other countries and professionals in the East African nation’s music business give a
variety of answers as to why Uganda lacks its own “sound.” Chief among these are a lack of
support for the music industry by government and a high level of cultural diversity in the
country, precluding one central representative sound, derived from a single ethnic source. What
is local music in a country where the core of mainstream sound has been imported from
elsewhere? In this dissertation I argue that it is an aspirational practice of modernity driving the
development of Uganda’s music industry and consequently, the lack of a trademark, national
“sound.” In making this argument, I explore the production and distribution of popular music and
the barriers to creative and economic growth for Uganda’s music business overall. In order to
explore these domains, I conducted ethnographic interviews with artists, producers, and other
music business affiliates in Kampala, the capital city and the center of the Ugandan popular
music industry. In addition to addressing the above concerns, I discuss the state of popular music
and the recording industry in Uganda, the efficacy of copyright in the Ugandan context and
efforts toward its enforcement, the political conditions around the production of pop music, the
musical substance of the “Ugandan sound,” and “locality” in Ugandan music. Charting the
growth of the Ugandan music industry, this thesis also tells the story of a growing African
middle class that has the disposable income to support the music business, as well as changing
social mores that find the musician’s respectability increased. This dissertation adds to the small
but growing bibliography on Ugandan popular music and offers a unique case study on the music
business of a developing nation on the rise.
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Forward
When I first heard the song “Mundeke” by Afrigo Band at around the age of 7—like the rest of
Afrigo Band’s catalog—I am sure I associated it with my Mother. On Sunday mornings she
would play cassettes from back home as she cleaned the house. We might two-step together in
the meanwhile. “Mundeke,” plaintively sung by Joanita Kawalya, was featured in the soundtrack
of the 1991 Mira Nair movie Mississippi Masala, starring Denzel Washington, a film about a
Ugandan-Indian family and their story after being ejected from their homes and livelihoods in
Uganda. I did not know what the song was about back then (a woman defending her relationship
from interlopers) but it was classic Afrigo, and as such, a tether for my mother to a homeland
she, too had to leave. Music has the remarkable power to transport us in time and space, to allow
us to be other selves: perhaps younger, perhaps less battered by the hills and valleys of life. In
my Mother’s case, it allowed (and continues to allow) her to dance with people not present and
in my case, to connect with other another self, less accessible in my daily life, a Ugandan
identity. Imaging popular music —ever ephemeral and nostalgia inducing—through the lens of
diaspora, made me value its power even more. It is the value of that music in my life that spurred
my curiosity on today’s popular music in Uganda. And like how the catalog of Afrigo Band
transported my mother home for a moment, the research for this project did the same for me,
sending me home to Uganda, and home to other selves, something that I experience again and
again as I listen to the songs that marked my particular time in the field.
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CHAPTER ONE – Introduction: Toward A More “Modern” Music Industry

Figure 1. Eddy Kenzo’s Mbilo Mbilo Concert at Hotel Africana, August 14, 2015

ARRIVAL
Eddy Kenzo’s Mbilo Mbilo Concert on August 14, 2015 represented a new status level for
the singer. Freshly arrived home from his Black Entertainment Television (BET) Award win,
Kenzo, who had been a well-known pop music singer with such hits as “Stamina” (used by the
ruling party in the last presidential campaign), “Maria Rosa,” and “Mbilo Mbilo” (“Quickly
Quickly” in Luganda), was now in the full bloom of stardom and international recognition. The
viral success of his song “Sitya Loss” (“I Don’t Fear Loss”) had elevated his profile and would
eventually push him to even greater heights of popularity on the African continent. The concert
was planned before his win and the show itself signified an arrival for Kenzo. With the BET
award in hand, excitement for the concert had only increased. It was held at Hotel Africana, a
1

hotel and events center just off Jinja Road in the posh neighborhood of Kololo in Kampala,
Uganda’s capital and largest city. The show had many sponsors, the biggest of which being Pepsi.
Three cameras stationed in the crowd were trained on the stage as part of the live broadcast of the
show on NBS Television. The crowd trickled in to the regular and VIP sections. More chairs
would later be added to the VIP section and by the end of the show the venue held at least 1000
people. The staging and lighting for the event was handled by Fenon Events, a top firm that
brought their high quality production standard to the event.
After several opening acts, then United States Ambassador to Uganda Scott DeLisi was
brought up to make an opening comment. Kenzo had been connected with an American bluegrass
band through a US State Department cultural ambassadorship project. The band, The Henhouse
Prowlers, had recorded a bluegrass version of “Sitya Loss” that had found some viral success in
Ugandan circles. After playing a video from the Prowlers wishing Kenzo success, a short
documentary on Kenzo’s life, sponsored by Pepsi, titled “From Zero to Hero” was shown.
Describing Kenzo’s origins, the video detailed Kenzo’s start in the town of Masaka (some 130
kilometers away from where he now stood) and his tough upbringing as an orphan and street kid.
With bilingual (English and Luganda) input from the man himself, it articulated the hard work he
put in over the years and his pride at having achieved such heights while singing in local language.
Having his first hit in 2008, the video showed his progress over the seven years that followed,
casting Kenzo as an everyman, and encouraging youth from rough backgrounds with the message
that anything is possible.
After several more opening acts, Eddy Kenzo stepped on stage and gave an almost two-hour
concert, featuring several of the openers and other guests (including his girlfriend Rema and singer
Bobi Wine). While the place was packed, it was clear that the audience was a blend of Kenzo
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diehards—who knew all the song lyrics—and others who were curious after the success of “Sitya
Loss.” Kenzo ended the show with his biggest song, to the thrill of the expectant crowd. The
Ghetto Kids, the dancers from the music video, offered their moves to the song and audience
members held their plastic chairs aloft in appreciation.
2015 proved to be an important year for Kenzo’s career and a year that brought Ugandan
music a higher profile on the African stage and closer to international audiences. The rise of Eddy
Kenzo is emblematic of the rise of the contemporary Ugandan music industry. What stood on the
stage that night was a charismatic, talented performer, who would only grow more polished in the
years that followed the concert. Between 2015 and 2018, the fieldwork period represented in these
pages, the industry continued to professionalize and its constituent artists continued the hard work
of making opportunities for themselves in an economic sector that has not received much support
from government or compensation for its material output. Performances are critical sources of
revenue, but they are also important moments for big artists to mark their stature in the industry.
The Mbilo Mbilo concert was set to mark Kenzo’s arrival, but the BET award beat it to the punch.
Kenzo has been operating on the international level ever since and his popularity has brought more
attention to Uganda’s pop music. But his story is not the only one of struggle and success; in fact,
he is one of the newer voices in a music industry that is finally finding its footing. Examination of
the Ugandan music industry reveals a growing business, changing social mores, and a strong
demand for entertainment. But more than that, it shows how processes and practices of modernity
in a developing nation are implicated and imbricated in a country’s popular music. I will argue
over the following chapters that it is an aspirational practice of modernity that is driving the
development of Uganda’s music industry and consequently, the lack of a trademark, national
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“sound.” This practice mirrors the aspiration of modernity seen in the development of the modern
Ugandan economy over the last thirty years.

THE UGANDAN CASE STUDY
The following chapters document the state of the contemporary Ugandan music business
from 2015 through 2018: how the music was made, what it sounded like, how it got to listeners,
and how artists furthered their careers in the context of the music industry of the time. By using
the word “contemporary” I mean to specify the music industry of the late 1990s forward,
acknowledging the break in Uganda’s popular music trajectory caused by the political instability
during the regimes of Idi Amin and Milton Obote in the 1970s into the 1980s. That interruption is
one of the many elements that make Uganda a unique case study for a project like this one. The
styles that were strong in the post-independence period—the music of Congolese-inspired dance
bands—did not survive unscathed to the 1990s. The music that took Band music’s space after
Uganda became more politically stable was a very different style, as I describe in the next chapter.
A combination of several factors makes Uganda a particularly interesting case study. The
first factor is that rupture in Uganda’s development trajectory as a result of war, mentioned above.
The nation’s postcolonial trajectory of development was interrupted by political instability. The
economic downturn, violence, and poor governance were followed by thirty years of political
stability and economic growth. Therefore, Uganda’s overall story is necessarily one of struggle
and triumph, but regarding its music, it is also one with discontinuities in some traditions and
strong outside influences on others. Beyond Uganda’s specific history, its demography makes the
nation and its music business a particularly worthy subject for discussion. Uganda, a nation of
37.7 million people at last estimate, has a very young population: 77% percent of Ugandans are
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under the age of 30, making it one of the most youthful nations on earth.1 Close examination of
the mainstream popular music of Uganda—so very generative of youth popular culture—then
becomes a discussion about the tastes and priorities of a growing number of people. Uganda is
also considered one of the world’s most entrepreneurial nations, with 35.5% of the population in
the process starting a business or running one under 3.5 years old.2 It is a very ethnically diverse
country as well, with more than 60 ethnic groups represented inside its borders.3 While dozens of
languages are spoken in the region, two different linguistic families are represented in the country:
Nilotic language speakers in the north and Bantu speakers in the south.4 Uganda is young,
hustling, and diverse.
Uganda is also representative of dynamics playing out all over the continent. Africa is
rapidly urbanizing. The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa estimates that half of
Africa’s population will be living in urban areas by the year 2035. This is up from around 30% in
1990.5 As of 2017, 23.8% of Uganda’s population lives in urban areas and the nation has an
overall rate of urbanization of 5.7%.6 Most of Uganda’s wealth is in the south central region of the
country, in proximity to the capital, Kampala, where 80% of the country’s industrial and
commercial activities are based.7 Kampala, the base for the field research for this project, is
sprawling and congested. Its roads were not built to accommodate so many cars nor so many

1

Republic of Uganda. “2017 Statistical Abstract.” Uganda Bureau of Statistics, 2017. https://www.ubos.org/wpcontent/uploads/publications/03_20182017_Statistical_Abstract.pdf: 14.
2
“2014 Global Report.” Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, 2015. https://www.gemconsortium.org/report/49079.
3
“ Eunice Tumwebaze.” Interview by Author. December 7, 2015.
4
Swahili, a Bantu language, is widely spoken in the north, but originally comes from coastal Tanzania.
5
“Urbanization and Industrialization for Africa’s Transformation.” United Nations Economic Commission for Africa,
2017. https://www.uneca.org/sites/default/files/uploaded-documents/ERA/ERA2017/era-2017_en_fin_jun2017.pdf
6
US Central Intelligence Agency. “Uganda.” The World Factbook. Accessed September 12, 2018.
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ug.html.
7
“Strategic Plan 2014/15-2018/19: Laying the Foundation For Kampala City Transformation.” Kampala Capital City
Authority. Accessed June 15, 2018. https://www.kcca.go.ug/uploads/KCCA_STRATEGI_PLAN_2015-2016.pdf: 1.
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people.8 With urbanization comes an inevitable tension between rural and urban lifeways,
opportunities for financial stability versus connections with home and culture, which are seen to
be based at ancestral homes in the rural areas. Aspirations to modern city living sit beside images
of village life considered “backward” in the popular domain. These binaries play out in shades of
grey in front of a larger picture of widespread poverty and precarity as new arrivals to town find
their place and established urbanites visit their home villages.
Discussion of Uganda’s mainstream popular music, as created and distributed from
Kampala, is therefore an opportunity to discuss African modernity and how it plays out in this
context. The work of Uganda’s pop music makers, as we shall see in the chapters that follow, is
part of an expression and aspiration toward a particular modernity: one that finds Ugandans
wealthy, high achieving, having access to better education, healthcare, and infrastructure, and
increasingly connected to and in communication with the rest of the world. The world is growing
ever smaller as the Internet brings us closer together. Uganda’s pop music makers represent
Uganda in the world as their music travels on the ground and Uganda to the world to their
audiences online. Artists are aware of the representational politics that render them ambassadors of
Uganda to the other countries they might play. Inside that dynamic, they become creators and
purveyors of “modern Uganda.”
Seeking the “modern” in Africa is a complicated endeavor. I use the concept of the modern
in the way that people on the African continent itself talk about wanting access to lifeways,
products, and services available in “more developed” countries. The “modern” becomes a foil to
the “backward,” a representation that my interlocutors fight through their “modern,” creative

8

According to the Kampala Capital City Authority, the roads were constructed for fewer than 100,000 vehicles, but
now accommodate 400,000. (“Strategic Plan 2014/15-2018/19: Laying the Foundation For Kampala City
Transformation.” Kampala Capital City Authority. Accessed June 15, 2018.
https://www.kcca.go.ug/uploads/KCCA_STRATEGI_PLAN_2015-2016.pdf: 63.)
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output. Similarly, in evoking “tradition,” I am not referring to a static sense of Africa’s past, rather
I am referring to the dynamic processes and practices that anchor a group’s sense of belonging. In
this particular context, the rural as origin point for the traditional is of particular interest,
especially regarding the potential for a national sound. Part of what it means to have a ‘national
sound’ is to be a modern nation that can represent itself with distinction on a global scale. What is
provocative in the Ugandan case in particular is that while that aspiration toward modernity is
strong, there is simultaneously a decentering of the local sounds that might provide that
distinction. Uganda’s urban spaces, specifically Kampala, create tastes that are distributed to the
rural, rather than rural sounds influencing and grounding the city sound. This combination of
urbanization, the struggles toward economic development, and the tug between tradition and
modernity makes the Ugandan music industry correspond with the music industries of developing
nations all over the world.

In 2011, Western coverage of Africa’s economic growth began to change its narrative about
the continent. In sharp contrast to previous “dark Africa” representations of the content, this
coverage presented Africa as attractive to the financial world and it renewed the larger dialogue
about class formation in Africa. A much-cited African Development Bank report, “The Middle of
the Pyramid: Dynamics of the Middle Class in Africa” made claims of an African middle class at
34% of the continent’s population and that their per capita spending had more than doubled. They
described a middle class structured with tiers including the “floating,” “lower,” and “upper”
middle classes and defined middle class around metrics of spending: those people with a per capita
daily consumption of $2 to $20 in 2005 purchasing power parity dollars. 9 An article in The
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Ncube, Mthuli, et al. “The Middle of the Pyramid: Dynamics of the Middle Class in Africa.” African Development
Bank, April 20, 2011: 2.
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Economist titled “The Hopeful Continent: Africa Rising” put the spotlight on the continent’s
economic growth over the preceding decades. Touting a commodities boom and infrastructural
improvements with China’s arrival on continent, the article reflected an economically developing
Africa with a growing middle class, ripe for foreign investment. The “Africa Rising” narrative
would go on to be challenged in the years that followed, especially as an economic downturn
lowered the growth rates that the claims were based on and concerns were raised that the existence
of that middle class meant to drive further growth had been overestimated. Questions about the
definition of the African middle classes would complicate the image of a homogenous thriving,
consumption-driven African middle class.10 In the article “The (Idea of) African Middle Classes:
Theorizing from Africa” Rachel Spronk notes that the formation of African societies themselves
complicates a rigid sense of social class, and undermines the way that many write about the
African middle classes:
… What haunts much writing on the middle classes in African countries is the implicit
meaning that the usage of middle class invokes; that a society can be divided into layers of
wealth and poverty. However, in most African societies categorization into distinct social
classes is complicated by horizontal links of kinship, religion, regional affiliation, and
ethnicity.11
There can be multiple classes in a single home, with individuals supporting each other and
contributions from family members that can be called upon. This makes the boundaries hard to
define.
The question of the existence of a middle class was on the mind of John Abimanyi, in his
June 2011 article in the Daily Monitor (Uganda’s main independent newspaper) titled, “Where is
Uganda’s Middle Class?”:
10

Volumes exploring these questions include Ncube and Lufumpa (2015), Melber (2016), and O’Kane, Kroeker, and
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But what is it to be middle class in Uganda? Is it the image struck by the burgeoning
corporate-employed individuals, all smart in their sharp suits, with company ID tags
hanging down their necks, riding in loan-scheme acquired cars as they press away at touchscreen android phones? Is it the endless queues you see winding round and round at
shopping malls and out of ATM machines? Or is it the intellectual type, the ones who talk
the economy and the rise of the dollar against the shilling all day long? Where is Uganda’s
middle class?12
Abimanyi is imagining a Ugandan middle class much in the image of a Western middle class, one
marked by icons of consumption and participation in corporate culture. A couple years later, a
Monitor op-ed by Timothy Kalyegira took the sentiment even further:
When one goes past the possession of flashy cars, phones and furniture as a measure of
middle class and one goes into the mentality that is also a part of middle class, it is equally
bleak.We hardly author books, produce computer software or hardware. Everything we
own practically is foreign conceived, designed, produced, marketed and distributed. Even
if we are to go by our pretensions to being middle class, we are largely a consuming
middle class, not a producing middle class such as what we see in North America, Europe
and East Asia. Time, then, to dispense with our false image of ourselves as a sophisticated
society and get down to work, being truly creative and productive.13
The existence of the Ugandan middle class, its composition and buying power, has broad
consequences for the development but it is also integral to a mapping of the music industry as it is
their disposable income that supports the artists and their creative output.14 Just because the
gleaming, Western-inspired shopping palaces exist, does not mean that they can attract a critical
mass of shoppers to support their ongoing success. According to a 2015 Daily Monitor article, the
2014 State of Uganda’s Poverty Report said that 37% of Ugandans as having achieved middle
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John K. Abimanyi, “Where Is Uganda’s Middle Class?” Daily Monitor, June 13, 2011.
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government support of the music industry as we shall see in the next chapter.
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class status by 2012, but that number remains in doubt based on observations of daily living in
society.15
Over the years in my travels to Uganda I have sought visible indicators of the growth of
middle class consumption. In that time, we saw the rise and fall of the Kenyan supermarket chain
Nakumatt, a beacon of modernity through consumption. Nakumatt eventually opened nine stores
in Uganda, all brightly lit and filled with every product one might ever need, but its Ugandan rollout was a bet on a consumer sector that never materialized. Its fellow Kenyan supermarket chain
Uchumi also struggled. The two died a slow terrible death,16 though other supermarkets took their
places as sources for imported goods (both local and foreign retailers, for example, some former
Nakumatt locations were taken up by Shoprite from South Africa, the biggest supermarket chain
on the African continent with locations in 19 countries).17 Uber ride services became available in
Kampala in 2016, disrupting the special hire taxi market. These app-summoned rides added
convenience to the chore of getting around in Kampala’s traffic and offered riders access to a
“modernity” that had heretofore not been available in the more or less identical iteration as it
existed in the Western market.18 But even in the case of Uber, its long-term viability is in
question.19
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Rachel Spronk in her 2014 article “Exploring the Middle Classes in Nairobi: From Modes
of Production to Modes of Sophistication” asks that we look at African middle class-ness as an
aspirational practice, rather than an absolute categorization, a pivot that provides for the inclusion
of other forms of capital to be considered alongside the economic data used to represent social
class. Spronk describes the act of being middle class “as a practice that results from the productive
interconnections among three factors: (1) access to education and the resulting salaried
occupations, (2) consumption patterns and lifestyle choices, and (3) modern self-perceptions.”20 In
her study of the contemporary young urban professionals of Kenya’s capital city, Spronk points to
their practices of middle-classness to be part of a larger phenomenon in the city through the
twentieth-century, “with each generation having to carve out its aspirations in relation to kinship
expectations and available economic opportunities.”21 In theorizing the existence and “modern”
lifeways of the African middle-class more broadly, Spronk points to the agency of the young
professionals she studies, that their choices are not just about consumption, they are also about
creating their reality as adults:
The emergence of a middle-class culture that can be found in every African metropole
increasingly legitimizes lifestyle choices as an intrinsic feature of socialization into
adulthood. Seen in this way, the young professionals’ lifestyles are not merely an
expression of desires, but can be understood as realizing and maintaining subjective
realities.22
This framework of middle class-ness as an aspirational practice is useful in examining the
Ugandan case. Many people may participate in the trappings of a “middle class” lifestyle while not
necessarily having the financial stability one would expect to be included in that category. That
Eronie Kamukama and Jonathan Adengo. “How Profitable Is Uganda’s Special Hire Taxi Business?” Daily Monitor,
June 28, 2017. http://www.monitor.co.ug/Business/Prosper/-profitable-Uganda-hire-taxi-business-KampalaUber/688616-3988250-4w1gx9z/index.html.
20
Rachel Spronk. “Exploring the Middle Classes in Nairobi: From Modes of Production to Modes of Sophistication.”
African Studies Review 57, no. 1 (April 2014): 99.
21
Spronk, 102.
22
Spronk, 111.
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lifestyle includes participation Kampala’s nightlife and entertainment scene. If we define middle
class-ness in part by members having the disposable income to participate in events like concerts
and to buy music from their local market kiosk, the practice of middle class-ness does in fact exist
in Uganda, even if the cohesive boundaries of the class may not. And while precarity and poverty
may be on the rise of late—especially in the economic downturn between 2015 and 2017—this
practice explains the continued growth and development of the nation’s music business despite
that poverty.
But as stated earlier, the aspirations toward modernity in this case can also be aspirations
toward alignment with the foreign, being seen as more modern, rather than an uplifting of the
local. That Kampala nightclub might be playing more international music than local and the local
music played might have a deep resemblance to foreign, particularly Western, styles. It is a
combination of a pragmatic desire to capitalize on the already popular and this aspiration to a
defined foreign-looking modernity that explains Uganda’s mainstream popular music having such
a hybrid, sometimes copy-cat, character. The substance of the music will be discussed at length in
the fifth chapter, but that decentering of the local in favor of the foreign has a longer history in
Ugandan popular music than one might expect. The beginnings of a pop music scene in the 1950s
and 1960s was anchored by Congolese sounds. James Ferguson in his 2006 book Global Shadows:
Africa in the Neoliberal World Order, in discussing globalization and African modernity more
generally, well describes the very issue at play in Ugandan mainstream popular music: “African
aspirations to “development” and “modernity” have always been shadowed by such questions
surrounding the authenticity of the copy. The twin fears are that the copy is either too different
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from the original or not different enough.”23 Ferguson, like Spronk in this context, defends the
impulse to embrace the foreign, seeing it as more than mimicry:
Claims of likeness, in this context, constitute not a copying, but a shadowing, even a
haunting — a declaration of comparability, an aspiration to membership and inclusion in
the world, and sometimes also an assertion of a responsibility.
Read through the lens of Ferguson’s “shadow,” the hybridity in Ugandan contemporary
mainstream popular music can be taken as an assertion of global belonging. I articulate this
reading of “shadowing” rather than “copying” to draw attention to the larger dynamics at play, but
plenty of the industry stakeholders I spoke with see that appropriation of the foreign as young
people losing their way, and forfeiting their sense of self in the process. Seen from either
perspective, Ugandan pop exists as a global/local hybrid and an expression of aspirational
modernity as we shall see over the chapters that follow.

CORE QUESTIONS
Several foundational questions and concerns guided the research for this project. First, how
is Ugandan pop music made and how does it circulate? Second, how do artists make money from
their work? Third, what does that music sound like and how does it correspond to the field of
traditional sounds in the country? To that effect, is there a Ugandan sound? If so, what aesthetic
elements does it consist of? If there is not a “sound,” why? Despite the fact that Kampala was the
location for my project, my interest was in the “Ugandan sound” instead of the “Kampala sound.”
Kampala is the base of Uganda’s music industry and while the music scenes in the nation’s other
towns are growing, Kampala has the stranglehold on talent, recording facilities, and creative
output. If a sound were to emerge, at the very least, it would eventually be recorded in Kampala
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and distributed from there. Other questions that shaped the research for this exploration were
about the national institutional infrastructure around the arts in Uganda and the political frame for
the music’s creation and performance. The overall concern for the project was about how
Uganda’s mainstream popular music reflects its people, an important part of the representational
politics that this dissertation is meant to participate in.
But why popular music at all? If identity is a key concern, why not conduct a version of this
project concerning traditional music? Putting aside for a moment that the pop/traditional binary
does a disservice to both sides of that assumed divide, the bulk of the literature on Uganda’s music
covers traditional music, as we shall see below. Discussing popular music contributes to an
underserved part of the conversation. Popular music through its ephemerality has the power to be
a particular kind of snapshot in time. It also has the power to reach across ethnic boundaries,
which is critical in Uganda as the number of vernacular languages are many and pop is meant to
have broad appeal.
What do I mean by “popular music”? There are plenty of musics that are popular in Uganda
that fall outside of the consideration of this project. The term “popular music” as I discuss it, refers
to commercially recorded mainstream music of wide consumption. “Commercially recorded” is
also a little tricky in this context given that precious few artists in Uganda make any money off
their recordings. Nevertheless, these recordings are critical marketing tools for artists to get gigs,
which is how they support themselves. There is traditional music that has widespread appeal, but
my interest is in the music that is recorded for a general audience in a professional recording
studio, much of which is aimed at a young, urban demographic.
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METHODOLOGY AND ETHICS
In order to serve the core questions and concerns above, I spent 12 months between 2015
and 2018 in Kampala, Uganda, conducting interviews, visiting recording studios, and attending
performances. Throughout those years, I monitored the Ugandan press attentively—television,
radio, and newspaper—in hard copy while in country, and online while stateside. I also observed
the world of Ugandan entertainment on social media, specifically Facebook and Instagram. I
conducted 97 interviews with 80 individuals, each conversation varying in length from 15 minutes
to three hours.24 These interviews, some more formal than others, took me all over the city of
Kampala to its very limits and a few were conducted via Skype from the US. I spoke with artists,
producers, media members, and other stakeholders in the music business. Participants were chosen
in part because of their weight in the pop music scene, a criterion that has an impact on their
experience of the music industry and consequently, their viewpoint on the business, one perhaps
different from up-and-coming artists or those individuals who experience less demand for their
work. There are far more men than women represented in the group, simply because of the
representative demographics of the industry itself (coming out of social mores of the past that
found female performance distasteful) and because the few women who have risen to the top were
busy and hard to pin down for an interview as a result. Because many of the people I spoke with
were known, public individuals, this study was not designed to be anonymous and all the quotes
you read in these pages are directly attributed to the person who stated them.25 All of the
interviews conducted for this project were in English, which makes this study necessarily an elite
one. The people I spoke with were by and large well educated, very exposed to the wider world,
24
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and excellent speakers of English. While in preparation for this project I undertook several years
of Kiswahili and Luganda study, skills utilized here primarily for translation of song lyrics.26
I had much greater access to well-known individuals than I had anticipated, for several
reasons, I suspect. First, few academics have studied the work of the mainstream pop artists in this
manner so there was a curiosity factor in meeting with me for an in-depth conversation. Some of
the people I spoke with saw the opportunity to enshrine their work in my research. Second, the
Harvard name carried some weight in the overtures I made to my interlocutors. Third, and perhaps
most importantly, I already had access to some people on the ground, which in turn, connected me
with others. Having traveled to visit my mother’s family in Uganda many times over the preceding
decades, there were a number of people I could call on to get the ball rolling. The rest snowballed
from there. With the dearth of professional management in Uganda’s music business, even the
biggest stars could be relatively easy to contact without a buffer if you had the correct phone
number, facilitating easy access to gig booking, but adding more to their agenda as artists. At the
end of each interview, I would ask, now that the person knew what I was interested in, if were
there any other individuals they suggest I speak with. That would often encourage them to give me
more contacts on the spot. A key element of arranging the interviews was the smartphone
messaging application WhatsApp, which is internationally popular, and especially so in Uganda.27
I sent out messages explaining my project, which would be accompanied by my profile photo. I
26
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would reference the person who gave me their contact information and ask for an appointment.
Almost all the people I contacted this way responded immediately and were open to a meeting.
The elite status accorded to me by my institutional affiliation, citizenship, and personal
connections, gave me access to the field that indigenous researchers may not have had, a point of
ethical concern throughout the fieldwork process.
My overall ethical frame for this project— concerns about the people I met with, my own
expressions of privilege, and how all were represented in the text— was guided by my identity as
Ugandan-American. My mother is Ugandan and I stayed with family throughout my fieldwork.
My mixed heritage shows in my light skin, so while I was fairly fluent in the cultural mores and
social expectations of me, most of my interlocutors saw me as a “Muzungu” —meaning white
person or in my case, foreigner— until deep into our conversation when my identity might be
revealed. That revelation seemed to instill a greater level of trust in me and pride in my pursuits.
My light skin and obvious foreignness accorded me additional privilege in many spaces around
town during my stays. Security guards, omnipresent around Kampala’s elite shopping arcades,
often did not thoroughly check my bag or vehicle but would go through every bit of the bag or car
boot of a friend, cousin, or auntie. While I always, and still do, feel comfortable and every bit
belonging when I go to Uganda, I am also very conscious that multiple levels of privilege shape
my experience. The warm safety I felt of being in Black Africa sat in the foreground of times in
the US marked by an unending list of young African-Americans being killed by police in cities all
over the nation and the rise of Donald Trump.
This concern about privilege fueled my goals in understanding the experiences of my
interlocutors and representing them as faithfully as I could in the chapters you will read.
Ethnographic fieldwork is necessarily extractive: academics engage with their field to capture and
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reproduce a story. Finding ways to balance that equation is difficult, but at the very least it is part
of the ethical duty of the ethnographer to render true stories and not obfuscate their own role in the
events that played out around them. The fulfillment of this duty includes the inclusion of direct
quotes from interlocutors wherever possible, to allow them to tell their stories themselves. Despite
changing narratives about Africa in the West, as discussed above, Africa is still portrayed as
lacking in all respects, a representation sustained by white supremacy. There is an element of
counter narrative to that representation built into the concerns and expressions of African
modernity embedded in this study. Keeping in mind these representational ethics and in the spirit
of Steven Feld’s suggestion of dialogic editing28, it was critical to share the substance of the
project with some of my key interlocutors in order to confirm the direction of the project and the
early conclusions of the research. In the Summers of 2017 and 2018, I had several meetings
specifically to confirm where the project was going and that chapter subject matter reflected the
needs and concerns of the industry. Given the political nature of some of the content, drafts of the
chapters were not circulated to my interlocutors, but the in-depth conversations I had further
illuminated themes that were necessary for inclusion in this text. It was crucial from the very
beginning of my work on this project that the fruit of the research be both a contribution to the
scholarly literature and a reference for the very stakeholders I spoke with, therefore the topics of
the chapters that follow were specifically chosen for their relevance in representing the industry as
it exists and the issues of critical importance to its participants.

28
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature on the music of Uganda is rich with projects on traditional music, with particular
depth in studies on the court musics of the Kingdom of Buganda.29 Few full-length published
monographs are available but there are many articles and several dissertations. The political
instability under Idi Amin and Milton Obote the early 1970s through the mid-1980s rendered
ethnographic research difficult, resulting in a gap in the bibliography.30 Little work documents
popular music genres, and none share my concern with Uganda in the world or are as large in
scale as the study you will read in the chapters that follow. This review has three parts. First, I
offer a rough chronological rendering of the literature on Ugandan music, emphasizing the main
contributors, themes, and musical genres covered in this field of study over the last 60 years: in the
first section looking at the core literature on traditional topics, and in the second, considering the
more recent work focused on Uganda’s popular music. Then, I focus on several key studies on
other African popular musics that inspired my effort and informed my concern with global
circulation and identity in African pop music.

The Ugandan Music Bibliography
While there are a fair number of sources on the subject of music in Uganda before the early 1950s
(exogenous musicologists, indigenous musicologists, travelers, missionaries, and colonial agents),
the work of Klaus Wachsmann and Joseph Kyagambiddwa form a worthy starting point. Tribal
Crafts of Uganda (1953), co-authored with Margaret Trowell has two halves, the first, (Trowell’s
portion) offers examples of the material culture of Uganda’s ethnic groups, the second
29
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(Wachsmann’s portion) offers examples of their musical instruments. The objects are all presented
as line drawings, though there is series of photographs at the end of Wachsmann’s half, showing
not only of the instruments as they were played but also actual people playing them. Tribal Crafts
of Uganda offers a rich guide of images and vocabulary still useful to researchers. Wachsmann
also served as editor of a volume titled Essays on Music and History in Africa (1971). His chapter
in the volume, “Musical Instruments in Kiganda Tradition and Their Place in the East African
Scene” is notable for its theorization of historical inquiry in African musicology. Joseph
Kyagambiddwa’s book, African Music from the Source of the Nile (1955) offers not only
description of Baganda music, but also a repertoire of songs and explanation of the modal system
used in Baganda music composition. Kyagambiddwa discusses the different kinds of songs
performed by the Baganda and provides their melodies in Western staff notation with lyrics in both
Luganda and English.
Gerhard Kubik’s contributions in 1960, 1962, and 1969 regarding the inherent rhythms he
experienced in listening to Baganda xylophone music were particularly significant.31 In “The
Structure of Kiganda Xylophone Music” (1960) Kubik describes the amadinda and akadinda (the
12 and 17 key xylophones, respectively), their scales, tuning, interlocking parts, and the process of
learning to play. According to Kubik, “A tune will be interesting only if the okunaga and
okwawula melodies [interlocking and interacting parts] are constructed in such a way that
“inherent” and “subjective” rhythms occur and obtrude upon the listener.” 32 Kubik’s examination
of this phenomenon in 1960s spurred a conversation that would extend into the 1990s (Cooke
1970, Wegner 1993, Cooke 1994). Kubik’s article “Neo-Traditional Popular Music in East Africa
Since 1945” (1981) covers popular music in the region more widely. Though Kubik does not
31
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really define “neo-traditional,” the value of this article is as a snapshot of popular musics and
trends in instrumentation found in the region at the time.
Peter Cooke, author of both the New Grove article about Uganda and the Garland
Encyclopedia article about East Africa, has published on the Baganda court music of the past with
an eye toward attempts at contemporary revival in the reconstituted Baganda kingdom of the
1990s (Cooke 1996).33 Cooke collaborated with Ugandan scholar Sam Kasule on the article “The
Musical Scene in Uganda Views from Without and Within,” which offers some suggestions for the
researcher interested in Ugandan music and advocates for collaboration between Ugandan and
foreign ethnomusicologists.
In addition to his more general volume about the music of the region, Music in East Africa
(2004), Gregory T. Barz has published Singing for Life: HIV/AIDS and Music in Uganda (2005), a
medical ethnomusicological piece about Ugandans with HIV and AIDS “living positively through
music.” Singing for Life offers an example of the role that music as a vehicle for spreading of
health information to communities, but also as a source of hope in the midst of the epidemic. Barz
also co-edited a volume of essays with Judah M. Cohen titled The Culture of AIDS in Africa: Hope
and Healing in Music and the Arts (2011) focused on the relationship between the AIDS crisis and
the arts on the continent. The Culture of AIDS in Africa features a number of chapters about
Ugandan music, including a notable one on Ugandan Hip Hop.
In Baakisimba: Gender in the Music and Dance of the Baganda People of Uganda (2005),
Sylvia Nannyonga-Tamusuza explores the construction of gender among the Baganda people
through participation in traditional Baakisimba dancing. She presents Baakisimba as unique space
to negotiate Baganda reckonings of gender identity, both inside the palace walls and in the village.
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Nannyonga-Tamusuza, the most prominent Ugandan ethnomusicologist working in country, also
problematizes her identity as an indigenous researcher in the book, an important contribution to
the literature. Nannyonga-Tamusuza also published an article in 2012 with Andrew Weintraub
about the return of the field recordings of Klaus Wachsmann to Uganda, titled "The Audible
Future: Reimagining the Role of Sound Archives and Sound Repatriation in Uganda." The article
discusses the project of creating an archive in Uganda for Wachsmann’s recordings of traditional
music and connecting the communities of origin with the tapes of their music.
David Pier in his 2015 book Ugandan Music in the Marketing Era discusses the deployment
of marketing thinking and community promotion among the organizers and participants of the
Senator Extravaganza, a national performance competition of traditional music and dance troupes
meant to advertise the Senator beer brand. Pier argues that “promotion” is connected to traditional
methods of social networking as well as ways of communicating that come out of the expectations
of development organizations. The Senator Extravaganza was a competition for local traditional
music, dance, and drama troupes. Most recently, Damascus Kafumbe published Tuning the
Kingdom: Kawuugulu Musical Performance, Politics, and Storytelling in Buganda (2018),
focusing on the Kawuugulu Clan-Royal musical ensemble. Kafumbe’s book is one of the few
current published monographs, though there have been a host of dissertations on a variety of
Ugandan music-related topics. Peter Hoesing’s 2011 thesis “Kusamira Ritual Music and The
Social Reproduction of Wellness in Uganda” discusses the connection between music and healing
among the Baganda and Busoga. In 2013 Suzanne Wint completed a PhD thesis titled “The
Western Classical Music Scene in Kampala, Uganda: A Music of the Other?”. There was also
work by Allan Mugishagwe on music and non-governmental organizations in Uganda (2013) and
by Anthony C.K. Kakooza on traditional culture and the entertainment industry (2014). The rate of
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new dissertations on Ugandan music related topics indicates an interest in Ugandan studies that
bodes well for the overall literature for years to come.

Ugandan Popular Music
The scholarly literature on popular music in Uganda begins in 1981 with Kubik’s article
mentioned above, but does not begin to develop meaningfully until the 2000s. Below I summarize
the highlights of the Ugandan popular music bibliography. The work includes information on the
processes of archiving popular music; specific genres such as Kadongo Kamu, a Lugandalanguage guitar ballad genre; the making of genre; the use of digital means of music production;
and considerations of the popular music scene as a route to respect and position in Uganda.
Several authors have problematized the “popular” in their work, most notably Sylvia
Nannyonga-Tamusuza and Joel Isabirye, indigenous researchers who are both involved in the
archiving of local popular music. Isabirye (2004) and Nannyonga-Tamusuza (2006) wrote about
the creation of a popular music archive at the Centre for Basic Research in Kampala. In thinking
through what qualified a recording for preservation in the archive, they had to carefully consider
the meaning of the “popular” label and the connection of that label to traditional musics. Their
definitions of the Ugandan popular music are foundational to the understanding I carried forward
in my research. Isabirye in his 2004 piece “Archiving Ugandan Popular Music” notes that the
meaning of “popular music” can vary within the Ugandan context generally. Isabirye suggests a
tension between “pop” and “traditional”:
“… there is a tendency within the rural provincial regions to conceptualize urban forms of
popular music as high art, while there is a perception in the city that music emanating from
the provinces is traditional and “backward” low art, or it is understood as “folk.” However,
although generally unrecorded, such “traditional” forms are actually more popular than
commercially recorded music in terms of mass appeal in the rural areas.”34
34
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Although those “traditional” forms may be more prevalent, given the lack of commercial
recording, they were excluded from the archive.35 If commercial recording is a prerequisite for the
designation (which it was for the archive), what has and has not been recorded of local popular
musical styles becomes crucial. Isabirye points out that most of the country’s recording industry is
in the capital—also its largest recording consumption market—so what ends up in the popular
music category (and included in the archive) is that which was produced in Kampala. According to
Isabirye, the “Ugandan sound” is a composite: genre distinctions can be hard to make given the
widespread fusion of styles (from the region and from the West) by local artists. NannyongaTamusuza in “Constructing the Popular: Challenges of Archiving Ugandan ‘Popular’ Music”
(2006) adds more to the problematic nature of these distinctions, but provides a working definition
that is specific to the Ugandan context. Nannyonga-Tamusuza describes popular music as being of
a particular time and circumstance. If the main criterion for archive inclusion and categorization is
recording, she asks, how can albums that bear no marking of publishing date (prevalent in a
country where a lot of the music that circulates is pirated) be historicized? Despite this concern,
Nannyonga-Tamusuza highlights that historicity in the following definition:
“…I propose to further define Uganda’s popular music as that historical music which
blends Ugandan and foreign musical materials, and is produced and, in many cases,
disseminated technologically although it is also performed live. This music blends
indigenous languages, poetic styles and musical styles with foreign musical styles,
especially instrumentational and hymnal styles, and to some extent the language.”36
The emphasis on a hybrid character in this definition is important to note as it represents an
alternative to hearing Ugandan pop music as simply the appropriation of foreign styles.
Kadongo Kamu is the most well covered local genre of popular music. Two pieces of
scholarship in particular are worth mentioning, both because of the groundwork they lay for
35
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further study on the genre. Sylvia Nannyonga-Tamusuza’s chapter "Gender, Ethnicity and Politics
in Kadongo-Kamu Music of Uganda" from the 2002 book Playing with Identities, does an
excellent job of describing Kadongo Kamu in terms of its history, musical definition,
instrumentation, and lyrical content as well as the role that music plays in Baganda culture.
Nannyonga-Tamusuza relates the gender dynamics of the characters within the song “Kayanda” by
Willy Mukabya to the situation faced by Baganda women in society. One Little Guitar: The words
of Paul Job Kafeero is a 2012 book edited by Kathryn Barrett-Gaines, African Studies professor
and romantic partner/long-time friend of the late Kafeero, the biggest star in the history of
Kadongo Kamu. The book offers the lyrics of 83 of Kafeero’s songs, in the original Luganda and
translated into English. While the piece is more the articulation of one artist’s oeuvre than the
definition of a genre, there are no other books regarding Ugandan popular music that attempt a
similar cataloging, a special and no doubt difficult feat when song lyrics can be hard to find in the
public domain.
In the 2012 volume Ethnomusicology in East Africa, Nannyonga-Tamusuza and Thomas
Solomon feature a number of compelling articles that pertain to popular music specifically. In her
article, “Politics of Competition in the Pearl of Africa Music (PAM) Awards: Construction of
Popular Music in Uganda,” Anita Desire Asaasira details how an award-giving organization can
directly shape not only what the “popular” is, but what styles may constitute a genre. The PAM
awards, which began in 2003 but had their last show in 2011, focused primarily on the music of
Uganda but did feature categories that acknowledged music from outside the country. The main
genre-related categories (those other than the ones that acknowledged artist, song and video of the
year as well as regional favorites and acts from Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Burundi) featured
the following genres: Hip Hop, R&B, Reggae, Ragga, Afro Beat, Gospel, Live Band, Kadongo
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Kamu, and Folk Pop. Asaasira points to the subjectivity of these categories through a discussion of
their delineation by the awards management. In “Digital Technology Creating Musicians:
Compromising Creativity, Dehumanising Music and Questioning Ownership?” Pamela Mbabazi
discusses the danger of the employment of digital production methods that she sees as
homogenizing the sound of Ugandan popular music. In 2015, a follow-up to Ethnomusicology in
East Africa was published: African Musics in Context: Institutions, Culture, Identity. It includes
chapters from Joseph Walugembe, the now late former Director of the Uganda National Cultural
Center, reflecting on Uganda’s National Culture Policy; producer/artist Joe Tabula discussing the
state of popular music today, offering suggestions for strengthening Uganda’s burgeoning music
industry; and scholar Nicholas Ssempijja on the role of popular musicians in HIV/AIDS
education.
Nanna Schneidermann has produced several pieces of work about Ugandan popular music,
with two most worthy of reference here: her 2008 Master’s thesis, “Ugandan Superstar!: an
Anthropological Study of Youth, Music and Social Becoming in Kampala, Uganda” and her 2014
doctoral dissertation, “Connectionwork: Making a Name in Uganda's Music Industry.” “Ugandan
Superstar!” finds her interviewing some of the biggest popular music acts in Uganda, namely Bobi
Wine and Bebe Cool. Schneidermann explores how the young men she observed used their
participation in the popular music scene as a method to seek autonomy and “respect.” In
Schneidermann’s dissertation she focuses on the social maneuvering and “connectionwork”
required to make a life for one’s self in popular music in Uganda. She suggests that the Baganda
social logics of kwatagana (being together) and omukutu (channel) are at the heart of the
“connectionwork” performed my aspiring musicians.37 While Schneidermann’s theses offer
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excellent ethnographic detail upon which to build further study, but beyond lyrical content, the
music is absent in the work. Surprisingly, there has been no scholarship that discusses the
prevalence of the Jamaican sound that dominates the radio airwaves in the forms of Reggae and
Ragga, ubiquitous in contemporary Ugandan popular music. The actual music is missing from
much of the material on Ugandan popular music, but will be addressed at length below, in Chapter
Five on the Ugandan Sound.

Works of Note from Beyond the Ugandan Context
Several books from outside the Ugandan musical context inspired the tack taken over the
chapters that follow. These six monographs on African popular music provided particularly strong
models, informing my questions about hybridity, music and social structure, the importance of
place, the construction of music economies, the role that a leader can play in the creation of a
national sound, and the ways in which popular music and nationalism can be fused together as part
of the representational politics of the state.
Christopher Waterman in his 1990 Jùjú: A Social History and Ethnography of an African
Popular Music offers us a snapshot of popular music in the urban Nigeria of the early 1980s.
Waterman focuses mainly on the genre of jùjú music, but also mentions other contemporary
Yoruba popular styles (like fújì, sákárà, and Afro-Beat) to complete his very thorough account of
the popular music on the ground in the Yoruba cities of Lagos and Ibadan at the time. Jùjú is a
syncretic form in so much as it combines a cosmopolitan sensibility with traditional culture
(specifically praise singing), sliding back and forth between those spaces and occupying both
simultaneously. Waterman sees jùjú not only as a popular means of diversion and a pervasive
assertion of traditional power structures, but also as a means for the reinforcement of modern pan-
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Yoruba identity among those who perform and consume it. This assertion in popular music of the
“modern” and the possibilities held in syncretic practice influenced the chapters you will read
below.
Nationalists, Cosmopolitans, and Popular Music in Zimbabwe (2000) by Thomas Turino
delivers a rich and detailed history of urban popular music in Zimbabwe from the 1930s through
the 1990s, starting with indigenous music traditions, through the rise of cultural nationalism, and
ending with the work of Thomas Mapfumo. Turino frames his project as one meant to uncover the
ways in which “local, indigenized musics” in Zimbabwe make it to market, at home and abroad,
and the stories of the art and artists themselves. In the book, Turino discusses cosmopolitanism as
a particular way of being in the world and cosmopolitanisms as being both “local and
translocal.”38 His concern with an integration of the foreign (that localization in the music), postcolonial African identity politics, and the overall rise in professionalism in Zimbabwe’s music
industry over time, resonates clearly with the Ugandan case. The questions of localization and
modernity that Turino engages with are key to this dissertation project and will be discussed in
more depth the final chapter of this thesis.
In Performing the Nation: Swahili Music and Cultural Politics in Tanzania (2002) Kelly
Askew discusses the role of music and dance in the creation of a national culture and imaginary.
She offers ethnographic data on the genres of ngoma (traditional dance), dansi (urban popular
music), and tarab (sung Swahili poetry) and focuses on their role in representing national culture.
Askew also describes the history of Tanzania’s Ministry of Culture and analyzes a National Arts
and Language Competition, both institutions involved in the performance of the Tanzanian nation.
Core to the monograph is Askew’s theorization of the relationship between performance and
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power. Askew is explicitly seeking the national and charting the stakeholders in the creation of
that national imaginary. This became part of my project as I explicitly sought the Ugandan sound
and the institutions that could support it.
Louise Meintjes in Sound of Africa!: Making Music Zulu in a South African Studio (2003)
offers the reader an exploration of the South African popular music genre of Mbaqanga by
examining its history, players, and recording process. The concept of “Zuluness” as an identity
contained in the music is discussed through an ethnography of the recording of Mbaqanga tunes.
The role that timbre plays is given special consideration—a welcome and rare addition to the
conversation. Meintjes also discusses the property of “liveness” as an authenticity, what happens
when the music is taken abroad, and the commodification of “Africanness.” Meintjes search for
and explanation of the audible attributes of a sound that marks the music as being from a place
inspired the aesthetic half of my pursuit of a Ugandan sound. What does the music sound like and
what in it marks it as Ugandan?
In Rumba Rules: The Politics of Dance Music in Mobutu’s Zaire (2008), Bob W. White
discusses the popular music scene in the Democratic Republic of Congo (then Zaire) from the
early to mid 1990s, the end of Mobutu Sese Seko’s reign. His focus is on Congolese Rumba and
the forms that followed it developing in Kinshasa, music that would come to dominate the region.
Core to White’s argument is the connection between popular music and politics in the Congolese
context: music as a “mediating force” between the urban youth and class based elite. Over the
chapters of Rumba Rules, White discusses the particularities of the scene in Zaire, the
development of Congolese Rumba, individual artists and well-known bands, the live performance
context, intra-band hierarchy, and types of band leadership. According to White, there are three
main genres of music in Zaire: modern (musique moderne), traditional (le folklore), and religious
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(la musique religieuse).39 Rumba Rules showcases a great example of the specific work of the
cultivation of national identity and the role of a head of state in leading that initiative. What does it
mean to wield that power and what are the long-term effects? The book, through its cataloging of
individuals, reflects the importance of acknowledging artists and ensembles for the sake of
posterity.
In Live from Dar Es Salaam, Alex Perullo examines the popular music of the city of Dar es
Salaam, analyzing the music both as a work and as a commodity. Rather than discussing the
“music industry” in Dar, Perullo discusses the “music economy,” recognizing the fact that some of
the structures and institutions that scaffold and maintain the music industries of the west (like
charts and legitimate sales figures) simply do not exist in the Tanzanian context. He credits
Tanzanians in the music business with the use of “creative practices,” legal and illegal ways into
the economy. According to Perullo, these “creative practices” are rooted in the local concepts of
bongo (wisdom/ingenuity) and kujitegemea (self-reliance).40 Perullo’s work offered a reminder to
keep ones eyes open in the field for innovative ways of doing things. Uganda lacks those same
scaffolds, but the acknowledgement of creative practice in light of that absence is important to
fully appreciating the dynamics of the music industry writ large. The examples offered by the
above authors, both those who have discussed Ugandan music and from outside the Ugandan
context, created the path followed in the dissertation you are reading. Over these pages, I have
offered as much of the data as I collected as possible such that the researchers after me can
continue the project of documenting Uganda’s popular music and theorizing about the creative
lifeways associated with it.
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Uganda’s music industry is a growing domain in terms of economics and creativity, but it
still experiences barriers to further growth of both kinds. Chapters two and three address barriers
to economic growth, chapters five and six, to creative growth. Chapter four addresses both.
Chapter two offers a primer on Ugandan political and economic history as well as a mapping of
the government’s approach to the arts. This all serves as the backdrop to the rise of the
contemporary music industry. Chapter three takes aim at the issue of copyright in Uganda, the lack
of enforcement, and how artists and producers feel about the current methods of distribution.
Chapter four focuses on a single campaign song of the 2016 presidential elections, “Tubonga
Naawe” as a way in to seeing how politics and the economic realities of life as a musician in
Uganda combine in a single episode. Chapter five discusses the prevailing genres of popular music
on the ground in Uganda and the Ugandan sound, or the lack thereof, and a potential contender for
that title. The issue of having a sound connects to the very question of the nation achieving a
certain station as a forward looking/developed country. The concluding chapter, chapter six,
focuses on the issue of locality, the effect “the local” as a negative concept on Uganda’s popular
music, and some suggestions from musicians on what is needed to re-center the local in Uganda’s
popular music. The dissertation as a whole pivots on the meanings in Uganda of “modern” and the
“local.” I hope that it will act as part of a counter narrative representation of Africa and Africans
and amplify the voices of Africans discussing their experiences and their music. But before we
address the substance of the music itself, let us turn to the historical and economic factors that
bring Ugandan popular music to its contemporary moment.
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CHAPTER TWO - Priorities and Growth:
The Political and Economic Context of the Ugandan Music Business

Figure 2. Radio and Weasel’s Juicy Juicy Explosion Concert at Freedom City, November 1, 2015

Freedom City Mall is located on the Entebbe Road in Najjanankumbi, about six kilometers
from Kampala city center. The structure looks large from the road, but inside it is absolutely
mammoth. Winding corridors, high ceilings, multiple levels, and a back half that is not visible
from the road make for an enormous shopping complex. The entertainment venue at Freedom City
has two levels: an upper balcony framing three sides of the open space, with numbered, plasticcovered movie theater seats (arranged in sections that can be closed off with roll-down metal
shutters), and a downstairs filled with plastic chairs (with a separate VIP section that had tables
with tablecloths). A very organized event apparatus ran the doors on the November night in 2015
when I attended a concert there. Crowd management for the upwards of 600 people was
paramount.41 Tickets were 10,000, 30,000, and 50,000 UGX (about $3, $8.50, $14 respectively).
And for that amount, the crowd got a jam-packed show. Screens on either side of the stage
41
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displayed a shot of the artists performing for those audience members sitting far away and rows of
lights illuminated the stage area. The headliners that night were the red-hot pop duo Radio and
Weasel, but there were many openers—“curtain raisers”— who preceded them: from relative
unknowns who essentially did their best impersonation of famed singer Chameleone and the
headliners to Gravity Omutujju, Pallaso, Aziz Azion, and the real Chameleone himself. The crowd
was large and very enthusiastic. After the final curtain raiser—a traditional music ensemble—at
midnight, Radio and Weasel hit the stage to the delight of the audience. The crowd sang along
enthusiastically as the duo cut through their many, many hits. Najjanankumbi sits just outside the
Kampala city limits, and as such, is not subject to the same noise ordinance rules as venues inside
the city. Because of this, shows can go on much longer than the regulated midnight noise cutoff.
Knowing that the show was likely to go late into the evening, I left about half an hour into Radio
and Weasel’s set, back onto a still busy Entebbe Road, into the evening, and back home to the far
side of town.
Freedom City is one of many live music venues in the Kampala area, but there are few of
its size that cater to its middle class urban audience. Its viability as a venue is an indication of the
status and development of Uganda’s music industry. In order to understand where the Ugandan
music industry is now and what might be needed to further its growth, one must look back at the
political and economic circumstances around it, the state of the arts in Uganda, and how things
actually function in the industry today. In this chapter, I will review all three of these contexts and
argue that while the industry has come a long way over the past 30 years of relative stability in
Uganda, the configuration of political and economic priorities in Uganda is stunting the industry’s
potential for further growth. The arts have gotten lost in the nation’s development agenda. Despite
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that lack of support the industry has continued to grow, but with it, the entertainment sector would
flourish.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF UGANDA
As mentioned earlier, Uganda’s particular political history bears strongly on the
development of its music industry, so before addressing the state of the industry, an overview of
the political timeline is necessary. Scholar Richard Reid characterizes the history42 of pre-colonial
Uganda as one of “shifting networks and coalitions, the creation of multiple linkages and
reciprocal relationships.”43 There were a number of well-organized kingdoms (to the south) and
segmentary societies (to the north) present in the area that had deep histories, their own diplomatic
ties, and administrative structures long before the arrival of the Christian missionaries and British
colonial power. The kingdom of Buganda became a protectorate of the British government in 1894
and by 1919, the complete area known now as Uganda was under British authority.44 Uganda,
named after the kingdom of Buganda — the largest of the local kingdoms, along with Ankole,
Toro, Bunyoro, and Busoga — was a variable collection of groups and ethnicities45 from the very
beginning. Friction between ethnicities crosscut with religious affiliation colored the early
political scene of the young nation, which achieved its independence from the British in 1962. The
new nation got its start under a coalition between the Uganda People’s Congress, with Milton
42
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Obote as Prime Minister, and Kabaka Yekka (the King Alone), a Baganda political party
advocating for the power of the Kabaka, with Kabaka Edward Mutesa II as President. This
coalition did not last long. The nation was put into a state of chaos in 1966 when Obote abrogated
the constitution, eliminating the roles of President and Vice President (redirecting the power to
himself as Prime Minister). Two months later Obote’s forces attacked Mengo, the home of the
palace of the King of the Buganda and the Buganda kingdom parliament, killing civilians and
forcing Kabaka Mutesa into exile. 46 In 1967, Obote would institute a new republican constitution
that shut down the traditional kingdoms of Uganda. Thus begins a critical break in the cultural
lives of those peoples and on the continuity of cultural practices related to royal life, including
traditional musics.
Obote was overthrown by his field general Idi Amin Dada in 1971, a change that many
welcomed as a positive transition at the time. This tide of good feelings would turn as Amin
exerted great violence through the state apparatus. Both Obote and Amin were from northern
Uganda, (coming from Langi and mixed Kakwa and Lugbara ethnic backgrounds respectively) as
was much of the army, which under British administration recruited heavily from the northern
Ugandan Nilotic tribes, which were known for being “war like.” This association between the
northern tribes and the army, Amin, Obote, and the violence that was perpetrated during their time
in power continues to linger.47 That being said, northerners were not exempt from the violence
rendered by Amin’s autocratic regime, particularly the Acholi and Langi people.48 In August 1972,
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Amin expelled around 50,000 South Asians from Uganda as part of his “Economic War,” a great
trauma that would have long-felt consequences. The Asian community, which had come from
India earlier in the century to build the railroad, had amassed great wealth in Uganda as merchants.
Their expulsion was described as a redistribution of wealth that would place economic power
more firmly in the hands of Africans. Uganda would become isolated economically from the rest
of the world and a collapse took place that would have ripple effects for the decade to follow.
Over the course of Amin’s brutal regime there would be hundreds of thousands of deaths and
disappearances as Amin eliminated all opposition to his power, whether real or perceived.49 The
figure of the bullish braggart in Amin, coupled with the violence that was wrought on the public
during his regime still colors how Uganda is imagined in the global consciousness today.
Amin was overthrown in 1979 by Tanzanian forces and Ugandan guerillas based in
Tanzania, where Milton Obote was in exile. There would then be three heads of state over the year
that followed: Yusuf Lule, Godfrey Binaisa, and Paulo Muwanga. Obote and his Uganda Peoples’
Congress party returned to power and in 1980 Obote was elected president in the country's first
presidential election, considered stolen by Obote and the UPC through vote rigging. His return for
some represented hope for relief from the Amin years, but the violence in fact continued, even
worse.50 300,000 people alone are said to have died around the Luweero Triangle, an area north of
Kampala that was a key site in the fighting of the counterinsurgency against Obote’s regime.
Obote was overthrown in 1985 in a coup by General Tito Okello-Lutwa and Brigadier Bazilio
Olara-Okello. Okello-Lutwa was removed from power in 1986 by Yoweri Museveni’s National
Resistance Liberation Army after years of guerilla warfare against the regimes in power, a struggle
49
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referred to as the Bush War. Yoweri Museveni was sworn in January 1986 as president. The reformation of the government by the National Resistance Movement marks the beginning of the
contemporary period of Ugandan history.

CONDENSED TIMELINE OF UGANDAN HISTORY
Early 14th C First King of Buganda
Mid-19th C Arrival of Arab Traders to the region
1894
Birth of the Uganda Protectorate, authorizing British
control over Kingdom of Buganda
1900
Buganda Agreement, formalizing the relationship between
Buganda and the British colonial powers
1901
Completion of the Railroad between Uganda and Coastal
Kenya
1919
All of modern Uganda under British control
1962
Independence from Britain
1966
Obote abrogates the 1962 constitution, Kabaka forced into
exile
1967
Institution of republican constitution, kingdoms abolished
1971
Idi Amin overthrows Obote
1972
Amin expels the Indian community
1979
Amin overthrown
1980
Obote elected president
1985
Second overthrow of Obote
1986
National Resistance Army takes control of Uganda.
Museveni sworn in as president
1987
In Northern Uganda, Alice Lakwena forms her Holy Spirit
Movement in opposition to the National Resistance Army
in 1986, is defeated by end of 1987
1988
Joseph Kony rises in Lakwena’s stead with his Lord’s
Resistance Army. Terrorizes northern Uganda for the next
almost 30 years
1993
Kingdoms reinstituted
1995
New constitution put in place
2005
Constitution amended to remove presidential term limits
2016
Museveni elected to another term in office, making almost
30 years in power
2017
Constitution amended to remove presidential age limits
Table 1. A Condensed Timeline of Ugandan History
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A chief concern of Museveni's, as articulated in his 1997 memoir Sowing the Mustard Seed,
was preventing the return of a kind of sectarianism to Ugandan politics—the reemergence of
tribalism in the political process—which he saw as dangerous for the overall prosperity of the
nation. Sectarianism had played a significant role in Ugandan politics of the past: political parties
sometimes fell along ethnic lines and the cleavages were deep. Those separations had their roots in
the colonial experience in Uganda, when particular tribes had been the beneficiaries of preindependence economic development from the British—notably the Baganda—causing
imbalances of power and schisms between groups. In reflecting on the earlier chaos of the first
Obote regime, Museveni described this dynamic in detail:

In my view, between 1962 and 1966 the political crisis of Uganda was characterized by
two related problems — sectarianism and socio-economic underdevelopment. Uganda, and
most other countries in black Africa, are still pre-industrial societies and must be handled
as such. Societies at this stage of development tend to have vertical polarizations based
mainly on tribe and ethnicity. Even when polarizations in underdeveloped societies are
horizontal, they are sectarian by religion, as has been the case in Uganda. This means that
people support someone because he belongs to their group, not because he puts forward the
right policies. That delays the process of discovery of the truth and by the time the people
wake up to the situation, many things have gone wrong or passed us by.51
He goes on to describe sectarianism as "a consequence of an incomplete social metamorphosis." In
this way, sectarianism threatens the nation by reinforcing divisions but also by limiting the
development of society through the limitation of its citizens’ choices:
Therefore, ethnicity and sectarianism, in my view, are short-term problems caused by a
failure to identify the real interests of the people. It is a failure of leaders because they have
not created an atmosphere where ordinary people can discover their real interests.
Ugandans did not know the implications of sectarianism until we pointed out to them that
modern societies are no longer based on primitive agriculture, which is only suitable for
subsistence. They are built on technology, industries, and large-scale production.52
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In his text, Museveni is imagining the development of Uganda on a linear trajectory where
concerns about the ethnic should be left in the pre-industrial, agrarian past for a modern,
technological, sect-less future, no doubt a reflection of Museveni’s political roots in a Marxist panAfricanism of the 1960s.53 This comes through even more clearly in later government and NRM
material specifically about economic development in Uganda, discussed below. Museveni explains
further:
A leader should show the people that those who emphasize ethnicity are messengers of
perpetual backwardness. This process of undermining a sectarian mentality of ‘my tribe,
my religion’ is linked with the process of modernization and overcoming
underdevelopment. When subsistence farming is undermined and the exchange of
commodities is introduced, there will be more efficiency and, in time, savings, which will
in turn result in investible capital. Eventually the society will be transformed and
modernized. The moment that process takes place, one’s tribe or religion cease to be of
much consequence.54
If the goal is an economic state of industrialization—the realization of which rendering tribe of
little consequence—where does that leave the trappings of ethnicity that mark individuals, like
traditional music? If the fruits of the rural are being forsaken for the promises of the urban, where
does that leave the lifestyles that previously existed there? Twenty years after Museveni’s book
was published, tribe remains a valid category in the public domain so there is a gap between the
ideology that drives this sentiment and the way that “modern” Ugandans mark their identity on the
ground. This speaks also to the meaning of “modernity” in this context, which sits somewhere
between Marxist ideology and the promise of a better life, one that benefits from technological
advancements in some way, a keeping up with world’s consumption, for Uganda’s citizens.
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Uganda would become an African paragon of structural adjustment, neoliberal reform, and
major economic growth in the mid-1990s through the mid aughts. Over this same period, the
AIDS epidemic would ravage a generation. Museveni’s government tackled it head on with open
and direct community education, finding great success in doing so. After having been abolished
for 26 years, in 1993, the Kingdom of Buganda was reinstated, along with several other kingdoms,
except for Ankole, Museveni’s own kingdom. While stability and economic development would
blossom in the southern part of Uganda, the north of the country experienced ongoing devastation
at the hands of Joseph Kony’s Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) in conflict with Uganda’s army. The
LRA took child soldiers and forced residents of Acholiland into internally displaced people’s
camps, which at their peak, Reid notes, housed 800,000 people, over half of the Acholi
population.55 This situation would not find resolve until the 2010s.
The most recent constitution was put into place in 1995 and the first presidential election of
the NRM period was held the next year. Museveni would continue to win presidential elections
(2001, 2006, 2011, 2016) and by wide margins. In 2005, Uganda’s constitution was amended to
remove the term limits on the president and in 2017, it was further amended to remove the age
limit for the president. These two amendments opened the road for Museveni to be president for
life, deeply concerning for many as he had no heir apparent.56 With the 2017 amendment to the
constitution, there emerged a new rising discontent among Uganda’s increasingly young and
disenfranchised population, discussed further in Chapter 4. There has often been a blurring
between Museveni the man; the NRM as a movement, party and political apparatus; and the
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Ugandan government. Speaking of the government or the NRM may refer to President as the state
priorities flow from his central leadership.
With the consolidation of the NRM’s strength in the 30 years since its ascendancy to office,
the political opposition has become fractured and no candidate has proved a winning adversary to
the president’s power and financial backing. Dr. Kizza Besigye, formerly of Museveni’s own
camp, more recently of the Forum for Democratic Change (FDC), was at the forefront of the
opposition for decades, running against Museveni in all but one of those presidential elections
mentioned above, and suffering the surveillance of the government for his efforts. A new name
representing the opposition—Bobi Wine—arose in 2017 from the music industry of all places, a
story discussed in Chapter 4 as well. Much of the state power in Uganda is thus vested in the
president. His blessing and attention are critical to most initiatives and his largess and patronage
are major motivating forces for projects in the country. As was demonstrated clearly in his
campaigning for in the 2016 presidential election, Museveni has accrued both longevity and a long
track record of specific projects that can be credited as achievements for the NRM and his
leadership. Throughout the Museveni regime to date, there have been plans and strategies for
lifting the country out of its poverty (especially citizens of the rural areas) and toward middleincome status with varying levels of success but generally achieving an upward trend, however
incrementally. And while the goal may ultimately be an industrialized society, agriculture still sits
at the center of the Ugandan economy, employing approximately 70% of the labor force, most of
that number participating in subsistence agriculture.57 There have been successes in the
stimulation of the economy, mostly through policies of liberalization that create markets and find
value in entrepreneurship. However, culture appears to have been undervalued and the arts
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community only figures peripherally in these plans for development and uplift. This frame of
modernity requiring a leaving behind of the ethnic is echoed in the lack of attention that the
domain of culture gets from the government. This is seen clearly through the lens of the
government documents that describe the nation’s development plans and the policies that outline
engagement with culture and the arts. Culture is framed as a developmental means to economic
growth rather than having its own value apart from that equation.

CENTERING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
According to the World Bank, Uganda’s rate of economic growth currently sits around 3.5%
having slowed down since the period from 2010 to 2015, when it was averaging around 4.5%.
This is down further from the 7% of the 1990s and 2000s.58 Uganda has been heralded as one of
the nations leading in poverty reduction in sub-Saharan Africa, especially reduction in the rural
areas, 59 but this narrative has been challenged by this most recent downturn in the 2010s, which
finds more people in poverty and threatens achievement of the nation’s development goals.60 As
reported by the Uganda National Household Survey 2016/2017, monthly household incomes
nationally sit around 416,000 UGX ($119 USD), with rural incomes around 303,000 UGX ($87
USD) and urban incomes at 703,000 UGX ($201 USD).61 The same report shows that while the
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trend of income poverty had generally been in decline since 2002/2003, since 2012/2013 income
poverty has risen.62 The number of poor persons in Uganda increased from 6.6 million in 2010/13
to 10 million in 2016/17. Nawagaba and Muhumuza, authors of the 2017 Oxfam report “Who is
Growing? Ending Inequality in Uganda,” describe the overall trend as one of “growth with
exclusion,” where that economic growth has really only benefitted a portion of the nation’s
citizens. According the report, the gap between the rich and poor is growing with the wealthiest
10% claiming almost 40% of the national income and the poorest 20% of the population only
about 6% of the income.63 So while the economy has grown, it has not meant growth for
everyone. The Ugandan government set goals in its development efforts at getting the nation to
middle-income status by 2020 (with the World Bank per capita income threshold being just above
$1000 a year) and to upper middle-income status country by 2040 (with the threshold at $3596).
Fluctuations in the Ugandan economy—and the aspiration to a particular kind of modernity—
forms an interesting backdrop for the development and relative neglect of the music industry and
the arts as a whole in the NRM period. Despite little direct intervention from the government, the
national economic gains made over the last 20 years are reflected in the growth of Uganda’s music
industry. Even during the more recent downturn, concerts remained full and demand for
performances did not wane.64 While poverty alleviation is certainly the worthy priority, arts and
entertainment could be adding more meaningfully to the economy, a position that Uganda has
begun to embrace, but has yet to fully engage with. The government’s stance on the arts and
culture as read through its planning documents on the level of the nation, ruling party, and relevant
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ministry reveals a centering of economic development that devalues culture and a continued
disengagement with the arts.

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS REGARDING ARTS AND CULTURE
Nation
Uganda Vision 2040

2013

Ruling Party
The National Resistance Movement’s Manifesto 2016-2021
Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development
The Uganda National Culture Policy
Report on the Mapping of Culture and Creative Industries
National Action Plan on Creative Economy

2015
2006
2014
2015

Table 2. List of Government Documents Regarding Arts and Culture
Vision 2040
Issued in 2013 but projecting its plans from 2010 forward, Vision 2040 is the Ugandan
government’s main strategic plan, discussing the nation’s overall development strategy for
achieving middle-income status. The document begins with an opening letter from President
Museveni that cites the national vision statement meant to guide the overall document, which
describes this suggested shift from low income to middle income status: “A Transformed Ugandan
Society from a Peasant to a Modern and Prosperous Country within 30 years.”65 This vision
corresponds to Museveni’s concern with a particular trajectory of advancement that places the
lives of peasants in the past and the lives of industrialized workers in the future. The document
reviews various sectors of the economy and government, offering status reports, suggested
opportunities for growth, and goals for the achievement of development in those sectors. While
music and the performing arts are not mentioned in the plans, the section on culture (Chapter 5 of
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Vision 2040 on social transformation) is particularly revealing. The plan’s authors directly address
the lack of a national culture in Uganda (my emphasis added in italics):
275. Culture is a symbolic communication of a nation’s skills, knowledge, attitudes,
values, and motives learned and deliberately perpetuated in a society through its
institutions to propel socio-economic transformation. The lack of a shared Ugandan
culture and national value system has created divergence in perceptions, mindsets and
attitudes given the diverse nature of Ugandan people. It has thus, limited unity, spirit of
patriotism, national identity and constrained integrity and lack of appreciation and value
for the common good.
276. Uganda lacks a national culture; a system of shared beliefs, values, customs,
behaviours, and artefacts, that citizens should use to identify them as a Ugandan people
and refinement of the individual and fulfilment of national aspirations. This partly accounts
for Uganda’s lag behind countries that were at the same level of development with it in the
early 90s and is one of the constraints to Uganda’s socio-economic transformation efforts.
277. In the next 30 years therefore, Uganda will develop and popularize a national value
system based on a shared national Vision to guide the behaviour and culture of the
Ugandan people. This will facilitate the convergence of various cultures and strengthen
unity in diversity of the Ugandan people. By so doing, the nurturing of a progressive
national culture with positive attitudes, values and mind-sets will be a fundamental
element of Uganda’s development process.66
The passage in section 275 italicized above is revealing. The plan’s authors blame the lack of
cohesion among the citizenry on a lack of national culture, while it could in fact be the reverse
situation: that the very diversity they spotlight sustains cleavages that preclude a national culture.
The blaming of the “lack” as an actor raises a chicken and egg question as to where the culture
should have arisen from in the first place, sidestepping the issue of the positive power of the
existing diversity in the nation, or the state’s role in supporting that diversity. The document also
offers some general suggestions for going about the creation of the shared national vision
mentioned, such as the definition of national culture by the government and educating the public
on its elements or constituent values, but it has no plan on how to go about this endeavor or to
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fund it. Furthermore, the concern over culture is less for culture’s sake, pride’s sake, the valuation
of identity in any way, but rather for the strengthening of national ties:
The values that will be inculcated will include acknowledging our national destiny, putting
the nation first, unity, respect for each other, and the respect for human rights, good
governance, transparency and accountability. This way, the nation will create a population
that cares about its country and masses who are well informed about their roles, duties and
obligations in nation building.67
The plan offered here suggests the creation of a new, national culture, molded by the government
to suit its needs rather than addressing what already exists and, perhaps, having a national culture
grow out of that extant set of mores. I will discuss the impact of this lack of a national culture in
chapter 5, where I consider the Ugandan national sound. Inside the Ugandan government, Culture
does not have its own ministry; rather, it is within the purview of the Ministry of Gender, Labour
and Social Development.68 Some of the functions of a Ministry of Culture are managed by the
Ministry of Education and Sports, and others by Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife, and Antiquities.
Underfunded and lacking political clout, the Department of Culture and Family Affairs, which
should represent the needs of the artists, is often unable to do so. This sets Uganda apart from its
regional neighbors which all have some kind of ministry for culture.69
NRM Manifesto 2016
The National Resistance Movement’s Manifesto 2016-2021, released at the end of 2015 in
advance of the 2016 elections, laid out the party’s plan for Uganda and a list of its intentions for
the next presidential term. Among the many projects and sectors mentioned was the entertainment
industry and its development, which the NRM planned to support according to the Manifesto. In
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saying that the NRM would support entertainment, the Manifesto offers a list of government
action items pertaining to the entertainment industry:
a) Promote and support the development of the entertainment industry.
b) Promote Uganda’s visual and performing arts through:
i) Continued support and establishment of regional cultural centres and museums.
ii) Supporting the redevelopment of the National Theatre and the National Museum to
international standards.
iii) Supporting the development of the local film industry and visual and performing
arts.
c) Strengthen the enforcement of the Copyright Law and also work with artistes70 to fight
piracy, which is a big threat the industry.
d) Set up a fund to assist artists to develop and market themselves and their trade, so that
Ugandan entertainers market to the international scene.
e) Support innovations aimed at improving traditional arts, music and music instruments to
make them appeal to international consumption and commercialisation.
f) Continue to support initiatives aimed at making Uganda an international attraction in art
and entertainment.
g) Support the emerging film industry by assisting actors to get training and equipment.
Especially pay attention to Wakliwood [sic],71 a film-making group, develop to
international standard.72
These ways forward accounted for real issues faced by the industry, summing up the general needs
of the entertainment sector as a whole—for example, enforcement of copyright, more funding, a
spotlight on traditional musics, and the development of the film industry—and suggested
assistance that would go a long way to support local artists and make their works internationally
available. However, it provided no sense of how any of the suggestions would be implemented.
Elsewhere in the document, there was clear engagement with the issue of youth job creation and
skills development, and even a note on the role that youth play in the entertainment industry, but
nothing that connected the two effectively. The overall document made a lot of promises, forged
through thorough understandings of the needs of the nation’s economic sectors, but like any
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campaign document, it provided an aspirational assessment of needs and the related solutions. Let
us now turn to the policy and planning documents that are intended to explain the government’s
role in culture and the arts.
Uganda National Culture Policy
Uganda’s National Culture Policy was published in 2006, the same year as its Copyright
and Neighboring Rights Act. A product of the Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social
Development, the Culture Policy documents the landscape of culture, arts, and heritage in Uganda.
The policy acknowledges the various domains of culture in Uganda, the applicable laws and
policies already on the books, and the government institutions involved in its stewardship. But like
most of the documents discussed here, the focus is one of converting culture into economic
development, rather than developing domains of culture for their own sake or for national pride.
The policy begins with a forward from the Minister of Gender, Labour and Social Development at
the time Honorable Syda Bbumba, connecting culture and development very clearly and
introducing the purpose of the document (my emphasis in italics):
The Poverty Eradication Action Plan (PEAP, 2004)73 acknowledges that culture is
intrinsically valuable and an important dimension of identity and a form of capital with the
potential to move people out of income poverty. However, there is a general lack of
appreciation of the significance and value of Uganda’s cultural heritage towards the
realization of Uganda’s development goals…The National Culture Policy has addressed
this challenge by providing strategies to enhance the integration of culture into
development.74
As stated, culture is an underutilized asset to be added to the development process, not going as far
as to recognize culture as an origin, means, or sector to be developed in and of itself. In the
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document, the authors of the policy demonstrate an accurate understanding of the field of cultural
arts and heritage as it existed at the time of the policy’s drafting and address key interventions that
could be made to help grow those domains. Though music was not given its own space in the
policy, the cultural industries and performing arts as a whole are discussed in the document. In
addressing the challenges faced by artists in the performing arts community, the policy noted that
the lack of education and training opportunities was an issue:
Participation by artists in the performing arts is limited because of inadequate capacity.
The available opportunities in capacity building are limited to apprenticeship and are
within formal institutions, which are few. The training focuses on acquisition of skills in
the arts and seldom marketing and promotion of the art. In addition, capacity building is
limited to modern performing arts.75
The lack of formal training opportunities spoken of in this passage is a correct assessment, but as
time has gone by and the music industry has grown, the opportunities for overall participation
have increased. This is one of the places in the policy where its age shows. The policy suggests a
variety of interventions to aid in the growth of the culture industries including providing
“investment incentives,” facilitating and encouraging “commercialisation of culture industries,”
and building capacity “of practitioners in producing cultural goods, business related fields and
international property rights.”76 All of these would certainly aid the culture industries, music
among them, but these ideas are general at best and while the policy offers an overall framework
for their implementation, it yields no real plan for actually applying these interventions. The
policy suggests that the various ministries, other government bodies, and stakeholders implicated
in the cultural life of the nation find the money to fund the initiatives, but with no guidance,
priority, or pressure to do so:
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Culture is crosscutting. All sectors, Ministries and Local governments shall therefore be
required to identify culture issues within their mandate and fund these activities within
their budget ceilings. In addition, funding shall be mobilised from and by the private
sector, civil society organisations, traditional/cultural institutions, faith-based organisations
as well as individuals.77
The policy asks for the kind of coalition work that requires higher-level organization and direction
to implement its various suggestions, though that direction is not offered or organized within the
policy. With no energy toward the funding of the proposals or executive level interest from the
government, the suggestions in the policy, regardless of being well intended and attuned to their
various causes, fall flat and the policy ends up a rather toothless document.
Situating Uganda’s culture policy among those of its neighbors, the focus on development in
Uganda’s policy is standard in the region, but its orientation toward extracting development from
culture rather than entering the value of culture and then maximizing the possibilities of economic
development that flow from it is particular. Tanzania’s Cultural Policy (Sera ya Utamaduni) was
published by the Ministry of Education and Culture in 1997, and because of the time in which it
was written does not engage with development in the same way as policies of its neighbors.
Published in Kiswahili and English, the Cultural Policy does not address the culture industry,
performing arts, and music. Sera ya Utamaduni lacks plans for implementation and funding as
well. Rwanda’s National Culture Heritage Policy was published by their Ministry of Sports and
Culture in 2015, making it one of the more recent Culture policies in region. The Rwandese policy
is driven by three connected ideologies: economic development through the culture industry,
redressing the cultural losses and fragmentation wrought by the colonial powers, and lastly,
accounting for the 1994 genocide and how to recognize and remember it. Through these
ideologies, the policy seeks to facilitate cohesion around a Rwandan national identity. While it
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does not mention music, the policy does give specific attention to the connection between the
nurturing of that national identity and Rwanda’s achievement of middle-income status. The ethnic
violence in the genocide makes the stakes for the creation of a Rwandan national identity high and
those stakes are reflected in the document.
Kenya’s National Policy on Culture and Heritage, published in 2009 by the Office of the
Vice-President, Ministry of State for National Heritage and Culture, is probably among the most
cohesive culture policy documents of the group. Kenya’s 2009 policy is far more comprehensive
than Uganda’s and centers culture as a resource of its own that needs to be developed in order for
the nation to meet its overall goals:
[Culture] constitutes a fundamental dimension of the development process, and helps to
strengthen the identity, independence and sovereignty of a nation. The person is the origin
and the goal of development. Therefore, balanced and sustainable development can only be
ensured by making cultural factors an integral part of the strategies designed to achieve
it.78
The mission of in policy is “To provide direction to a sustainable cultural development in Kenya,
and to enhance and promote creative participation of all Kenyan people in their cultural life.”79
This stance places the Kenyan people not only as purveyors of culture, but also as beneficiaries of
its support and development. In addition to the 2009 policy, Kenya is outstanding in having a
separate music-specific policy document, the National Music Policy, published in 2015 by the
Ministry of Sports, Culture and the Arts. The combination of these two pieces makes Kenya the
leader in the region in terms the strongest policy regarding culture, its protection, and a conscious
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forging of a national identity.80 It is not surprising that Kenya would have the most developed
outlook on the music industry as Nairobi has been the main hub of the regional music industry for
decades.
The 2015 Kenyan National Music Policy was created in consultation with industry
stakeholders and follows a 2012 Kenyan National Music Policy. The 2015 policy has a
comprehensive mission that seeks, “To accelerate the development of music as a social, cultural,
educational and economic activity through material and financial support, mentorship and legal
protection of musicians and the entire music industry.”81 What follows is a robust document that
beyond seeking to validate the existence of the industry, considers the challenges faced by
participants and offers policy and plans on how to move the industry forward. Regardless of
whether or not the policy has reached its full potential through enforcement, Kenya’s regard for its
music industry offers a concrete example to its neighbors on how a national music industry might
be supported in policy.

Report on the Mapping of Culture and Creative Industries
Two other documents round out the policy landscape for Uganda on culture, both more
current than the 2006 policy. The 2014 Report on the Mapping of Culture and Creative Industries,
published by Uganda’s Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development was commissioned
and funded by the East African Community Secretariat. This 2014 piece builds on the culture
mapping report on Uganda published by UNESCO in 2009. The two documents combined
acknowledge and reflect the existence and persistence of the culture industries of Uganda. The
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2014 Mapping Report summarizes the findings of a study ascertaining how the creative industries
of Uganda contribute to income and employment in East Africa. The report characterizes the
creative industries in Uganda as “thriving.”82 It states that over 280,000 people work across the
various creative industries and that creative goods and services brought 12.6 billion UGX in tax
revenue to the government between 2006-2009.83 Like most of the documents discussed thus far,
the report sees the situation on the ground and the status of those participating in the industries
clearly, but falters on the implementation front. The report summary states:
The industry is dogged by inadequate skills and knowledge and limited funding that lead to
unprofessionalism and poor coordination. In addition, the protection of intellectual
property, which is very critical for the growth of these industries, is also inadequate.
Accordingly, the report recommends among others, the development of a framework for
culture statistics to enhance planning in the sector, review of relevant laws and
domestication of Conventions that have been ratified. Also, funding and investment in the
sector at all levels should be increased so that the growth of these industries can be
catalyzed.84
The report lists the relevant ministries implicated and none more so the Ministry of Gender,
Labour and Social Development, which is expected to be involved in the execution of almost all
the recommendations from the report. The report authors offer a variety of recommendations for
how the culture industries in Uganda could be better supported for growth including better legal
backing by the government, financing, statistics tracking, capacity building, assistance with
marketing products, strengthening of institutions that collect royalties, and an overall support for
arts education. All of these would go a long way to strengthening the creative industries and their
overall financial output. The report suggests that the Action Plan of the 2009 report be put into
force, but offers no firm method for the implementation or funding of the recommendations.
Culture is just one part of the mandate of the Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development,
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so placing the responsibility for the implementation of the plan presumably on the narrow
shoulders of the Culture Department may over estimate the capacity and funding of that very
department to follow through with the results of the report without additional support for the
Ministry itself.
National Action Plan on Creative Economy
In 2015, the Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development issued the National Action
Plan on Creative Economy. More or less in line with the findings of the 2014 Mapping Report and
in keeping with the overall strategic plans of the government for economic development, the
plan’s goal was:
to structure and formalize the Creative Industries in Uganda so that they are enabled to
contribute to: the National Economy through generation of revenue and the balance of
trade through exports of creative goods and services; employment creation for Ugandans
and especially for the youth; boosting of local and international tourism and preservation
of Uganda’s tangible and intangible heritage.85
Bringing investment to the creative industries was also noted as being an important element of the
plan. According to the document, the impetus for the plan was from the Presidential Investor
Round Table, which chose the creative industries for government attention and suggested specific
areas that, if addressed, might provoke growth, including copyright, funding, and continued
mapping of the industries. The heart of the plan is two charts that document the suggestions on
supporting growth with their constituent activities; assignments to various government
stakeholders for execution; and a detailed budget sheet that forecasts the costs associated with this
implementation. The Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development is listed as the lead
agency, charged with rallying and directing the other stakeholders who are assigned their various
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parts of the plan. According to Cabinet Minister for Gender, Labour and Social Development
Wilson Muruli Mukasa in his opening forward,
The Plan lays a foundation for building synergies and linkages between the various sectors
to achieve a common goal of formalizing and structuring the Creative Industries of Uganda
so that they can eventually contribute significantly to the growth and development of the
Country.86
He also lays out some of the strongest language in the documents reviewed here thus far in support
of the development of these creative industries:
As a country, we are convinced that the Creative Industries are a pillar in the Country’s
socio-economic development. The Government of Uganda therefore pledges to invest in
the Creative Industries until their contribution to the National Economy is visible and
undisputable.87
While the plan came out of energy from the government to support the creative industries
and credit should be given for that acknowledgment of the rewards in economic development for
such an investment, the lack of a concrete strategy for implementation means that the government
has not fully come around to valuing the economic potential of the various creative fields
addressed or the general value of the fields themselves. Suggestions for funding are offered but
with nothing secure and no sense of the blueprint for the “synergies and linkages” necessary to
implement the plan, the 2015 Action Plan falls short in the same way that the documents that
preceded it did.

In April of 2018, Uganda’s National Planning Authority chairman conceded that the nation
would not meet the 2020 goal of middle-income status. Reported in the Daily Monitor, Chairman
Dr. Wilberforce Kisamba Mugerwa, in a letter to the Minister of Finance and Speaker of
Parliament blamed the missed goal on Uganda’s declining economy. In order to reach the goal, the
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economy would have to grow 15% a year for the next two years, an unachievable percentage. Dr.
Kisamba “attributed the poor budget compliance to failure to translate the sector strategic plans
into budget actions.”88 Kisamba suggested staying the course with the current development plans,
in line with Vision 2040 as the way forward. This lack of alignment between the budget and the
plans renders the ambition in the documents moot. One can see the circumspection from the
entities that produced the documents—the reports are written with the needs of individuals in the
entertainment sector in mind—but a lack of political will to get it funded, implemented and made
manifest keeps the plans aspirational. Meanwhile, the modernity promised by the NRM stays just
out of reach. Yet, despite the lack of structure or support from the government, the popular music
industry in Uganda has continued to grow. Cultural Economy researcher Patrick Kabanda in his
2013 master’s thesis “‘Where Culture Leads, Trade Follows’: A Framework for Developing
Uganda’s Music as International Trade in Services” in assessing the underutilization of Uganda’s
music in economic development, pointed to the talent on the ground and the power in its potential:
“Uganda’s creative endowment can fuel economic activity from recording studios to
education programs, not to mention nation branding, social inclusiveness and cultural
heritage. These benefits provide a raison d'être to develop aspects of music and trade in
Uganda and in Africa at large.”89
Popular music as an industry continues to develop in Uganda and has become a cultural export
due to that creative endowment and the hard work of its constituent members, who despite that
lack of support continue their artistic endeavors and propel the business forward.
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THE RISE OF A UGANDAN MUSIC INDUSTRY
The Ugandan popular music scene finds its origin in the post-WWII period, although the
local Ugandan recording industry would not get its start until the 1990s. Gerhard Kubik notes that
wind-up gramophones appeared in the region in the 1920s, having a great impact on the listening
public.90 He also notes that record companies came from abroad selling foreign records and
recording local African musics. The popular music scene in Uganda started with Congolese
inspired bands in the 1950s, into the 1960s, though pop records from abroad were already
circulating. The Calypso sound of Trinidad and Tobago was also very popular and made local
through the work of the great Elly Wamala.91 The core of the recording industry in the region was
in neighboring capital Nairobi, Kenya, which had been flourishing for some time at that point.92
Uganda’s band scene survived into the early 1970s, when Kampala’s nightlife was impacted by the
political instability and violence that brought curfews. Bands were expensive to maintain and
between the political chaos and economic downturn, bands were no longer financially viable
enterprises. Journalist Bamuturaki Musinguzi in his EastAfrican article “Amin’s Unmusical
Legacy” notes a deep irony in Idi Amin’s engagement with music: Idi Amin was known to be big
fan of music and patron of local bands (particularly Afrigo Band and Villas Band), but his reign of
terror brought to an end the very scene he seemed to enjoy. That insecurity, the resultant gap in the
scene, and lack of knowledge transfer to the younger group of artists created a discontinuity of
style in Uganda’s popular music.
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When the popular music scene regained its footing in the 1990s, it returned in the form of
what has been called “karaoke” acts: singers performing over known songs and instrumentals from
abroad in local bars (not necessarily with the aid of a monitor with the lyrics), most notably at the
now defunct Sabrina’s Pub downtown on Kampala road and DV8 Bar, also downtown on Wilson
Road.93 The music was as a much cheaper form of entertainment as the technical requirements for
these Karaoke acts were lower, not needing the work of a band. Isabirye and Ssewakiryanga
describe the karaoke at the time as an opportunity for local aspiring artists to cast themselves into
transnational space:
Karaoke was a moment to express to the audience the proximity of the singer to the icon
being imitated. On stage, the artist becomes real and subverts a transnational belonging of
the lyrics on the teleprompter, making the moment come home. Being the best at a night of
karaoke is not only about copying, but about being modern, a potential star, and one who
belongs to the imagined global community and is yet also Ugandan.94
This aspiration to global participation has remained in the creative practice of pop music
descended from the karaoke scene. Nanna Schneidermann in her doctoral dissertation,
“Connectionwork: Making a Name in Uganda’s Music Industry” discusses this karaoke practice in
Uganda, situating its rise in a time of “privatizing media infrastructures, and increased
technological accessibility of digital production and reproduction.”95 Schneiderman casts the
karaoke of the period as a larger post-colonial imitative practice that places the performers as
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cosmopolitan participants in a global youth culture.96 She finds creative power in the selffashioning taking place in the practice. Participation in the Karaoke nights launched many of the
artists that now occupy the top of the popular music scene today with their own material. It is from
this crop that we get the current prevailing top group of artists: Chameleone, Bebe Cool, Bobi
Wine, Juliana Kanyomozi, Iryn Namubiru being some of the biggest among them. Chameleone,
Bebe Cool, and Bobi Wine — sometimes referred to as “The Big Three”97 — went to Nairobi,
Kenya in the late 1990s to get their start in Nairobi’s far more advanced recording industry. The
Ragga sound grew in popularity through the 1990s by way of the records from abroad played at
Charlie Lubega’s Ange Noir Club98 and on Radio Sanyu’s Hot Mix show.99 The work and vocal
style of Jamaican singer Buju Banton would particularly influential. When The Big Three returned
in the early aughts, they brought that Jamaican inflected sound to the mainstream, ushering in the
contemporary sound of Ugandan popular music.
The key media infrastructure that Schneidermann was pointing to above is radio. The
liberalization of the radio in 1993 was a critical step to opening up the Ugandan market to new
sounds. Before, there had been one main radio source: Radio Uganda. Artists who played on
Radio Uganda had a large captive audience consuming their work. With the end of Radio Uganda
and the liberalization of radio, there was a fracturing of the market into smaller audiences. New
music came in from abroad, diluting the local music played on the airwaves. New content on radio
exposed local musicians to music from other places and opened up the possibilities for more niche
sounds, like Hip Hop. By the aughts, there would be a radio station for all tastes. The splitting of
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the national radio audience to hundreds of stations made space for new artists, but also has made
achieving a high level of stardom complicated. Uganda does not currently have any regulation
governing what percentage of the content broadcast on radio should be of local origin, a move that
serves to support local content makers in other countries.100 Radio distribution is critical to the
work of musicians, but the widespread practice of pay-for-play can make the financial bar for
entry high.
The debut of local recording studios in Uganda came in the final years of the 1990s. The
first studios were those of the publishers themselves: Kasajja and Sons and Kasiwuikira.
Kasiwukira’s studio would end up more influential: originally headed by Timothy Kizito, it would
be the proving ground and sandbox for many top producers that followed. Steve Jean cut his teeth
at Kasiwukira long before he opened his own Fenon Studios, where Benon Mugumbya got started
before the birth of Swangz Avenue. Paddyman worked at Dream Studios with Washington under
Eddy Yawe (brother of Bobi Wine) before launching his own Audio1 Studios. These are but a few
of the well-known popular music studios in the Kampala area, but even looking at those few, the
lines of influence and practice of apprenticeship become clear. Talanta Studios, BK Studios, and
especially Peter Ssematimba’s Dungeon studios would make a big impact on the scene as well.
Once there were local recording studios, local production knowledge could be amassed and while
the formal musical education of producers is still hard to come by in Uganda, these networks of
aesthetic influence would come to create the mainstream sound of Ugandan popular music from
the late 1990s to present.
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The NRM’s claim of responsibility for the flourishing of the arts community due to the
peace and security they have created in country is hard to dispute. The return of security made
nightlife possible and the increase in incomes made for more money to be spent on entertainment.
But there are other factors as well that contribute to the thriving music industry of today, one being
the changing social opinion of popular musicians. The public conception of what it means to be a
musician has continued to change as the industry has grown and become more formalized.
Working as a musician of contemporary popular music in Uganda has only been a respectable line
of work since the mid-aughts. Before that point, pop musicians in Uganda were often looked at as
bayaayi (ne’er-do-wells or con men). This stigma dates back to the reception by many of the
migrant Congolese musicians who helped establish the band music scene in Kampala in the 1960s.
While Chameleone, Bebe Cool, and Bobi Wine were well-known for carousing and fighting in
clubs earlier in their careers, they more or less settled into lives as public family men, which as top
names in the industry bodes well for the overall perspective on pop artists today. There remains a
continuing public concern regarding violence and drinking among musicians a concern reinforced
by a spate of bar violence related deaths of industry members between 2015 and 2018.101
However, despite that concern, there exists a respectability that was simply not there before. When
I discussed this burgeoning respectability with Rasta Rob MC (Robert Ogwal, DJ and Radio
Presenter at Super FM), he noted that acceptance and stardom for the big three changed the way
that young people in society who copied their aesthetics were considered. Even though the three
presented themselves in the mold of the bayaayi, as the dreadlocked “badman” of the Jamaican
music they themselves were emulating, their rise proved that there could be money in music and it
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made their path a more respectable one for other aspiring musicians to follow. Rasta Rob
explained the recent rise of respectability in the industry as follows:
Everybody now wants to be a musician. It’s an aspiration for anybody who’s young, even
those who are at school. Because so many of these artists have degrees, all the Remas,102
especially those below 30, let’s say. So they know it’s fine, they’ve got to go to school,
study, have their degrees, but then they still want to sing as well by the side. Which works
because in terms of percentage, I think over 80% of graduates from our universities are
unemployed. So if you have been doing your singing and studying at the same time, once
you are through with your degree, you just continue and you’ve already probably made so
much money by the time you have gotten through university. So it brings respect to the
industry. One is not ashamed, because in most cases graduates wouldn’t want to go do a
job that is degrading, would they? Like being a bin man or something like that. But if they
are all doing that [going into music], then that surely means it’s prestigious…103
Rasta Rob's figure of 80% is not far off. About a year after our interview, a New Vision headline
read, "87% Graduates Can't Find Jobs." Reporting on data issued by the National Bureau of
Statistics, Patience Ahimbisibwe for the New Vision wrote that of the 700,000 people who
graduate from university in Uganda, only 90,000 find jobs, and of that portion many are
underemployed.104 No doubt the graduates that Rob gestures toward, who essentially turned music
from their side job into a main job, brought their middle and upper class status and
respectability—the very backgrounds that provided for a university education—with them. Kaz
Kasozi, guitarist, songwriter, and artist development educator, emphasized in an interview that the
power of the public having seen musicians grow and age into stable careers while providing for
families was a crucial element of the turn in Ugandan society to seeing musicians as respectable:
People’s perception of what is possible with music has changed. People can see it as a
career. But also they have seen now musicians—never mind the new crop who are earning
more from it—but they have seen musicians age in music, which was not happening a lot
then. ‘Cause one thing my mom told me, “Musicians don’t stick in places.” Because she
was a follower of live music, she loved live music. Then, you [would] turn up to see a
band, and it’s like, “Oh, he left. He is in Congo now.” “Where is the other sax player? We
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are enjoying what he is playing. He’s not coming tonight?” “No, he’s in Zanzibar now.”
And then you never see the person again. Maybe you’ve made friends with the person.
They are there three months and then they are gone. To people like that [his parent’s
generation], the idea of a musician having something what you would call a stable, real,
meaningful life, having families and things like that, could not come into their mind. They
just see people who loiter around, regardless of how successful… they [the people of his
parent’s generation] may enjoy on stage, but they are thinking, “That’s it. That’s all the
person can deliver.” There are not very many who have stuck, but there are people who
have stayed, people who have families: Elly Wamala’s family is very big. People have seen
them grow old and they have seen that a musician is not this random nomad. We are
nomads by the profession if you think about it, but not random now. People have bases.
They have places where they have their pillars and stuff. I think that has changed the
perception.105
As the trajectory of musicians over the last ten years came to be seen as more of a career
and less a lascivious pastime, and the public saw those musicians accumulate wealth and stature,
the pop musician came to be seen as more respectable. Parents now are less likely to balk at their
child pursuing music as a job. The relationship between education and respectability came up a
number of times, which speaks to the class politics of modern Uganda. Joanita Kawalya, long time
vocalist for Afrigo Band, noting the change of parents’ responses over time, framed the issue as
one where parents began to see the fullness of the life was still possible with a career in music:
It [previously] wasn’t acceptable because many parents felt that when you go into such an
industry, you are a failure in life or you are not educated. So it was during my time that
when people realized that you can be an educated person, you can be a married person, you
can be a parent and then you can sing. And really understanding that [bad] behavior of
someone does not always mean that it is related to a job... People should understand that
you can be a musician, you can be a teacher, you can be a doctor but your behaviors are not
right. So it is more on the personal behavior, on the personal choice than thinking that that
kind of profession makes you bad. But at the same time, the vulnerability of the job is high
because you are exposed to [a] different environment. What is funny with the music
industry: you have to be very smart—you have to dress well—so it is a demanding
profession such that, if you are not in position to make your own sustainability, you end up
into bad habits or you cannot manage to survive without the help of other people. So I
think in the future in fact, it is one of the things I want to do. To mentor young artists to
really understand that when you are entering such profession there are certain things which
are challenges to this kind of profession. It is not like teaching where they are already
having a salary scale. By the time we left school, we could get jobs but this is different.
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Maybe because I was a teacher, I was earning some money somewhere, it really helped me
to manage this.106
Kawalya was a trained teacher and she could still support herself on her teachers' salary as an upand-coming artist in the music business of the 1980s. She offers a worthy reminder to the aspiring
artists in the industry today that without money to support one's self, the journey is even harder.
With this growth in respectability for musicians, women are now given space in the musical
domain that they did not have before, though there are still many fewer than men in the industry at
large. This is related to societal changes that now place women both outside of the home and still
respectable as women. Women still have a long way to go, though; despite meeting hundreds of
people in the course of my fieldwork, not once did I come across a female producer.
THE PREVAILING BUSINESS MODEL
A primer on the prevailing model of mainstream popular music production and distribution
in Uganda today is necessary for understanding the challenge that musicians are up against. Before
the birth of the recording studios in Uganda, artists with the means would go to Nairobi to record,
many of whom signing away the rights to their songs in bad contracts they did not understand.107
The economic model has changed over time and is continuing to evolve. From the 1990s until
about 2003, artists would sell their ready albums to publishers (or contract with the publishers to
pay for the production of an album in exchange for the ownership). These publishers would buy
the right to distribute the album for a flat fee (in the millions of shillings) and then distribute the
albums on cassette all over the country through informal but effective networks of sellers.
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Publishers like Kasiwukira, Kasajja, and Lusini108 would make their money off the continued sales
of a popular album, but artists would typically only get their initial payday.109 While the business
model of publisher distribution was a much more sustainable one for the artist’s career (providing
the funds for reinvestment in more recording, videos, and show promotion), publishers were not
known for being particularly transparent with their sales figures: artists did not know exactly how
many albums were actually being sold such that they could negotiate for stronger contracts in the
future. The publishers, mostly based at Kampala’s Old Taxi Park — the center of the industry
power at the time — had their own organization, The Uganda Music Publishers Association, and
wielded quite a bit of power both to create stars and make tastes, as they were the arbiters of what
material rose to national attention.110 In the absence of a government censorship/review body and
at a point when there were fewer radio stations, the gatekeeping power of the publishers was
paramount.
The period between 2003 and 2006 represents a pivot point in the industry. Cheap
computers flooded the market and soon anyone with a CD burner could sell music. The publishers
had been slow to move to the CD format and even once they did, they underestimated the power
of the pirate. In a few short years, the ranks of Uganda’s music publishers would be decimated. Of
the original group of top publishers, only one remains and only because he chose to specialize.111
While piracy was nothing new to the region, the new piracy changed the business entirely, as it did
all over the world during that period. Uganda’s current copyright law went into effect in 2006
(added to in The Copyright and Neighboring Rights Regulations of 2010), but it has never been
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fully enforced and the pirates have amassed their own power as time has gone on. Music now is
primarily purchased by the public from CD cutting shops (formalized piracy) where CDs can be
made and music is sold as data on flash drives, external hard drives, and put onto smartphones. In
order to get their music to these CD cutting shops, artists employ street teams of people to take
these songs to the big shops via flash drives. Not only does the cutting shop operator not pay for
the song, some upcoming artists pay the CD cutter to include their songs on other compilations
requested by customers. Songs are simply loss leaders, given away to generate demand for
concerts and appearances. In this way, distribution as a practice is now more about the circulation
of content than sales.
In 2015, Bebe Cool bucked this trend with the release of his album Go Mama, which was
clearly rendered both aurally and visually with the international market in mind; it was mastered
and offered in packaging comparable to CDs in the Western music market. As with the trend in the
Western pop music industry, very few artists release proper albums anymore; instead they release a
stream of singles, so his issue of such an album was rare.112 When I asked him about how he
distributes his work, he said that it is extremely difficult in the current age of piracy. His goal in
creating such a high quality material object was to show his fans the value in owning a hard copy:
Ahh, it’s difficult to distribute music in Uganda because you see, privacy is the order of the
day and people don’t pay for music in any way or the other. But you only do albums
because you want to set a trend and teach people or direct them on how best they should
see things, not to see things the way they have been seeing things. Uganda is changing so
fast in so many things, so does music. People used to respect copyright those days and then
with today’s technology they don’t. But then, they also need to know that it can be an
advantage if they do, but you need to show them the advantage, so you come up and make
CDs and make a very expensive CD but you don’t sell it expensive. You make them love it,
you make them like the copy… I don’t know about the US and the technology but I still
believe even in the US somebody would be proud to buy a copy [of the music they like]
and keep it in the house despite the fact that they would be having music on the phones, on
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the iPads and stuff. But there is that personal issue with the fan, that a fan needs to have
your music, so it’s the main reason. So the distribution issue in Uganda is up to you, the
individual artist. You know you gonna have to go walk in a place and make a deal with
some people and you know, you wanna put your CDs over there [at the CD cutters] and
they’re gonna sell it this much, its gonna be a problem. But most importantly, me, what I
have done, is I have these Gagamel Phamily members who go with my CDs and
individually sell to people.113
Cool elevated his own status by creating an object that people want to have in their home, a more
long lasting object than a CD from the market kiosk. Cool had his fan group, Gagamel114 Phamily
— known for being particularly large and enthusiastic — sell copies of the album directly to
listeners. The grassroots promotional work performed by his fan base takes the place of some of
the work of a record label in another context. Gagamel Phamily is the biggest and most wellknown pop fan base in Uganda, but now most high profile artists have their own named fan groups
(like Sheebah Karungi’s Sheebaholics) though none seem to have the organizational wherewithal
and direct impact of Gagamel Phamily.115 This makes Cool’s investment in the material object a
different investment than it would be for another artist.
Currently, there are precious few record labels in Uganda. The financial burden of
producing music falls to the artist. They have to pay for studio time, songwriting (if they do not
have their own song), video production, and marketing (which includes paying to have their song
played on the radio and their videos played on television, payments which the broadcasters do not
want to admit to but that are necessary costs, borne by the artist). They also have to pay for their
styling (hair, makeup, and clothing) and for the entourage they have around them. Their only real
revenue stream is gigging: from small club gigs (which may be just the singing of a few of their
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hits over the original tracks on CD), corporate parties, weddings and other such functions, up to
large concerts (1000 to 1500 people with live bands, lights, and staging), which can be extremely
costly to the artist if adequate sponsorship is not found prior to the event.116 The key sponsors for
the big shows in Kampala are the breweries (East African Breweries Limited and Uganda
Breweries Limited), liquor brands (Uganda Breweries pushing the national spirit, Uganda Waragi,
but also foreign liquors on behalf of their parent company Diagio), soft drinks (Coke is in the
market, but Pepsi and its sub-brands are omnipresent sponsors), and telecom companies (primarily
MTN and Airtel, the two biggest in the market). These big shows can make money for an artist,
but more often than not they serve more to position the artist as being in the upper echelon of
musicians that can mount a large show rather than the shows themselves being a lucrative
proposition for the musician. Big artists can also make money through Caller Ring Back Tunes,
where mobile phone users subscribe monthly to songs they want to have played for their incoming
callers (instead of the ringing tone). The bulk of the money made on CRBT goes to the telecom
company and the companies that act as middlemen between the telecoms and the artists.117 The
most popular artists may also be brought on board by corporations to serve as brand ambassadors,
which offers a big payday but is temporary and really only possible for those top-tier artists who
are already doing well financially. These top-tier artists also have access to diaspora money
through their popularity: big stars can play diaspora shows, traveling to the US, UK, Dubai, and
Scandinavia to perform. The diaspora shows may not be as high-scale as the big launches in
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To book the premier upmarket concert venue in Kampala, Victoria Hall at the Serena Conference Center, it costs
15 million shillings alone (around $4300) according to several interlocutors who scheduled events there.
117
In speaking with one artist in particular about their CRBT, it became clear that the world of the ring back tunes is
made even more complicated by the fact that there are multiple companies that act as middle men with which artists
may end up having overlapping contracts. A 2015 lawsuit by the singer/songwriter Maurice Kirya against the telecom
giant, MTN, brought this issue to the fore as MTN was selling several songs of his as ring back tunes, but without
Kirya’s permission. (Betty Amamukirori and Barbra Kabahumuza. “Maurice Kirya Drags MTN to Court, Asks for
500M.” Kampala Sun, June 23, 2016. http://kampalasun.co.ug/2016/06/23/maurice-kirya-drags-mtn-to-court-asks-for500m/.)
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Kampala, but they offer a reasonable payday and further elevation of the artist’s brand as being
‘internationally in demand.’ There have been overtures of financial support from the government
to the artist community but they have yet to pay off as intended.
Radio and television are key distributors of musical content as well. As of June 2017, there
are 275 radio stations and 7 locally broadcasting television stations in the nation.118 Songs airing
on radio and the related videos airing on television are absolutely critical to the promotional
engines of contemporary artists. While most of the media professionals I spoke with were clear in
saying that they did not engage in payola themselves, all noted that it is a widespread practice for
both radio and television airplay. Without radio airplay a song will not take off to hit status and, in
fact, hit status in that sense is determined by how much airplay a song gets. Real success can come
out of the pay-for-play: by exposing the listening audience to the song, they may start to request
that it be played. The bigger artists stand outside this dynamic: stations do not want to be looked at
as being behind the curve if one of the big artists has a new song out, so they will scramble to play
it so they do not get left behind, even without payment from the artist’s management. The issue is
more with mid-level and up-and-coming artists. While music videos are key to the definition of
artistic personae and are a required part of participating in the industry at a particular level, radio
reaches far more people and remains the dominant broadcast medium in the country.
Print media also remain important in the Ugandan context. Coverage of artists can serve to
uplift the profiles of upcoming artists and cement the position of established acts. There are few
music critics writing; most of the coverage of the music industry falls to entertainment writers
whose articles are more concerned with disagreements between artists—beefs—and
undersubscribed concerts—flops. This attention can make a flop a reality: if an artist is seen to be
118

“Postal, Broadcasting and Telecommunications Annual Market & Industry Report 2016/17.” Uganda
Communications Commission. https://www.ucc.co.ug/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Annual-Market-Industry-Report2016-17-FY.pdf: 26.
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struggling, for example, if pictures of an empty concert hall get out, the next audiences may wane
as concert goers do not want to be associated with an artist on the downslide. In this way, the
media has a lot of power to spotlight success and failure, which may serve to create either of those
realities for the artist. The two main papers in Uganda—The New Vision and The Daily Monitor—
each have a weekly entertainment section of the paper, discussing music, nightlife, and celebrity
gossip. There are also weekly tabloids dedicated to gossip like The Red Pepper, The Kampala
Sun, and newcomer Matooke Republic. The Kampala Sun—a product of Vision Group, publisher
of The New Vision—is probably one of the most consistent sources of music related coverage, but
it also publishes often ugly and impactful gossip about notable citizens making the paper an
uneven but well read news source.
In addition to the local CD cutters and broadcast media as key distributors, the internet is
proving to be an extremely important distribution channel. According to the Uganda
Communications Commission, as of June 2017, Uganda has an internet penetration of 45.4%.119
The more organized among the artists debut new audio and video via their YouTube channels,
which they link to their Facebook pages. Social media continues to be an important space for
artists to brand themselves and market their performances more or less for free. The biggest artists
in Uganda saw enormous growth in their Facebook followings over the course of my study. For
some, it was new international exposure, but for all it represents growing direct access to their
audience and fan base.120
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“Postal, Broadcasting and Telecommunications Annual Market & Industry Report 2016/17”: 26
In the case of Bobi Wine, it was no doubt his election to member of parliament in 2017 and the attention he got for
his antagonism of the government, and in the case of Juliana Kanyomozi an appearance on the 2016 season of Coke
Studio Africa, a television program bringing together pop stars from all over the African continent, viewed all over the
continent that added to her exposure. For the rest, their increases were likely a result of the growth of Internet
penetration and the increasing popularity of Facebook as a platform in Uganda.
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Facebook Following Growth 2015-2018
Likes on February 11, 2015

Likes on May 17, 2018
1,055,187

777,564
505,093

568,988
300,182

277,853

200,899
77,029
Jose Chameleone

Bebe Cool

Bobi Wine

238,788

65,821
Radio and Weasel

Juliana Kanyomozi

Figure 3. Facebook Follower Statistics for Uganda’s Top Pop Musicians
Artists working with the international and diaspora markets in mind also put their music up
on iTunes, Amazon, and Spotify. These channels bring in money directly to the artist, but are not
the primary way that most listeners receive the content. Internet is still very expensive in Uganda
and bought by the megabyte, so few people stream content or buy high-fidelity music online.
There are some websites that offer music to the public for free, with that Ugandan market in mind,
though undoubtedly visited by Ugandan music enthusiasts all over the world. Hipipo.com and
Howwe.biz both offer tracks for free download, submitted by the artists. These songs are offered
at a low file size, making them attractive for download. 121 Not all music is available online
though, especially if one wants the artist to benefit. In meeting with Moses Matovu—legend and
bandleader of Uganda’s oldest and most well-known band—I asked him where I could get
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The tracks that are put up for download are extremely compressed. This has to do with the way that Internet access
is purchased and used in Uganda today. Unlimited Internet is not available and individuals buy access by the
megabyte. As a result, the websites put the songs up at as small a file size as they think will be acceptable to users.
This compression makes the resulting sound quality of the track low.
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legitimate copies Afrigo Band’s albums and he said I could buy them from directly from him.122
Other artists who have made hard copy albums, sell them during their gigs or in a few elite stores
around town with music displays (the Bold boutique in upscale Acacia Mall, for example). The
availability of Ugandan popular music online serves to collapse the world of Ugandan music writlarge into a single temporality: the minute that the song is up on Facebook for Uganda, it is
available to the world, narrowing the gap between the home listeners and diaspora to almost none.
The latest musical trends are experienced in real time, a big change from the experience of
previous diasporas which sat in a separate temporality, always missing out on the ephemeral
experience of popular music with their family and friends back home. To boot, many local DJs get
the newest tracks off of YouTube if they have not already received it through other means.
In my 2015 conversation with Bobi Wine about the distribution of his music, Wine offered a
metaphor that explains well the gap between his generation of artists and the new crop that has
come after:
In the beginning, you would sing, you would record an album and people would come
running to it. Ever since the government neglected the industry, the copyright law was not
enforced. So distribution died a natural death. Now, the way for me to distribute my music
is to record it, post it on YouTube, and before you know, everybody is downloading and
making copies. We no longer sell the music…We are doing it for popularity and [for]
keeping you there [in front of the audience]…[Before] we would sell them to publishers
and they would pay us good money. The last album I sold, I sold it for 53 million [UGX]
that is almost 20,000 dollars, to the distributor. That would kick start us and it would be a
big, big thing. An artist would just go, record a nice album, and it will be a different story
the following day. But today, it does not matter how nice your music is. If it is not played
so much on radio, then you are not the best… We guys that were already there kind of got
a monopoly…In terms of being there, to the crowd. We had already crossed the bridge and
it got burnt…Because you can be good, but if you have not earned from your music then
it’s going to be an illusion, just.123
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He had well-packaged copies of many records and a number of DVDs that had been made of band performances.
As far as I can tell, Matovu was the only source for such material.
123
“Bobi Wine.” Interview by author. October 14, 2015.
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Wine’s comment explains not only the kind of overnight success that was possible with the
publishing/distribution deals of a previous time, but how his cohort of artists benefitted from those
deals, important seed money to fund their musical endeavors. They had already been ushered over
the bridge into a kind of financially sustainable success before the model died, and that method of
funding a musical career ended. When the bridge of publishing deals burned behind them, the
artists that followed would have to find another way to fund their endeavors. In addition to talent
and hard work, this explains why the artists of Bobi Wine’s time have managed to preserve their
position on top: their success became sustainable with that early investment, which without record
companies, newer artists could not access. Furthermore, The Big Three—Chameleone, Cool, and
Wine—broke through at a less fractured time in Uganda’s media landscape as well and have had
more time to cultivate their connections with their audiences and with media members.
The infrastructure around the big three renders them essentially the CEOs of their own
corporations: Gagamel Phamily for Bebe Cool, Leone Island for Chameleone, and Firebase Crew
for Bobi Wine. They manage the overall strategy, in terms of business and creative direction, and
they manage the people underneath them, who despite being called “managers,” are often under
the direction of the artist. This arrangement places these artists as very much in control of their
careers, but simultaneously it adds to their burden.124 Because of that early access to seed money, a
well-honed group of reliable people around them, and solid connections with media, The Big
Three and their colleagues have managed to maintain their creative output and demand for shows.
With the overall professionalization of the industry and specialization of individuals in the
domains of creative direction, styling, and promotion, the way of doing business, especially for the
newer generation of artists, is more in the mold of the recording company. The trend toward
124

“Anne Whitehead.” Interview by author. July 7, 2015. Whitehead was working as a public relations consultant for
Bobi Wine at the time that we spoke. Nanna Schneidermann also observed the same dynamic in her work with Bobi
Wine and Bebe Cool. (Schneidermann 2014)
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management is new, as many artists of the not so distant past refused to have professional
management, fearing theft and mismanagement of their careers. Joanita Kawalya articulated it
thusly:
Artists here don’t want managers. They don’t want managers because they feel they [the
managers] are going to take their money as well so that is why you are seeing even the big
artists you know as male artists, they always conflict with their managers because it is not
part of the training. Someone just jumped one day made a song and you didn’t know that
it would come out and then someone says he’s a manager. At times it is not very easy for
the artists to accept that they really need to be managed. That is why it is not very easy for
them. Two, because music varies from the illiterates to the literates, then that is also
another challenge. Someone who is illiterate and has composed his or her song and you say
you are going to manage her, it becomes a bit challenging. But even the literates as well
because people feel that there are self-made people. So very few feel that they’d like [to
have] managers.125
With a lack of professional management, seed money hard to find, and with almost no tangible
value of the material they produce, most artists are playing the short game: knowing there is no
guarantee of any future earnings on their works, they are gigging hard to make money while they
can. Yet, as the industry continues to professionalize, there is growing buy-in for services that did
not previously exist, like strategic management, public relations, music mastering, and fashion
styling. While historically there has been very little buffer between artists and the media, that is
also set to change. With the example of a few key managers in the industry — for example Jeff
Kiwa, former manager of Radio and Weasel and Pallaso, who has successfully guided the career of
Sheebah Karungi — there are now more models for aspiring managers. And despite there being a
track record of a lack of cohesion from the artist community over the contemporary period, new
energy toward the growth of the industry has brought about a new artist association, which stands
to challenge the way the copyright is being monitored in country.
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“Joanita Kawalya.” Interview by author. December 1, 2015.
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CONCLUSION
A history where ethnicity became fraught and a government that places culture below the
other developmental needs to the nation creates the difficult backdrop from which the popular
music industry in Uganda arises. In the documents discussed above, the Ugandan government
communicates a circumspect understanding in addressing the policy needs of the culture
industries, but without funding or implementation, the aspirations to growth and support for those
industries gets lost. In a country that faces such high poverty levels, the triage that places overall
economic development above attention to the cultural arts is to be expected, but the clear
articulation of the importance of culture to the self and thereby to the development process—as
seen in the documents from Kenya—shows that the way Uganda seems to be approaching these
issues may do more to stifle the growth of the creative arts rather than proportionally grow the
Ugandan economy. My reading of the documents above is geared toward the popular music
industry, but traditional music sits beside it in the overall lack of support, and is even more
affected given the role it would no doubt play in the forging of a national identity. In not making
good on their policy work, the Ugandan government loses the possibilities of the music industry
overall, neglects connections to the past, and continues condemning the rural—often framed as the
“source” of culture and tradition—to a past state. This also has an impact on the birth, nurturing,
and popularization of a national sound.
As the Ugandan population becomes younger and younger and those young people find
themselves disenfranchised, unemployed, and underemployed, political and economic stability in
Uganda is more tenuous than it looks. The ongoing growth of the music industry depends on all
other factors remaining calm and prosperous, so much is at stake in that stability. The music
business would be poised for even greater growth if they received outside investment, for which
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governmental support is requisite. Without well functioning organizing bodies (unions, for
example) and government backing, the music industry appears to be a shaky prospect for
investors. In the meanwhile, artists leapfrog their need for government backing by utilizing what
the internet has to offer them in terms of a platform for exposure and distribution. Government
support of the enforcement of copyright would prove a critical element in stabilizing the music
industry, but copyright in Uganda faces many challenges, as we shall see in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE - Copyright in Uganda
Buying Music Downtown - October 22, 2015
Downtown Kampala is vibrant and bustling at the best of times and complete kavuuyo—
chaos—at most others. The streets are packed with shopping arcades and vendors with
displays full of merchandise: mobile phones, fabrics, home wares, you name it. I got a little
lost on the way to meet Joseph Kiddu126 at his store. I found the right arcade, but got
overwhelmed by the winding stairs and rows of stores, chock full of goods. Fortunately
another shopkeeper helped me find the right place. Up where Music Center is located,
there are several beauty shops and plenty of people who appeared to be just hanging out
(perhaps at work but lacking customers, or maybe just visiting friends). I entered the store
expecting to find some kind of display of what music they had available for sale, but
instead found six men sitting at computers terminals; a far more corporate atmosphere
than I anticipated. There was little signage, little art, little visual indication of what this
business actually was. It was as if I had just entered any miscellaneous office space. But
along the windows facing the road there were two big speakers out of which loud music
poured down to the road below to advertise the store’s presence. Music Center was more
than just a music seller: it was operating a business that seemed to be several notches
above the CD cutter at your local market. They also acted as a distributor: Artists give
their tracks to Joseph and his guys, they vet what is brought in (offering feedback for
improvement to the new artists), and distribute from there, using their own network of
clubs, hangout spots, and media members to get the music out into the public domain. The
artists are not paid for these tracks, which will be sold by the seller to the public. At Music
126

Both the name of the music seller and their shop are pseudonyms in this field account.
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Center the customer price for music depends on the platform: for CDs of 13-16 tracks,
10,000-15,000 shillings ($2.78-$4.17), Music video DVDs with 20-25 videos, 20,00025,000 ($5.56-$6.94). If you want the tracks on a flash drive (or smartphone memory), it
was 10k per gigabyte for audio and 5k ($1.39) per gigabyte for video. DJs do not have to
pay those rates as sourcing material from Music Center is good marketing for Music
Center’s overall business. The hope was to eventually launch a record label, but in the
meanwhile, Music Center had diversified their offerings beyond music sales and
distribution to promotion and IT solutions. According to Joseph, one of the biggest
challenges to distribution was there not being an organized market onto which to release
music. When I asked him about copyright protections on music in Uganda, he expressed a
desire for copyright protections to take hold, but not so fast and hard as it had in
neighboring Kenya, which, according to Joseph, hurt up-and-coming artists. Part of the
issue with adhering to copyright was the valuation of a single track. iTunes had
established an international standard of $1 a track online, but he wondered how many
Ugandan artists had songs of a quality to demand those rates, how they would get those
songs out to the public, and whether they could actually get their audiences to pay that
kind of money. He suggested that with time and cooperation from artists, they would find a
system that would work locally. In the meanwhile, they would continue with the system as
it was.
Music Center is a well-known consumer shop and distribution hub in the informal network that
facilitates circulation of Uganda’s popular music. Joseph’s remarks when I spoke with him
reflected the overall growth in professionalism in the music industry and the aspiration toward
being more “organized,” a turn of phrase used often by my interlocutors to indicate a more formal,
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efficient, and professional way of doing things. Joseph, like many music sellers, is operating in the
in-between: between the formal and informal economies, in Joseph’s case, an “organized” kind of
piracy. He sees the long-term potential in copyright, but points out that everyone is working
outside the formal system until a better arrangement can be found. What that better arrangement
looked like (and who would benefit) was unclear; Joseph did not elaborate on alternative systems
that might capitalize on what already exists or what might really “work locally.” Joseph’s
aspiration toward the launching of a record label indicates that he is committed to music
production, not just sales. His interest in copyright was discussed in an abstract way and Joseph
did not seem particularly worried about being hassled by police for flouting the copyright law.
Regardless of his stance, local artists need the distribution work of people like Joseph and his team
at Music Center to get their work out there, in order to obtain that popularity and ubiquity leading
to paying gigs. Giving that material for free to music sellers is simply a part of doing business in
the contemporary Ugandan music industry and artists rely on those channels to circulate their
work. Insisting on remuneration for their tracks could lock them out of the industry. The formal
structures of copyright can be confusing and complicated for some artists, who see the main
copyright management organization, The Uganda Performing Right Society (UPRS), as suspicious
in its work, and there is a feeling among those artists that copyright is more of an impediment to
their immediate work than an investment in the long-term value of their product. Many see the
potential but still work outside of it as the pirates are more or less the only game left in town, so to
speak. This leaves artists in a bind: participate with the pirates or forsake the greatest distribution
network, limiting their possibilities in the market place. Few broadcast houses (radio and
television) and venues (hotels, bars, and restaurants) pay royalties for the use of the music they
play, though there have been periodic crackdowns by UPRS on DJs to compel them to pay
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royalties for the music they use. Of Uganda’s 275 radio stations, as of the writing of this thesis,
only 12 pay royalties. The money that is paid out is collected by UPRS. Those twelve only pay
1.5% of their income, a number lower than the 3% that UPRS wants but that is as far as Uganda’s
National Association of Broadcasters will allow. Artists gig to make money, then need new songs
to keep up the demand for those performances, which requires spending more money for
production. Gigging to produce, producing to gig, running to cash in on their moment while they
have the public’s attention.
When do copyright protections become counter-productive to the work of the artist? And
how are musicians to build a stable and sustainable music industry without the legal protection of
their works? These queries are worth considering as the music business in Uganda continues to
grow at a rapid rate and scaffolds for that growth are more necessary than ever. The turn to digital
media in Uganda unleashed a seemingly unstoppable level of piracy (as it did globally). How is
the nascent music industry of a developing country supposed to cope? In this chapter, I grapple
with these larger questions concerning the livelihood of the Ugandan pop musician through a
discussion of the state of copyright in Uganda today. Through an examination of the views from
stakeholders in the field, I argue that while the application of copyright in Uganda stands to offer a
critical lifeline to the nation’s musicians, enforcement remains complicated and contested. Though
challenged in practice, copyright is on the minds of people in Uganda’s music business as they
seek to grow their creative economy. First, I will discuss the Ugandan copyright law and the
copyright policy of Uganda’s neighbors, Kenya and Tanzania. Then I offer a profile of Uganda’s
main music collective management organization, the Uganda Performing Right Society. Finally, I
will provide some of the diverse opinions on the copyright I heard from artists, producers, and
media members.
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UGANDA’S POLICY
Copyright in Uganda is currently governed by The Copyright and Neighboring Rights Act
of 2006 and The Copyright and Neighboring Rights Regulations of 2010. The 2006 law was a
revision of the 1964 copyright law, which had not changed much from the 1911 British rules that
governed copyright before Uganda’s independence in 1962. Authors Kawooya, Kakungulu, and
Akubu point to the 2006 law as being an attempt by the Ugandan government to bring their
intellectual property policy up to international standard: as a signatory of the 1994 Marrakesh
Agreement creating the World Trade Organization, Uganda was bound by the WTO’s agreement
on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS). Uganda, like its neighbors Kenya and
Tanzania, brought itself into compliance with the agreement well before the 2013 deadline.127 This
exterior push to participate in a global scheme of copyright may account for how the law does not
seem to match the way creatives in country actually go about doing their work.128 For example, a
lot of power is given to the producer, especially when it comes to distributing a song, but in
everyday life, it is often the artist who manages that distribution. Critically, neither the 2006 law
nor the 2010 regulations account for how enforcement of the law will be conducted or funded for
that matter. The law also does not take into account the management of digital rights (something
that the Kenyan law was amended to do)129, an ever-widening loophole. And while the law makes
copyright infringement a criminal offense, pursuit of that prosecution relies on the authorities
being able to create a case against the infringer and widespread ignorance of the law among both
the police and practitioners and public acceptance of piracy make that a tall task. Pursuit of
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Dick Kawooya, Ronald Kakungulu, and Jeroline Akubu. "Uganda." In Access to Knowledge in Africa: The Role of
Copyright, 281-316. IRDC, 2010.
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My focus here is on the protection of musical works, but protection of literature is a domain where the lack of
correspondence between the law and the way things are done is particularly glaring. A scarcity of affordable books
countrywide makes the photocopying of texts requisite for higher education. The publishers and authors receive
nothing as their works are distributed, but if it were not for these photocopies, students would be gravely affected.
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Alex Perullo and Andrew J. Eisenberg. "Musical Property Rights Regimes in Tanzania and Kenya After Trips."
The SAGE Handbook of Intellectual Property (2015): 159.
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damages through civil means is also a possibility, but it proves very costly to the rights holder,
who, even in the case of a win, would likely never be fully compensated for their losses (one
example of such a case is that of Nince Henry, discussed below). Most people covered by the law
do not have much knowledge about the law itself or how they might seek protection from the state
as they try to monetize their works.

COPYRIGHT IN THE REGION
Most of the industry stakeholders I spoke with pointed to Kenya and Tanzania having
stronger systems in place for the enforcement of copyright than Uganda. Alex Perullo and Andrew
J. Eisenberg in their book chapter, “Musical Property Rights Regimes in Tanzania and Kenya
After TRIPS” spell out the challenges faced by the respective nations. Some of the issues they
enumerate are faced regionally; some are specific to that particular national context. For Tanzania,
they pinpoint five issues: language, the informal economy, corruption, national conceptions of
ownership, and that the state controls the national copyright collective management organization,
the Copyright Society of Tanzania (COSOTA). Tanzania’s Copyright and Neighboring Rights Act
was signed into law in 1999. The early debate around copyright in Tanzania was conducted in
English despite the national language being Kiswahili, which limited national participation of
rights holders in the conversation. Like its neighbors, Tanzania had a strong informal economy to
contend with in trying to bring the country into compliance with the copyright law as well as
corruption among its authorities. Unique to the Tanzanian case is the effect of the socialist
ideology that governed the prevailing definition of ownership. While notions of collective
ownership are ubiquitous across sub-Saharan Africa, Tanzania’s guiding ideology of socialism
since independence emphasizes that collective even more strongly. Perullo and Eisenberg also
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note that Tanzania’s copyright management organization is controlled by the state, which opens
questions as to whether or not the CMO can adequately advocate for rights holders. Paul Kihwelo
in his article "Intellectual Property Rights Jurisprudence in Tanzania: Turning an Eye to the
Commercial Division of the High Court" notes that in the Tanzanian case, despite being in
accordance with TRIPS, the law does not completely reflect the needs of those on the ground, nor
have all the elements of it been thoroughly exercised in court, namely copyright and patents.130
Kenya, considered by my associates and Perullo and Eisenberg to be the strongest in the
region in terms of copyright enforcement, saw its most recent Copyright Bill become active in
2003. This was after having copyright issues discussed several times by the National Assembly
before the law was passed. Their copyright law was also amended five times before their most
recent law superseded it 2001. It is no surprise that the Kenyan authorities had greater exposure to
issues around copyright given that Nairobi was hub for music production in the region and has
long had a stronger music industry than its neighbors. Perullo and Eisenberg point to five issues in
the Kenyan case affecting copyright efficacy: no decrease in piracy (especially piracy of the
complicated and widespread digital variety), the way the law is built in terms of the fines levied
(low fines for offenders), ignorance of the law among those most affected, rights holders not
participating, and corruption. The issues of few prosecutions, ignorance of the law, and the
strength of piracy are key challenges to the effectiveness of copyright across Kenya, Tanzania, and
Uganda.
————
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Figure 4. Royalty Disbursement Day at UPRS, July 4, 2016
Visiting UPRS – July 4, 2016
The headquarters of the Uganda Performing Right Society is located at Plot 99, Kira
Road, near Kisementi on the edge of the Kololo neighborhood of Kampala. UPRS is set up
in a house in a row of houses all converted to businesses, most with high walls and
compound space. I arrived on the tick of 11 for my appointment with James Wasula, Chief
Executive Officer and General Secretary of UPRS (also, executive director of Afrigo
Band), to find the compound bursting with cars and people. A small white tent had been
erected near the entrance of the house and people sat in plastic chairs listening to
speakers. The event was a question and answer session run by Mr. Wasula himself, and the
40 or so people seated in the crowded courtyard were artists asking questions about UPRS
and the royalties the artists had come to collect. The Q&A was conducted in a mix of
Luganda and English. One artist inquired as to the reach of UPRS: were they registering
artists outside of Kampala? Another noted that by not doing so, the membership of UPRS
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was ethnically unbalanced, with a majority Baganda membership (given that that Kampala
is located in Buganda, Kingdom of the Baganda). Wasula made clear that while UPRS was
working hard to register as many artists as possible, they did not yet have the nationwide
reach they desired. At the conclusion of the Q&A, artists were brought into the UPRS
conference room and one by one were given their royalties for the quarter. There were two
staff members taking pictures. Behind them leaned a poster board with more pictures of
previous royalty disbursements. There was also a small flat-screen TV on the wall playing
what appeared to be a slideshow video of some of the country’s biggest stars receiving
their royalties. For every artist, a picture was taken of them receiving their envelope and
shaking hands with a UPRS staff member (these photos would all be posted to the UPRS
Facebook page and website later in the day). None of the big names came through during
my observation, but a peek at the Facebook page later in the day revealed that quite a
number had in fact come by to collect their royalties. Soon Mr. Wasula was ready to meet
with me and I was ushered into his office for us to chat.
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Figure 5. Dick Matovu on the left, James Wasula center answering artists’ questions
————
THE UGANDA PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETY
The Uganda Registration Services Bureau (URSB) is the government body that manages
intellectual property rights: copyright, patents, and trademarks, but collective management
organizations collect royalties for the work. The Copyright and Neighboring Rights Act of 2006
provides for one collective management organization in Uganda per field. For music, that
organization is UPRS.131 UPRS was established in 1985. Up until that point, copyright in Uganda
was managed by The Performing Right Society (PRS) in Britain (as it did for the region).132
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UPRS manages the rights for music and music videos, Uganda Federation of the Movie Industry handles for film
and Uganda Reproduction Rights Organisation for literature. At one point in the past there was also Uganda Music
Publishers Association, but they now have representation as part of UPRS.
132
Most of the people I spoke with about copyright in Uganda began their histories with UPRS, but a deeper look at
the role that PRS played in England’s former protectorates and colonies would add to the longer history of Western
extractive economic practices on the continent.
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(Uganda’s sole radio station until 1993, Radio Uganda, paid royalties to PRS for the music
played.) UPRS is a member of CISAC, the Confederation of International Societies of Authors
and Composers and through CISAC has reciprocal agreements with rights management
organizations around the world. According to Wasula, who has been involved from the very
beginning, UPRS was established by a group of senior musicians who had seen how rights were
being protected in Kenya and decided to form their own society in Uganda. At the time, artists had
to go to Nairobi to record, as there were no recording studios in Uganda. Wasula notes that PRS
assisted UPRS as they were becoming established. After the Copyright Bill was passed in the mid2000s, UPRS convened over 20 workshops to sensitize the public, sensitization work that
continues to a consistent but less frequent degree today.133 The Norwegian Copyright
Development Association (NORCODE) gave them a three-year grant to help their efforts (20092011), which provided the startup money for infrastructure, salaries, and sensitization projects.134
UPRS receives royalties for registered works on behalf of its membership. According to
Wasula, the organization had around 3,000 artists registered when we spoke, the bulk of whom
were in Kampala but that UPRS was working on a country-wide roll out to increase
membership.135 In order to register, artists submit a hard copy of their musical work on CD or
cassette, a manuscript of the work (lyrics and/or notation), two passport photos, and the
registration form. UPRS then verifies the ownership of the work and admits the artist into their
ranks. The collected money is distributed four times a year. While the UPRS representatives I
spoke with mentioned a computer system they were due that would let them digitally monitor
actual radio airplay, they had not yet received it. Instead, research staff would make their own
133
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estimates of relative song popularity and that data informed the amount disbursed (there is no
reliable sales data to factor into this calculation).136 These estimates were informed by: radio
sampling research performed by UPRS staff, the radio airplay data available (with only two
stations, Capitol Radio and Radio Sanyu, submitting their logs), and what the UPRS research staff
heard as popular around town among principal users (what was being played in clubs, bars, and
hotels around Kampala137). Based on song popularity, artists would be split into three groups: an A
group, B group, and C group, each with their own ratio of the collected money (the big stars being
in the A group, but the C group having the bulk of the membership138). Everyone in a group
receives the same level of remuneration. UPRS is funded through those fees collected. After their
overhead is drawn from the pot, the rest is distributed to the membership. According to Wasula,
the amount of money reserved for overhead is based on what they actually need: the more revenue
that is collected, the lower the overall percentage kept for overhead. They have a staff of thirteen
people (including Wasula and Matovu). There are three bodies that make up their management
structure: a Secretariat led by Wasula that includes the staff and administrative departments
(licensing, compliance, documentation, and information technology), a Board of Directors
(Chaired by Afrigo Band founder Moses Matovu), and the General Assembly (the membership,
with Wasula as the General Secretary)139.
When I spoke with Dick Matovu, Compliance Officer at UPRS (and General Secretary of
the Uganda Musicians’ Union), he pointed to two major challenges in the enforcement of the
existing copyright law: first, a lack of government support and second, a lack of understanding
136

When I asked the last remaining publisher about his sales data, he said he had a sense of what was selling but given
the resources of his operation, he is not able to keep track of the specific album sales numbers.
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It is worth noting that this method necessarily privileges what is popular in Kampala, regardless of the way a song
could have been a massive hit outside of the capital. But given that the only stations paying royalties are in town, an
artist that gets major airplay outside of Kampala is only finding a return on their investment by gigging in those areas.
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Wasula also noted that all the royalty money currently coming in is being kept in country, so the A group does not
include the big stars from abroad.
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Wasula is also a rights holder, which qualifies him to be the General Secretary of the membership.
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from the rights holders (artists), some of whom blame UPRS for causing problems and refuse to
participate in the registration of their own works. The issue of government support is a critical one
in this context. While UPRS does lobby government, it does not have the resources to press
government effectively while also collecting and distributing royalties and sensitizing artists and
the public at large. Like many if not most causes in Uganda, without the attention of government
(“government” often a synecdoche for the President), forward progress will be difficult. Matovu
did mention that despite a general lack of buy-in from the big stars, some were starting to come
around. At the time of my conversation with Matovu, Bebe Cool had recently received his
royalties from YouTube. Because the money from YouTube is coming in for specific channels,
they are given directly to the relevant artist.
Wasula’s strategy in terms of sensitizing Uganda’s artists to the benefit of copyright is to
focus on the up-and-coming musicians. He wants to see them grow into their careers with an
understanding of how copyright can benefit them. As a result, UPRS is making the calculated
choice not to use their limited resources to go after the higher profile members of the industry
because those artists are already making money and have their own routes to making more (a more
developed business network around them, the ‘corporations’ I mentioned above). The more
popular artists can also prove a tougher sell when being asked to take a hard line with users of
their work. One of the country’s biggest artists—and until recently a major UPRS detractor—was
Bebe Cool. Wasula noted that in 2014, Bebe Cool actively campaigned against UPRS in the form
of a short program he paid to run on television that maligned the organization and questioned the
need for copyright period. Eventually Cool did come around and according to Wasula, the
publicity did not hurt UPRS. In describing the conflict with Cool, Wasula articulated the key
argument that artists against copyright make:
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One of our huge critics was Bebe Cool, but he was here this morning collecting his
royalties. He even paid for a TV program to de-campaign us. It was happening twice a
week but we said, “Okay, you will definitely run out of money to sponsor that program.”
So we just kept low. His program ran for I think two months; he could not sustain it. So we
started talking to him and we said, “Now, how much have you benefited from that
project?” We said [to Cool], “Supposing we used that project positively, how much would
you have benefited? Everybody would say yeah, it was Bebe Cool’s program that made me
understand what copyright is.” Now nobody says that it was Bebe Cool’s program that put
me off UPRS because they are here and they are members… He [Cool] was just saying that
copyright is not for Ugandans. That was the general thing: “It is not for Ugandans, it is
benefiting the western world because all the money that is collected, if you look at our
radio stations, they play 90% foreign music. So all the money collected goes there.140
Whereas these kiosks and computer burners and so on help us to popularize our music and
it traverses the whole country in a split second. These people in UPRS want to stop them
[the burners] and they have not put an alternative to publicize our music.” So we said
“okay, go on” and he went on but in the end he realized that what he was doing was wrong
and he said “Yeah, now I appreciate [this situation better],” and then he went back on air
and said “Now I understand, I am with UPRS.”141
Cool’s anxiety was no doubt driven by a concern about the local piece of the royalty pie if the
scaled up system worked as intended. We will further consider Cool’s perspective in a moment,
but it is worth noting that part of his buy-in to the work of the pirates was because they had
distribution power that few others possess. Here lies that question of what the practical benefit of
copyright might be for the average artist, a query we will return to shortly.
Another part of UPRS’s strategy involves an authorization to sell music on memory cards
and flash drives that can be purchased by CD cutters. Music sellers can buy this yearly
authorization for 150,000 UGX (about $43). It is only meant to cover digital music sales and not
CDs, but it is reasonable to imagine an unknowing police person or CD cutter treating it as blanket
protection for music sales. Given that this authorization from UPRS seems to undermine the
organization’s very purpose, I asked James Wasula and Dick Matovu how this program related to
their larger goals. They too were skeptical of the program, but described it as part of an effort to
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According to Wasula at the time I spoke with him, royalties for international music were not being sent abroad.
“James Wasula." Interview by author. July 4, 2016.
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address the desires of their membership who were seeking to recoup something, anything from the
pirates. The authorization initiative, which began in 2015, according to Wasula had not really
taken off, and both he and Matovu expressed a sense of caution given the potential repercussions
of the program. Wasula also spoke of the potential of another strategy to pivot away from the
informal: attracting a Malaysian CD manufacturing plant to Uganda as part of an effort to
facilitate the production of local legitimate CDs at competitive prices. While a local plant could
open up new opportunities in the music business, this would seem to be a far off prospect, given
that the digital has already taken hold and that the factory plan relies on foreign investment in a
sector relatively unsupported by government.

Figure 6. Authorisation to Distribute Music on Memory Cards/Sticks
The staff and leadership at UPRS are fighting an uphill battle and the critique they receive
is both complicated and not surprising. The organization is trying to do many things at once:
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sensitizing the public to the need for copyright, sensitizing artists to the nature of their rights,
serving their current membership, boosting said membership, lobbying government, and assisting
government wherever possible as a representative of Uganda’s musicians. They have to have a fair
way to calculate the money that individual artists should receive, but the lack of transparency
about this process and space available for underhandedness, whether it is happening or not, leaves
plenty of room for artists to be skeptical about the dealings of the copyright protection
organization. UPRS is relatively straightforward about their activities, but those activities are not
as transparent as the artist getting cash in hand from a promoter or function sponsor. I asked
Wasula what he would say to artists who are skeptical of copyright and of the work of UPRS and
he told me that he and Dick Matovu have faced skepticism all along. The only way to counter it is
with results:
It is quite intriguing. One, it is results. With results you can easily convince and get people
on your side. Without results, the going is very hard. When we started UPRS, we were
about 10 people and it was reduced to 2 people. The rest fell off because there were no
results. We were talking, talking, talking and lobbying, lobbying, and lobbying. Nothing
coming out of all that talk, talk, talk. So it was reduced to two, Dick and I. We said we
must see it through. So through lobbying we got WIPO [the World Intellectual Property
Organization] involved. We drafted the [Copyright] bill. Again government was dragging
its feet. Fortunately, we had connections with the current Deputy Speaker (by then he was
in opposition) Jacob Olanya and he presented it [to Parliament] as a Private Members Bill.
So it was passed into law. That was a big step forward for the two of us. Now we had
something to show off and say, “Okay, we have been talking and lobbying. Now here is the
Act.” After that, we started licensing and after about four years of the Act, that is in 2010,
we had collected 50 million in royalties and we distributed it. It was small money per
person, but [the artists] were excited. They said, “So this thing can work.” So the money is
growing now and that 50 million included even administration expenses so it was a gross
figure. The actual royalties figure was very small… Last year we collected about 400
million. So that is a big leap and if we can double it this year and say collect 800 million,
the skeptical artists will begin to appreciate that as a matter of fact.142
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Buying Music Out of Town: August 1, 2018
Beck Enterprises143 is located down a narrow alley, off the main roundabout in a town
about 5 kilometers outside of Kampala. The only clue you have to its existence as you walk
down the main road is the sound of its thumping public address system alerting you to the
music store’s presence. Tucked behind a mobile phone store, Leonard Kivumbi’s small
shop is filled with dusty electronics in process for repair. A desktop computer sits on a
table by the door. The booming music echoing in the alley is being played off this
computer, the heartbeat of the store. Other than the blaring speaker, there are no signs
advertising the music that Leonard sells. A narrow bench faces the computer for clients to
wait for their purchases. Leonard fixes mobile phones and computers in addition to selling
music. Customers come with flash drives and their phones to store the tracks they buy.
Leonard and his assistants also burn CDs and DVDs of music videos for customers who
want them. While the PA advertises the latest tracks available, Leonard has a library of
four terabytes of music that spans all types of local music and popular music from abroad.
CDs (with 14-15 songs) cost 4000 UGX ($1.18), DVDs (with 50-75 songs) cost 10,000
UGX ($2.95), and Mp3 CDs (Data CDs, containing 70 songs) are also 10,000 UGX. For
customers with flash sticks and memory cards, audio tracks can be purchased for 200
shillings ($0.06) per track and videos for 300 shillings ($0.09) per video. Leonard goes
into downtown Kampala once or twice a week to visit DJs and buy the latest local tracks
that his customers will want. Artists and their street teams distribute their tracks to these
DJs and vendors like Leonard come into town periodically and bring those new tracks out
to their shops. Any hot songs that Leonard cannot get from the DJs, he will download from
YouTube himself. He would like to expand into selling DVDs of movies and TV shows, but
143
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he has not yet saved up enough for the DVD duplication tower he would need. Leonard
estimates that the shop makes about 800,000-900,000 shillings ($236-$266) on a good
month. When I ask him whether copyright enforcement authorities ever come by, Leonard
says no, no one ever checks in on him, which is why he did not purchase a memory
card/stick authorization from UPRS; It seemed like a waste of money.
————
ARTIST PERSPECTIVES
The question of copyright and the challenge of making money off one’s recordings came
up over and over in my conversations in the field. Artists had a variety of responses on the matter.
Some felt urgency to get the government onboard with enforcement, others did not. Despite
having recently come around, Bebe Cool, felt like his ability to earn a living as a musician would
be impacted by the application of copyright. Cool believes that Uganda is not ready:
Yes, you know with copyright it has advantages and disadvantages but at the moment I
think it’s important to take it slow. Not so fast, because you see it has very, very major
implications if you apply it direct. People are gonna go back…. We have invested… like a
person like me I have invested all my life in music, so if you apply the copyright law right
now, I might end up losing everything. And I don’t have a lot of time ahead of me. I could
have twenty years ahead of me in music. So, if you apply copyright right now and you tell
people not to sell my music, not to get my music, I’m not gonna be able to do a gig.
Because radio is not gonna play my music. So, copyright is gonna affect me direct and I’m
gonna have to sleep in my house, and my kids are gonna have to, not to go to school
because I don’t have another job.144
The media has a lot of power in this situation as a key distributing force. Cool is saying that if
radio is forced to pay, they will not play his work and the demand for gigs will drop. In an
interview with HiPipo.com published in February of 2012, Cool expressed his skepticism with
UPRS but also his need for the distribution offered by pirates: “For me, I have allowed CD burners
to continue selling my music and that of Gagamel members because through that we gain mileage
144
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and from which we get what to eat.”145 That distribution acts to make Cool popular and create the
demand for gigs from which he and artists under his Gagamel umbrella earn their money. Cool’s
Gagamel Phamily is part fandom, management team, artistic brand, and street team. They promote
his shows and sell tickets and albums for him. He holds enormous sway with this group and
through them has the opportunity to reach many, with whatever his message of choice is. Cool,
who defied his politician father (Bidandi Ssali, a member of the opposition) some years ago to
openly support Museveni, would seem perfectly placed to push for change, both in terms of his
large presence on the scene and the strength of his catalog, but he is not willing to leverage his
hard won success to do so. He also one of those big fish that UPRS is happy to have on board
(especially given their history) but who is not at the center of their artist outreach strategy.
Nince Henry, (Henry Ssekyanzi), a major songwriter and singer on the pop music scene
reflected:
I think the issue of piracy is not only affecting Uganda, but it’s being the biggest headache
to every artist all over the world. Only that when it comes to our country Uganda, it
becomes worse. Like an artist will never get anything from CD sales. Because once the
song is out, guys have already put it everywhere on CD, you know, so computers are
everywhere. People have set up businesses for that kind of work.146
Henry should know. In 2013, he filed a major copyright infringement case against the Nakumatt
supermarket chain I mentioned in the last chapter. One day he walked into his local supermarket
and found his in-process album for sale on the shelves, with album art and a track listing.
Nakumatt claimed that they got the discs legally from a distributor. Apparently the tracks
themselves had been collated from WhatsApp previews of songs that Henry himself had sent out
in an effort to generate some buzz around the forthcoming album. These tracks were put together
into an “album” and then sold to the distributor, X-Zone International. Henry sued both X-Zone
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International and Nakumatt, but indicated to me that the situation is as yet unresolved. When
Henry confronted the individual who sold the album to X-Zone for distribution, the person told
Henry that he planned on asking for permission, but in the end did not. Knowing that the person in
question does not have the means to offer any recompense, Henry did not include them in the suit.
Tired of the situation and with all other things being equal, Henry would like to drop the case, but
given the money that he has already invested, he is loathe to lose out twice. Even if he wins the
case, the chances that he will be recoup the money that he has put into this effort are slim. In 2018,
his case was transferred to commercial court, and as of early 2019 Henry was still seeking justice.
For his part, Brian Kabiito, Managing Director of X-Zone international, was also keen to put the
matter to bed. We will hear more from Brian Kabiito in a moment.
Washington, (David Ibangit) a major hit-making producer that can be credited as one of the
architects of the modern mainstream sound in Uganda, was straightforward in his disdain for
UPRS. When I asked him about his relationship with the society, he said:
Those guys are bogus… They go around collecting money in clubs you know for all these
years, take photos with artists, put them on you know, give them two hundred thousand
[shillings], stupid [little] money… Me, I don’t agree with them at all. They know me, they
can’t approach me because I will tell them, “Hey, you are thieves! What are you doing for
us? There is nothing you are doing for us!” You know? If they were doing something for
us, we wouldn’t be paying radio stations or clubs to play our music, and TV. So these are
just a bunch of thieves who have taken advantage of our ignorance and the poverty in the
country, in the music industry.147
Washington is describing the situation between artists and UPRS as an exploitative one, with
UPRS collecting the artists’ money but not substantively intervening on issues that affect artist
livelihoods like payola. He suggested using taxes on music sales to fund the enforcement of
copyright and told me that he had mentioned this to the President himself. Washington worked
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with Museveni on a tune for his 2016 campaign, “Kwezi,” the setting of a Banyankole folk song
sung by Museveni over modern beats.
Sylver Kyagulanyi, arguably the best known pop songwriter in Uganda (in addition to
being a pop and gospel singer) felt that real change is needed and soon. According to Kyagulanyi,
shortly after the 2006 law passed a cadre of movers and shakers in the music business decided to
team up with the pirates, thinking that the now superior distribution networks of the pirates could
be leveraged for the good of the business as a whole.148 This blew back on that group when the
pirates did not hold up their end of the deal, and continued to pirate copyrighted material.
Furthermore, raids on CD cutting shops have largely been unsuccessful in curbing pirate activity.
Kyagulanyi mentioned a particular raid at Zai Plaza, a downtown mall out of which many pirates
operate, where the pirates actually fought back and asked the police how they were meant to feed
their families without their businesses. In Kyagulanyi’s view, what is needed to help this situation
are business men who have the resources to retain good lawyers to press these issues in civil court,
and government support for enforcement. He used the example of the great strides that the
Kampala Capital City Authority has made in the last few years with that very support behind them.
One big issue that he noted is that if intellectual property is not being protected by the
government, foreign investment in Ugandan entertainment seems unlikely.
Kyagulanyi has been involved in many of the musicians and artists unions in Uganda over
the years and he joined UPRS hoping to help effect change from the inside. He did feel though
that the collection society was not putting the right money in the right pockets and was suspicious
of their very public disbursement of royalties:
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At the moment, the pirate is doing his thing so there are two people that are benefiting out
the industry. The pirate is benefiting, UPRS is benefiting to cover in quotes its
“administrative costs” and the musician is left with only one ground, one area to earn and
that is performance. And that is why you remember when Chameleone broke his legs, a lot
of people were blaming him. You know like he had the compound fractures on both legs.
Yes and in a few months, he was struggling to get back on stage, he would hardly walk.
And people were like “why doesn’t he rest, they told him to rest.” He can’t. The artist lives
on a treadmill. When you stop, you fall. When you stop, you fall. They must perform every
day. They must keep running. There is no other way of earning money.149
His point about the treadmill life of the successful popular music artist in Uganda is an important
one that puts into relief the need for some value to be gained from the musical material itself. That
value could relieve the pressure on the artist. The constant running necessary from the artist to
generate money and maintain his or her position has ramifications for the creativity of works
produced. The need to churn out new tracks so there will be new songs for new gigs also places
pressure on the song producers to work fast, often more quickly than they would like. Popular
aesthetics that will create surefire hits are used over and over as the need for a successful song (to
secure gigs) can often trump the time necessary to be reflective in the creative process. This speed
combined with an easier access to computers, a lack of training, and the promise of fast money,
leads some producers to cut and paste backing tracks from one artist to another. We will explore
the pace of this process and effect on the output in Chapter Five.
Not so incidentally, in 2016, Kyagulanyi finished a degree in Intellectual Property Law.
Called to the Ugandan Bar in early 2019, Kyagulanyi intends to practice entertainment law, an
underserved legal need in Uganda today. In his 2016 Bachelor’s thesis for Uganda Pentecostal
University, “Effectiveness of Copyright Law in Combating Music Piracy: Case Study of Kampala
District,” one of the many recommendations that he makes toward the strengthening of copyright
for music in Uganda is for the music industry to move from the Ministry of Gender, Labour and
Social Development to the Ministry of Tourism, Trade and Industry. Kyagulanyi sees this as an
149
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important move, “since clearly the music business is stifled by cultural sentiments of collective
ownership. This will grow its business structure and promote investment in the sector.”150 His
suggestion of the government decoupling music from culture could have great impact on the
music business being seen as contributive to Ugandan economic development and therefore more
worthy of protection and investment.
————
Visiting X-Zone International – July 7, 2016
The last of Kampala’s main music publishers, X-Zone International, is based in Mutaasa
Kafeero Plaza, a shopping mall on Luwum Street, downtown Kampala. Finding Brian
Kabiito was relatively easy given that our appointment fell on Eid and the hustle and bustle
of downtown had calmed from a deafening roar to a gentle murmur for the holiday. He met
me on the street level and took me up to his shop for us to chat. X-Zone has windows all on
one side through which you can see Kabiito’s racks of well-packaged compact discs,
illuminated and ready for the customer’s perusal. Above the main rack hangs a big sign
reading, “Music Everywhere Every Time.” In addition to the racks and display cases
holding CDs, the small store has overhead storage as well as CD dubbing and labeling
machines, and heat press machines for printing customized mugs, cups, and pens—a
sideline to his music business. While regular customers come to his shop to buy the
bonafide CDs he sells, professional vendors also come purchase from him for their stores.
He sells the albums for 5000 UGX retail ($1.45) and 3000 UGX wholesale ($0.87). His
profit off a wholesale album is 500 UGX ($0.14) after you subtract the cost of the CD,
cover art, packaging, reflective X-Zone stickers indicating legitimacy, and all other
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manufacturing costs. In terms of his publishing business, it depends on the relative
popularity of the artist. Depending on their level (and therefore the sales prospects for
their album) Kabiito has different contractual agreements they sign. For some, he pays the
studio fees for the song recording and then owns it, for others he buys the rights to a ready
album that he will distribute (with some deals involving the artists receiving a certain
number of the finished CDs that they themselves can sell at gigs and appearances). The
biggest artist he works with is the most popular gospel singer in Uganda today, Judith
Babirye, a recently elected Member of Parliament for Buikwe District, Central Uganda.
Halfway through our chat, Kabiito got up on a ladder and opened the overhead
storage to reveal boxes overflowing with thousands of CDs, many of which he purchased
when he bought out the remaining stock and licensing contracts of several of the other big
publishers. Bringing down a box to show me, Kabiito pulled out legitimate CDs—with full
cover art and liner notes, wrapped in plastic—from local acts as well as foreign acts such
as rapper Tupac Shakur, R&B group Cleopatra, and country singer Rosanne Cash. He
noted that these were part of the stock of CDs that he bought from Music Land, one of
Kampala’s main music stores of the past when it closed in 2009. The CDs were marked
with prices between 25-30k a piece ($6.94-$8.30). He remarked that while these CDs were
all legitimate, he could not sell them for what they were worth, therefore they were in
storage until something could be done with them. As we chatted, only one curious customer
stopped by, the lack of sales mostly because of the holiday. X-Zone International is a
reminder of what the shops of downtown Kampala, the very nexus of the Ugandan music
industry in its previous model, used to be. The question becomes how long Kabiito can last
in the current model or if he can last until the model changes.
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Figure 7. Brian Kabiito at X-Zone International
————
THE LAST PUBLISHER
Brian Kabiito started X-Zone international in 2003. He had had his first exposure to big
gleaming, well-organized record stores when he visited an HMV when he was living in Japan, and
he hoped to bring some of that model back Uganda. He has two shops, both downtown: one in
Mutaasa Kafeero Plaza and the other in HB Plaza. When I ask Kabiito how, when the other
publishers disappeared, he managed to survive, he told me that there are two reasons: first, related
to the conversion to CD and second, the particular market he serves. Kabiito entered the
publishing market long after the other established publishing firms did, around 2003 (he recalls
there being 15 operating publishers at the time). This was when the conversion from cassette to
compact disc was well underway and according to Kabiito, the other companies were reluctant to
change. During the early part of his business, he manufactured CDs for some of those publishers.
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As the publishers failed to adapt, pirates swept in and undercut them so significantly that the
publishers could not recover. Kabiito made CDs from the very start and managed to maintain his
position because he has focused on the Christian market. While he also sells secular music, he sees
that mostly as the domain of the pirates (there is no way he can compete making legitimate,
packaged CDs when they sell unmarked CDs so cheaply). Kabiito describes the Christian market
as a particularly discriminating one: Seventh Day Adventists want to hear SDA hymns, Anglicans
want Church of Uganda, and his store caters to all of them in a way that the pirates cannot. But
even with few legitimate competitors in his market, the music business does not pay him as much
as it once did, hence the sideline business on site.
Kabiito keeps in careful accordance with the Copyright Law, for example hologram
labeling all the official CDs he creates at his own expense when apparently that part of the law is
rarely adhered to. But keeping up with the requirements from UPRS is tricky: they too have their
own stickers that also need to be put on the CDs, another expense. Kabiito, like several of his
industry colleagues quoted above, is deeply skeptical of UPRS, mostly because of a lack of
transparency in the way they work and strategies that seem to hurt more than they help, namely the
pirate authorization mentioned earlier. When I asked him about his relationship with the
organization he said:
First of all, I think it could be mismanaged because I think they are supposed to deal with
performing rights. Is that the case? They are supposed to deal with performing rights and
when you assign them, they cannot show you [that] this kind of song has brought this
amount of money. They don’t have technology or the statistics for you to [see]… For
example, if you go there, they may give you maybe 200,000. 200,000 from what, they
don’t know.151
Kabiito went on to say that he had picked up royalties earlier that week at UPRS, the day I visited.
They gave him 300,000 shillings in cash, but again for exactly what, he did not know. It was in
151
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part Kabiito’s skepticism that led him to buy a memory card/flash stick music selling authorization
from UPRS. When I asked him why he bought it, he said:
I went and paid for this simply because I wanted to show those guys what they are doing.
UPRS is not supposed to pay for [to facilitate] this. Because giving out music on the flash
or what, that is another way of distributing music. But UPRS is not supposed to distribute
the music. Yes, they should be in charge of collecting maybe (the amount, we may not
know) from radio stations and even when they collect the money from the radio stations,
they can never tell which song belongs to who, how much money belongs to somebody
from his song. UPRS, I think what they are refusing to admit is that there should be
publishers. I think for them [UPRS], they were lucky to have publishers go out [of
business] because they want to fish out of troubled waters.152
Kabiito pointed out that enforcement still remains almost nil. On the micro level, if you do want
your rights protected you may have to come out of pocket to make it happen. On the macro level,
in order to have proper enforcement, the government must be more involved:
You know the problem now I think came with the computer. When people started
recording music illegally. That is the way it is now like here. The rule of law here is not
that perfect. So I think that the laws are implemented according to the will of the president,
the way they are and the people up there [the politicians]. If they are not willing to do
anything [towards enforcement], they [enforcement] cannot go on… Now when you go to
report to the police, it will say “Now, you bring the money so that we go and arrest such a
person.” And when we go and arrest such a person or removing a policeman from police
station, to go and arrest some computer guy, it will cost you a lot of money. Because you
have to pay the policeman first, maybe the one ahead of him [ranked above him], maybe
the OC CID [Commanding Officer in the Directorate of Criminal Investigation]. So you go
and pick somebody and when those people [the pirates] make noise, you cannot even get
him from there.153
Without government involvement, the hope for copyright to be truly successful is dim in Kabiito’s
estimation. Improvement will only come as a result of outside pressure, exerted from other
countries in the region who have taken a stronger stand on copyright enforcement:
As I told you, I think politics has killed everything here. Where politics is not willing to go,
it can never happen. Maybe what I see, of course when we sign agreements like for now,
we are in the East African Federations. I think those ones will come up because Kenyan
music is pirated here, Tanzanian music is pirated here, whichever music they want is here.
152
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Zairian music is pirated here but I think with these; the East African Federations what,
what. I think sometimes it will come out…. Because in Kenya, you cannot do it… In
Kenya you cannot pirate a CD for somebody. No way. You have to be authorized. I heard
that even when you go with a copy and you tell them to give you the copy of that, they will
say “Maybe you wait here.” Immediately you will see the police.154
Kabiito for his part is eager to settle his lawsuit with Nince Henry over Henry’s stolen album. As a
result of the situation, Nakumatt stopped sourcing CDs from X-Zone to sell in their stores. It is
telling that in what could be a landmark case on music copyright in Uganda’s courts, the parties
with the most to lose are the most exhausted with the process and have lost unrecoverable sums
already.

COPYRIGHT AND RADIO
If the publishers are by and large gone and the pirates have the distribution power but
nothing to offer the artist other than exposure, the only remaining main method of distribution that
artists could find profit in is radio airplay. But, as I stated above, few stations pay royalties for the
music they play and in fact, rotation costs money. Furthermore, several of the artists I spoke with
said that their music was distributed to club DJs via people at the station. Radio is essential to the
work of any musician, but it can also represent a drain on their resources. Most of the radio
professionals I spoke with noted that payola was a common practice, but distanced themselves
from it personally. When I asked them directly about copyright, most agreed that something must
be done toward enforcement. Oscar Martin Kintu, veteran on-air personality and programmer for
CBS Radio, the station of the Kingdom of Buganda, said that the issue is one of neglect from the
elites in government:
They are not even supporting the music industry. The copyright law here we are talking
about. It is a very big industry that would support so many people who are unemployed
here but the government is not bothered. The people that would be helping the artists
154
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implement the copyright law are not bothered because they don’t come down here.155
Probably they wait for Hugh Masekela to come from South Africa with his jazz whatever
and go to Serena… They don’t care and yet those are the policy makers… It can only work
if it has political backing. If the president or the powers that be feels politically threatened
by what is being implemented, they don’t care [to follow through] … Politics determines
quite a lot of what happens, what is right and what is wrong. The matatus [taxi vans] can
afford to drive the way they want if they are backing the government. Most of our failure,
you’ll find that it has to do with a lot with politics. Until our politics has gotten right, we
are going to have a lot of problems for this industry. When I was growing up, the
musicians were not so rich, but they were not exploited.156
Kintu is also a playwright and while he had been thinking of putting on a teleplay based on one of
his radio works, he said that piracy would stop him from being able to cover the cost, so the
project would not move forward.
Peter Sematimba, Ugandan radio legend, station owner, pastor, and politician, said that any
intervention from government on the subject would go a long way toward enforcement of the law:
… I think government should be involved or certainly support the enforcement more
openly, which I don’t think it is the case, not because it [the government] is against it. It is
just not a priority area at all. We are fighting terrorists and whatever: “Hey, but they played
my song!” “Your song? I have a terrorist to deal with!” … Even if it was government
appearing to be more involved. They didn’t really need to do anything but sounding like
they are involved, “yes this is…” They have got to appear to be involved. That is really all
we would ask from them. We don’t want them going out there… It would be good if they
could do it … If they just sounded like “The minister said today… you know, the police,
we are looking out for guys who are abusing rights and this and that, and we are really
supporting this…”157
Sematimba is suggesting that the mere optics of government interest and priority would be enough
to make some waves around the issue. The power of the government, even just as implied, could
go a ways to creating change on copyright.

————
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CONCLUSION
Copyright as it stands in Uganda has very little practical appeal for the gigging artist at the
top of their game. Musicians accustomed to living on the treadmill that Sylver Kyagulanyi
describes may feel that they do not have the time, money, or energy to engage with these issues
(and Kyagulanyi is speaking of the musicians who are actually able to support themselves through
gigging, not to the multitudes who live in poverty or survive off of other work). In looking toward
copyright as a solution, musicians are being asked to buy into a system that will take a long time
to pay off, an investment that many find artists leveraging their potential against the prospect of
cash in hand. But lacking the income source that protection of their works could provide,
Uganda’s musicians remain vulnerable. The involvement of the government in shining a light on
the existing law and supporting those agencies who seek to enforce it is the only way that there
will be any forward progress on copyright, whether its just a question of optics as Peter
Sematimba suggests or it is as involved as elevating and empowering underfunded ministries that
work with intellectual property. A change appears to be on the horizon, as a new copyright
enforcement task force has been formed in Uganda Police the summer of 2016158 and there seems
to be renewed vigor from UPRS and Uganda’s National Association of Broadcasters to have all
media houses pay for the content they use.159 The question remains what the ramifications will be
for artists living on the treadmill.
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CHAPTER FOUR - “Tubonga Naawe” (We are with you):
Music in Contemporary Ugandan Politics
Juliana Kanyomozi introducing the video for “Tubonga Naawe” at its launch, speaking directly to
President Yoweri Museveni, October 16, 2015:
“I don’t know if you now what “tubonga” means… It means ‘fist-bump’ [demonstrates],
yes, that. We use it as young people as a way to express ourselves towards someone we
love, or respect, or honor, and so, because we celebrate you, because we honor you today,
we chose to name the song “Tubonga Naawe.” I hope you love it!”
—
WE ARE WITH YOU
The video for “Tubonga Naawe” (“We are with you” in Luganda),160 the 2015 campaign song
honoring Uganda’s long-time president Yoweri Museveni is filled with recognizable faces from
the nation’s popular music scene and icons suitable for national pride. It opens on a shot of the
Kampala city skyline, the big, modern office buildings and shopping arcades, displaying the
development of a modern African city. Fading into the dancing of Baganda traditional dancers at
Mandela National Stadium—Namboole, home of the Uganda Cranes, the national football team—
the video then cuts to the All-Star performers of the song dancing as well. About a dozen of the
country’s biggest music stars, most sporting some bit of yellow, the color of the National
Resistance Movement, perform as part of the All-Star cast. The video moves between the artists
and traditional dancers at Namboole and images of young people in yellow having fun. Youth are
seen fist bumping (okubonga), having a pool party, bungee jumping, and cycling down well-paved
roads. This is intercut with footage of job-having people going about their day, holding “Tubonga
Naawe” signs, and giving the thumbs up, the gesture of the NRM ruling party.161 The video
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presents the image of a focused, developing country and a youthful population experiencing the
achievements of the only regime they have ever known.
This video was also a display of the best that money could buy. It was produced by Sasha
Vybz, the preeminent pop music video producer in the country. The song itself was produced by
Paddyman, top of his field respectively as well. Featured are the artists at the very top of the
Ugandan popular music scene: Jose Chameleone, Bebe Cool, Juliana Kanyomozi, Radio and
Weasel, Iryn Namubiru, Pastor Wilson Bugembe, Rema Namakula, King Saha, Mun*G, Haruna
Mubiru, and Judith Babirye. The group has a massive combined following of fans. The video is a
show of youthful national success, and the star power was blinding. Many of these artists would
go on to perform at NRM campaign stops around the country over the course of the election
season. Only three major pop artists were missing from the project: Sheebah Karungi, Eddy Kenzo
(partner of Rema Namakula), and Bobi Wine. The only other notable personage missing from the
video was the president himself, but his presence was felt in the lyrics sung by the artists.
However, the video and its televised launch were not completely successful as intended.
Instead of cementing support for the president and his party, both the video and its launch came
off as a show of consumption and buying power in a country that has seen a few become rich
while the growing youth population (undoubtedly the heart of the appeal in the song and video)
remains underemployed and disenfranchised.162 The youth vote in Uganda is critical given that
78% of the Uganda’s population is under the age of 30.163 This election represented another
opportunity for the President to reaffirm his mandate and music was one of the chosen methods to
access voters. But the association of the artists with this song became more about having been
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“bought” by the ruling party than an expression of their political agency. The NRM had
experienced great success with popular music in previous elections, but in 2016, would not see the
same response.
In this chapter, I discuss “Tubonga Naawe”: the song itself, the reception of it received,
and the backlashes (immediate and long-term) faced by the artists involved. I also discuss other
songs of the 2016 campaign season as well as the rise of Bobi Wine, a musician from the
opposition who is changing the landscape for musicians in Ugandan political discourse. I argue
that artist participation in “Tubonga Naawe” was more a reflection of the financial exigencies of
being a musician in Uganda today than a declaration of political support for the incumbent
president. Despite, and perhaps because of, the president’s thorough victory in 2016, the political
situation in Uganda is fast changing and commercial justifications for artists taking the money of
the ruling party may not be as acceptable from the public going forward. The story of “Tubonga
Naawe” serves as yet another example of how, though the political is economic and the economic
is political, one factor may be more salient than another at any given moment. The story around
“Tubonga Naawe” is a tapestry of the core issues that come to the fore when discussing the
Ugandan music industry: engagement with politics, the economic reality of being a musician in
Uganda, musical aesthetics, the weight of the president’s influence and patronage (and the stakes
in accepting that patronage), the power of the popular media, and the story that the Movement tells
about itself to a group of young people who know no other leadership.
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————
Freedom of expression
Kati twogera
Laba teri aluleeta, no, no
Luli nga onooyimbira ani?
Land mine, bbazuka
Mpozzi oyimbire mmanju
Ku ttale, mu bisaka
Oh, no!

Freedom of expression
We now talk [freely]
There is nobody to stop us, no, no
Where would you sing previously?
Land mines, bazookas
Maybe you could sing at the back of the house
In bushes, in shrubs
Oh, no!
From the Pre-chorus of “Tubonga Naawe”

THE SONG
“Tubonga Naawe” begins with Rema’s vocals over a propelling rhythm guitar lick that
persists throughout the song: Tubonga ende nawe, Tubonga Sevo Sevo/We stand with you, We are
with Sevo, Sevo. The song is slickly produced and instantly singable, a credit to the hit makers
who crafted it, noted producer Paddyman and songwriter Abbey. The aesthetics of “Tubonga
Naawe” are representative of those on mainstream popular music radio at the time. The song is
upbeat enough to be danceable while not being so fast or thick with tracks that the lyrics
disappear. “Tubonga Naawe” has three verse sections, two pre-choruses, and an easily repeated
hook. The song marches forward with a spare snare-driven rhythm that is essentially a Son Clave,
conjuring the feel of the Caribbean genre of Soca. It is effective for the rallying, parading quality
the song is clearly meant to have. The persistent rhythm guitar married to the son clave makes for
a thicker rhythmic foundation for the melodic line to sit on. The way these two things combine
recalls the Cuban influence in Congo, which returned the son clave to Africa whence it originally
came. Music from Congo and the Caribbean —two core influences on the last 50 years on
Ugandan mainstream music — are tidily combined in the package of this song. “Tubonga Naawe”
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is in the key of E major, and like most pop songs of the mainstream, the harmony pivots around I,
IV, and V. The soundscape of the song empties during the verse, making space for the lyrics to be
heard clearly.
Songwriter Abbey captured the variety of ways that Uganda has changed under Museveni’s
leadership, without emphasizing the duration of the regime’s hold on power. Museveni is
affectionately referred to “musanvu” (seven), “Sevo” (a frequent shortening of his name),
“Kaguta” (his middle name and father’s name) and “mzee” (the old man/elder, which he is also
sometimes referred to by the public), without actually naming Museveni once. The song also does
not refer to the NRM, the Movement, the party, or the government. The lyrics of the song
emphasize how far Uganda has come over the preceding years and the relative safety and stability
experienced now by its citizens, with full credit to Museveni for those achievements. The lyrics of
the song are mostly in Luganda with a peppering of English, and a single use of Kiswahili. It is
unclear whether the heavy use of Luganda in the song is a calculated attempt at reaching the voters
of Central Uganda by the NRM or if the use of Luganda lyrics is a result of the music industry’s
general use of Luganda lyrics, given that their shows in Kampala are to mostly Luganda-speaking
crowds. The sections that get repeated most often in the song are the chorus (with one chorus a
slight variation of the other) and the pre-choruses (of which there are two completely different
versions). The chorus, being sung to the President directly by the singers, tells him that we, the
singers, are with you, and by extension that the artists are with the young voters, their fans, who
are with the president as well. The pre-choruses are really where the campaign politics come
through. The first pre-chorus repeats lyrics in English: “Voter, voter ability/Yellow, yellow
ability/Stable stability/Sevo, Sevo!” The second pre-chorus is in Luganda and repeats: “Ye ffe
abaana ba yellow (yellow)/Ffe abaagala yellow (yellow)/Awatali yellow (yellow)/Maziga na
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sorrow…” “We the children of yellow (yellow)/We who love yellow (yellow)/ Without yellow
(yellow)/ It is tears and sorrow…” Beyond emphasizing the color associated with the NRM, if the
artists are the children of yellow, Museveni is the father of the nation. Furthermore, the prechorus both recalls a troubling history and delivers a warning to voters: without the NRM, Uganda
could revert to the violent days of old.
Each musician was given lyrics to sing that more or less connected with their artistic
personas. Even though the artists did not write their portions, they were still held accountable for
their participation in the project. King Saha sings the first verse, emphasizing how far musicians in
particular have come, no longer being looked down upon in society as they have been in the past.
Haruna Mubiru adds that he can go look for work easily in the mornings because the road
infrastructure is improved. In the second verse, Judith Babirye touts the improvements that have
been made in the lives of women in particular and Weasel reminds us of the comfort of having
“Kaguta” in charge as the decision maker. He tells us to get on to the yellow bus because it knows
the destination, presumably a more modern, developed Uganda. Rema notes that there is a
freedom of expression (a phrase sung in English) that was not there before, but the context is the
freedom for artists to perform their work. Radio calls Museveni the “big boss” and notes that the
President manages the security of the country well. The third verse is where the only bit of
Kiswahili in the song sits. Chameleone’s portion specifically recalls a previous, more dangerous
time, conjured in part by the use of Kiswahili. When he sings “Wewe kuondoa viatu” “Take off
your shoes,” he is singing as the thieves of the past, who would harass citizens. There is also the
implication here that the thief is an army soldier, a constituency in Uganda known for speaking
Kiswahili (that connection being a core reason why use of Kiswahili is still stigmatized in some
parts of Uganda today). This use of the Kiswahili is particularly interesting given that Chameleone
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is known for singing in the language (part of what has made him a regional star), but here it
implies sinister actors of the past rather than the joyful present he typically sings about.164 The
verse ends with rapper Mun*G saying that you can now party freely (ending his section with a
voice feigning intoxication) and Pastor Wilson Bugembe bringing it back to God and applauding
Museveni for his faith during the Bush War, and praying for him generally. The peace, security,
and stability of Uganda are being directly attributed to the President and the song exists as a bald
kind of praise that portrays Museveni as the single figure keeping the country from regressing
toward violence and away from modernity.

“Tubonga Naawe” (We are with you)
Debuted October 15, 2015
Sung by the Tubonga Naawe All Stars: Dr. Jose Chameleone, Bebe Cool, Juliana Kanyomozi,
Radio and Weasel, Iryn Namubiru, Pastor Wilson Bugembe, Rema, King Saha, Mun*G, Haruna
Mubiru, and Judith Babirye
Produced by Paddyman
Written by Abbey
Transcription by Dr. Medadi Ssentanda, Translation by Dr. Medadi Ssentanda and Krystal
Klingenberg
Intro
[Rema]
Tubonga ende nawe
Tubonga Sevo, Sevo
[Chameleone]
Ssaawa y’eyo (Musanvu)
Mzee y’oyo (Musanvu)
Yellow y’oyo (Musanvu)
Ogambye otya?
Tubonga Naawe!

We stand with you
We are with Sevo, Sevo
This is the time, (Seven)
That is Mzee (Seven)
That’s the Yellow (Seven)
What’s up?
We are with you!
Chorus 1

Tubonga Naawe x 2
Sevo Sevo

We are with you x 2
Sevo, Sevo
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Tubonga Naawe x 2
Sevo Sevo
Tubonga Naawe x 2
Sevo Sevo
Tubonga Naawe x 2
Sevo Sevo

We are with you x 2
Sevo Sevo
We are with you x 2
Sevo Sevo
We are with you x 2
Sevo Sevo
Verse 1

[King Saha]
Gwali mulimu gwa bataasoma okukuba
It was the work of the people who did not study to
ebidongo
play music
Gwali mulimu gwa abaalemwa kati byakyuse It was the work of the uneducated, but things have
changed now
Abadongo nga twaboolwa
Oh, how musicians were disdained
Naye kati abantu batwegomba
But today, we are a source of envy
Twayimbanga twekweka
We used to sing in hiding
Kyokka kati batwe… Ahaa…
But now, people admire us
Kye tuva Tubonga Naawe
That is the reason why we are with you
Kuba otulaze nti oli wamu naffe
Because you have showed us that you are with us
Kye tuva Tubonga Naawe
That is the reason why we are with you
Wamma baccali tubonge ku Sevo.
Buddies, let’s support Sevo.
[Haruna Mubiru]
Bw’ondabye nfunyeemu
Kuba nkeera ne njiiya
Situuka leeti kubanga zo bambi enguudo
baazirima
Kyenva mbonga n’ono
Naawe bonga ku Sevo.

Just as you see me, I have benefitted
Because I wake up early morning and go to look
for work
I get to work early because the roads are done
That is the reason why I support this one
You, too are with Sevo
Pre-Chorus 1

[Bebe Cool]
Voter, voter ability
Yellow, yellow ability
Stable stability
Sevo, Sevo
[Iryn Namubiru]
Voter, voter ability
Yellow, yellow ability
Stable stability
Sevo, Sevo

Voter, voter ability
Yellow, yellow ability
Stable stability
Sevo, Sevo
Voter, voter ability
Yellow, yellow ability
Stable stability
Sevo, Sevo
Chorus

Tubonga Naawe x 2
Sevo Sevo
Tubonga Naawe x 2

We are with you x 2
Sevo Sevo
We are with you x 2
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Sevo Sevo
Tuyimba naawe, oyimba naffe
Sevo Sevo
Tuyimba naawe, oyimba naffe
Sevo Sevo

Sevo Sevo
We sing with you, you sing with us
Sevo Sevo
We sing with you, you sing with us
Sevo Sevo
Verse 2

[Judith Babirye]
Ffe abakyala twabonaabona
Ddala abakyala twasosolebwa
Kati abakyala twanunulibwa, eeh

We, the ladies suffered
Indeed, women were segregated
Women are now redeemed, eeh

Kati abakyala twevuga
Mwattu tukola
Mu butale twetwala
Ku mulembe gwa Sevo.

We the ladies now drive ourselves
Really, we [now] work
We are everywhere in the markets
In Sevo’s times

[Weasel]
Bwe ntunula gye ndaga ne gye nvudde yonna
ndabayo
Uganda gy’evudde bwe budde ku luno
nvaayo

When I look where I’ve come and where I’m
headed to, I see all directions
Uganda has come from afar, it is now time for me
to come out

Siddukadduka
Kati ragga ragga Kaguta kati ye asalawo.
Kkala yellow
Bbaasi ya yellow
Tugirinnye anti emalayo
Yellow, yellow, yellow
Yellow, yellow x 2

There is no more running
It is ragga ragga, it is Kaguta who takes decisions
Yellow color
It is a yellow bus
Let’s get into it because it is going to our
destination
Yellow, yellow, yellow
Yellow, yellow x 2

[Rema]
Freedom of expression
Kati twogera
Laba teri aluleeta, no, no
Luli nga onooyimbira ani?
Land mine, bbazuka
Mpozzi oyimbire mmanju
Ku ttale, mu bisaka
Oh, no!

Freedom of expression
Now talk [freely]
There is nobody to stop us, no, no
Where would you sing previously?
Land mines, bazookas
Maybe you could sing at the back of the house
In bushes, in shrubs
Oh, no!

[Radio]
Tubonga Naawe
Lwakuba ogw’okukuuma eggwanga ggwe
aguyinza
Yes boss, yes boss, big boss

We are with you
Because it is you who can manage the security of
the country
Yes boss, yes boss, big boss
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Tuli wamu naawe
Tugenda naawe
Ogw’okukuuma eggwanga ggwe ogusinga
Big boss, big boss

We are together with you
We are going with you
You are the best at managing the security of the
country
Big boss, big boss

Pre-Chorus 2
[Radio]
Ye ffe abaana ba yellow (yellow)
Ffe abaagala yellow (yellow)
Awatali yellow (yellow)
Maziga na sorrow…

We the children of yellow (yellow)
We who love yellow (yellow)
Without yellow (yellow)
It is tears and sorrow…

[Juliana Kanyamozi]
Ye ffe abaana ba yellow (yellow)
Ffe abaagala yellow (yellow)
Awatali yellow (yellow)
Maziga na sorrow
Tubonga Naawe.

We the children of yellow (yellow)
We who love yellow (yellow)
Without yellow (yellow)
It is tears and sorrow
We are with you.
Chorus 2

Tubonga Naawe, Tubonga Naawe (Tubonga
Naawe, Tubonga Naawe) x 3
Tubonga Naawe, Tubonga Naawe (Sevo,
Sevo)

We are with you, we are with you (we are with
you, we are with you) x 3
We are with you, we are with you (Sevo, Sevo)
Verse 3

[Jose Chameleone]
Twawona abaatwalanga ebiwedde
Baalabanga enduulu ez’olutatadde
Ng’abantu basula ku tebuukye
“Wewe kuondoa viatu” n’ebisigadde, eeeh,
eeh
Mzee ggwe mpaana (Oli kigalo)
Tuli mu ddembe lyaffe
Tetwagala alwana (Mzee oli kigalo)
[Mun G]
Kati njooga, nnyumirwa
Ppaka w’enjagala,
Ekyo tiikinga
N’emirimu ngicapa, nnyinyuka time gye
njagala
Mpozzi bano bakawunyemu.

We were saved from swindlers
Everywhere and all the time there were alarms
People did not know whether they would see the
next day
“Take off your shoes” and so on, eeeh, eeh
It is Mzee that I praise (Thumbs up for you)
We are in our peace
We do not want anybody who fights (It is thumbs
up for Mzee)
I now can bully, I enjoy myself
Till the time I want,
That’s a tick
I can work too, and leave at any time I want
I only fear breathalyzers.
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[Pastor Wilson Bugembe]
Katonda eyakukuuma ng’oli mu nsiko
Oyo Katonda tewamwerabira

The God who kept you while in the bush
You did not forget that God

Oli muzadde atya Katonda n’ogwo omutima
ogw’eggwanga
Ku by’okolede eggwanga lino akuwangaaze
Amen, Amen, Amen

You are a parent who fears God and you are
patriotic
Owning to what you have done for the country,
may God give you a long life
Amen, Amen, Amen

Pre-Chorus 2
[Radio]
Ye ffe abaana ba yellow (yellow)
Ffe abaagala yellow (yellow)
Awatali yellow (yellow)
Maziga na sorrow…

We the children of yellow (yellow)
We who love yellow (yellow)
Without yellow (yellow)
It is tears and sorrow…

[Juliana Kanyamozi]
Ye ffe abaana ba yellow (yellow)
Ffe abaagala yellow (yellow)
Awatali yellow (yellow)
Maziga na sorrow
Tubonga Naawe.

We the children of yellow (yellow)
We who love yellow (yellow)
Without yellow (yellow)
It is tears and sorrow
We are with you.

[Judith Babirye]
Ffe abaana ba yellow (yellow)
Ffe twambala yellow (yellow)
Emitima gya yellow (yellow)
Engoye za yellow (yellow)
Awatali yellow
Maziga na sorrow (yellow)
Tugenda na yellow (yellow)
Y’oyo Sevo.

We the children of yellow (yellow)
We dress in yellow (yellow)
The hearts are yellow (yellow)
The clothes are yellow (yellow)
Without yellow
It is tears and sorrow (yellow)
We go with yellow (yellow)
That is Sevo.

It is worth a quick diversion to take stock of the relationship of “Tubonga Naawe” to other
recent songs for the National Resistance Movement Presidential campaigns. “Tubonga Naawe”
was not the only song of the 2016 election and it was not the first time the NRM had mobilized
music to make headway among Uganda’s youth voters. In the 2011 elections, a campaign stop
recitation of Banyankole folk poetry by Museveni was remixed and circulated as “Mp’enkoni –
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You Want Another Rap.”165 Museveni was offering the children’s rhymes as his own style rap.166
The percussive, rhythmic poetry he recited was married to Hip Hop beats by a production team
including well-known producers Richard Kaweesa and Steve Jean at Fenon Records, who gave the
track a hit quality and a solid groove. The song went viral provoking international headlines that
joked about a potential rap career for the President.167 The audio would be turned into videos that
circulated widely on social media168 and gave the President an air of youthful freshness, being upto-date on the latest technology and popular music. He would go on to copyright the track,169
which raised the ire of some because it was based on Ankole community folk material,170. The
surprising viral success of the song was an unexpected boon to the NRM, one that gave Museveni
new access to the youth demographic in Uganda. There is a sincere quality to the track that is
missing from the “Tubonga Naawe” project. Mp’enkoni reads like the expression of a moment;
Tubonga Naawe feels more like a campaign speech by a surrogate. Museveni may have been
trying to connect with his crowd by sharing the poetry and asking them “Do You Want Another
Rap?” — which became the hook of the song— but he could not have foreseen the power of the
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Also, “Another Rap,” “You Want Another Rap?,” and just “Mp’enkoni.”
The story of “You Want Another Rap” during the 2011 elections is given a chapter-length treatment in
Schneidermann 2014. It is also the catalyzing example for Richard Kakooza’s 2014 dissertation on Traditional
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remix. That sincerity and spontaneous quality in the hands of a hit making producers proved very
fertile in the Mp’enkoni case, unlike “Tubonga Naawe” which by comparison has a deliberate
quality and therefore was less likely to catch viral fire like its predecessor. In advance of the 2016
election, the NRM tried to duplicate the success of “Mp’enkoni” with a couple of new songs that
were settings of Banyankole folk poetry. Half sung, half spoken by the President, “Yengoma”171
had none of the catchy on-trend rhythm or easy call-and-response elements of “Mp’enkoni,”
instead featuring weak production, poor audio quality, and off-key singing which insured its quick
fade from the mainstream, despite some media coverage.172 “Kwezi,” on the other hand, created by
producer Washington, was a stronger offering. 173 Washington brought his mobile recording rig to
the President to capture Museveni’s audio174 and mixed it into a Hip Hop/Afro-house dance track.
While a slicker production than “Yengoma” and very of-the-moment aesthetically, the track did not
have the viral quality that “Mp’enkoni” haor did it make the splash that “Tubonga Naawe” would.
But these are not the only factors that separate the set poetry pieces of “Mp’enkoni” and
“Yengoma” from praise song “Tubonga Naawe.” The fact that the president himself was at the
center of the other tracks, and rapping, is critical. Key to hip hop is authenticity, an element more
salient in the “Mp’enkoni” case due to the choice of language. The President was “rapping” in his
171
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mother tongue, Runyankole, adding to the authentic quality of the final version of the track. Both
“Tubonga Naawe” and “Mp’enkoni” are in local languages, but one presents a political platform,
while the other offers affect. There are more speakers of Luganda than there are of Runyankole, so
more listeners enjoyed the viral hit “Mp’enkoni” (in Runyankole) for its groove than for the
meanings in the poetry. There is also an additional political layer embedded in the language
choices. While Runyankole is Museveni’s mother tongue, its use in the Kampala context is
increasingly linked to ethnically-based largess and patronage inside the government. A campaign
song with Runyankole lyrics in 2016 might have a different resonance than in 2011.
One other notable NRM praise song of the 2016 campaign season was the re-recording of
the hit “Neera” (“And again”) by Radio of Radio and Weasel into “Museveni Neera.” The original
“Neera,” a mid-tempo ballad, was a big hit, and with a few tweaks to the lyrics, it became a praise
song for the president: “Tukikole neera, neera…” (Let’s do it again and again…) to “Museveni
neera, neera…” The chorus of the song, quoted above, goes on for quite a few more “neeras”
drawing more attention to the length Museveni’s stay in power, but that seemed to be the appeal of
the new version rather than a drawback. In a 2011 New Vision article titled “How Did NRM Win
Over the Youth,” John Ssemakula notes that part of the NRM’s 2011 campaign strategy was to
have pop singers perform at campaign stops.175 He names Eddy Kenzo, Bebe Cool, and Juliana
Kanyomozi among the variety of artists who sang at rallies in that election. Many of the artists
who participated in “Tubonga Naawe” went on to perform at NRM campaign rallies, and while
this was clearly not a new strategy for the NRM, the pushback faced by the artists involved was.
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————
Bebe Cool’s remarks to the President at the “Tubonga Naawe” Launch, October 16, 2015:
…Our fraternity might be mistaken by so many people, that we are bayaayi, that we are
useless people, but Mr. President we can swallow oxygen when we get into places, and
people don’t breathe. We are listened to, we are trusted by Ugandans. So it is important
that we get to know you [and] you get to know us, as a government…We want to develop
our country, we want to do the right thing.

THE LAUNCH AND WHAT FOLLOWED
On October 16, 2015, “Tubonga Naawe” was launched at a banquet in the president’s
honor. Email invitations for the event circulated in the arts community, with little notion given of
what the actual event was going to be.176 The launch for the song, called the “Tubonga Naawe
Experience” on the invitations, was held in a yellow-festooned ballroom at Speke Munyoyo
Resort and Conference Center in Kampala. The affair featured speeches and performances,
including fashion shows by Ugandan designers and skits by notable comedians Kansiime Anne
and Teacher Mpamiire (who is most well known for his parody of President Museveni).177 The
event —broadcast live on national television on multiple channels178 —was framed as being put
on “by the artists” but it was unclear who that actually included. The most prominent of the AllStars spoke, offering comments directly to the President, recognizing him as the father of the
nation (Juliana and Bebe Cool are quoted as such above). Bebe Cool and Chameleone both
directly asked for Museveni to become more involved in the artistic community, with Cool
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I almost attended the event as the guest of a friend in the fashion design world, but the invitation gave little
indication of what the event would be and knowing that the president would be present, necessitating extra security
and generally more rigmarole, we decided not to attend.
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suggesting that there be regular conversations with the relevant government ministries about the
music business for knowledge sharing and industry building. The all-stars from the video were
present at this launch and photographed kneeling in respect to the president. While this kneeling is
culturally appropriate in central Uganda, it certainly added something to the optics of the event
and the public regard for the artists involved. Alongside the speeches from the artists, which
ranged from respectful to fawning, the kneeling seemed more like reverence than salute. At the
end of the launch, Museveni made his remarks, commending the creative community and pledging
400,000,000 Ugandan shillings (about $120,000 at the time), to the endeavors of artists in Uganda.
This could perhaps go toward a Savings and Credit Cooperative (a SACCO), though the president
did not say exactly where that money was coming from and to whom it would be given.179 The
idea of a SACCO speaks directly to the needs of artists, who always need additional funding to
keep the production of their art flowing. A SACCO would allow musicians without access to big
gig money and brand ambassadorship paydays to fund their recordings and videos more easily.
The donation was a timely one, but it never materialized. And while it was not discussed at the
event, all who participated in the production of the song and video were well compensated.180 As
indicated earlier, many of these artists would go on to perform at NRM campaign rallies around
the country.181
The day after the launch, popular singer/songwriter Maurice Kirya posted an open letter on
Facebook reprimanding the featured stars for not pressing Museveni on the enforcement of
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copyright law, which has been on the books since 2006, but has remained largely ignored. The
letter states:
I understand that our president made some financial assistance offers to the musicians (as a
whole) to better their financial status. This would be much appreciated but for how long
will artistes survive on these kind of gestures, for how long will we ask for what we need
and continue [to] wait in vain? Did the President talk about the copyright law and its
enforcement? Did he mention why it is not enforced? Is he aware that we've been asking
for this enforcement for so many years? Does he realise that the reason he's giving artistes
financial assistance is because the artistes have been denied the benefits of the protection
of copyright law which would increase their income?182
In the post, Kirya stated that he was invested in the generations of artists to come and asked his
fellow artists if having a big presidential dinner rather than pushing the president on these hard
questions serves those future musicians. His post kicked off a public backlash against those
present at the launch. Some critiqued the artists for not engaging in Kirya’s suggested copyright
conversation with the president, others criticized the artists for being “bought” by the ruling party.
The stars quickly turned to Facebook to address the furor. Bebe Cool reminded the public that this
event was not about copyright,
I wish to remind, correct, and guide my fellow musicians/fans who have totally gone
wrong on the issue of president YOWERI KAGUTA MUSEVENI dining with artists and
not talking about copyright. The invitation cards were very clear. YOUR [sic] INVITED
TO THE TUBONGA NAWE EXPERIENCE not to the copyright law dinner.183
Juliana Kanyomozi addressed the abuse she was receiving on Facebook by saying,
Ndi munnauganda nga abalala bonna. [I am a Ugandan like everyone else.] It means we all
have the same fundamental rights regardless of our positions in society, or political beliefs
or even life experiences…There's no need to use abusive, disrespectful, judgmental and
insensitive language towards each other simply because of our different beliefs. That is not
going to add any value to you or me. No need to use hateful speech to drive a point across.
182
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Let's agree to disagree on certain things, but respectfully. Rather than try to intimidate me
to believe in what you believe in.... You also have the choice to support me in this musical
journey or not to. I see absolutely no problem in that.184
Chameleone appealed to people’s sense of decorum: “You want us to sing on your Graduations,
Birthday days, Weddings, etc and defy the fact that PRESIDENT MUSEVENI is entitled to the
same??? Wake up people. We are respectful to Elders and are entitled to dine with a Father.”185 In
the comments to that post, a fan expressed disappointment that Chameleone had taken the money
of the ruling party for “Tubonga Naawe” when Mulago, the country’s main referral hospital, was
in such disrepair. Chameleone responded by saying, “But music is my trade!”186 Chameleone is
making an interesting point here. The primary method by which musicians in Uganda support
themselves from their music is via gigs. Without accessible money (from record companies or
other institutions), they have to fund their own careers, paying out of pocket for the production of
new songs and videos. In order to get gigs, the artist must be producing constantly. And in order to
sustain themselves, those with access to regular gigs need to keep their calendars full. There is
little political commentary in mainstream popular music because those artists fear getting
blackballed from gigs, the most lucrative of which being those from corporate entities (which do
not want to court any kind of controversy with the government) and the family functions of the
elite (who often have ties to government). There is considerable risk then for mainstream
musicians participating in political conversation that critiques the powers that be.
184
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The week after the launch, Bebe Cool and Chameleone went on The Beat, a daily video
countdown show on NTV, along with James Wasula from the Uganda Performing Right Society,
Benon Kibuuka from the Artiste Federation of Uganda, producer/artist Joe Tabula, and music critic
Eddie Ssendi to debate the issues of copyright and the right of artists to speak out for political
candidates. The press weighed in as well, some columnists defending the right for artists to
represent whomever they choose and others pointing out the power of the artists’ voice. Munini
Mulera in The Daily Monitor addressed the discontent of the political opposition had in these
artists, remarking:
The Opposition leaders and their supporters should not take the entertainers’ support for
granted. They should go to them and use persuasion, not coercion or condemnation to try
and win their support. Above all, we should all defend everyone’s right to choose whom to
support – free from State harassment.187
Moses Odokonyero, also in The Daily Monitor, claimed that the entire “Tubonga Naawe” launch
would not have been possible if Uganda’s musicians had more of a willingness to critique the
government, like Nigerian Afrobeat superstar Fela Kuti:
Like the politicians, the musicians also live a life they can’t sustain. This is precisely why
Museveni finds them worthy allies. The needy musicians can help in building the illusion
that Ugandans are just fine with him. And that he is still the future. This folly will catch up
with the singers…The late Nigerian singer Fela Kuti is one of the most inspiring in Africa
and beyond. He did not just use his ‘‘art for art’s sake’’ but to agitate for social change in a
Nigeria under military rule. It is inconceivable to imagine the President meeting an artiste
with the characters and qualities of Fela Kuti. More probably would be the singer being
rolled up and bundled on the back of a police pick-up truck. With the exception of Bobi
Wine, who sings about the wretched life of the poor, most Ugandan artistes have no
ideological motive. They are philosophically rudderless. Museveni can tell them to use
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their art to ‘‘liberate’’ knowing they won’t do it because he met them well knowing they
are not the Fela Kuti type. 188
Alfdaniel Mabingo, also in the Monitor,189 argued that artists do have a political responsibility to
their audiences:
Through their artistic works and platforms, artists are expected to articulate issues that
affect communities. The desperate quest for economic self-aggrandisement risks steering
artistes away from this noble goal and their cardinal position as social, cultural and
political watchdogs. One wonders whether, after kneeling before the President, these
artistes can still create artistic works that are critical of government policies, operations,
and methods of governance, and deliver messages that address issues such as corruption,
police brutality, unemployment, infringement on basic freedoms, broken health and
education systems, poverty, etc.190
These journalists raise a number of important higher-level questions: what is the role of musicians
in politics? What is their responsibility to their audience? What kind of gamble was it to get in on
the side of Museveni at this point in his tenure and what might the penalty be in Uganda for
speaking truth to power? What about the contemporary political climate of the country makes
artists less likely to perform political material?
In addition to critique there would be attacks in the media on the artists, particularly on
Juliana, which had a gendered quality. She got some harsh public criticism from Ugandan
businessman and media commentator Frank Gashumba who, in slamming all the participants in
the project and noting the poor state of Uganda’s health system, asked how Juliana could take part
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in “Tubonga Naawe” knowing that her own son had died because the health care situation in
Uganda was so bad (a situation he lays at the feet of the president):
As usual I will stick on the facts. If my brothers and sisters in the Tubonga crew are
praising President Yoweri M7 as he has transformed this country. Guys do you remember
when a happy trigger Policeman fired bullets at Bebe Cool, where was he admitted,
Nsambya Hospital not Mulago Refferal [sic] Hospital.191
Do you remember the day Jose Chameleone fell of [sic] a building in Tanzania, he was air
lifted from Tanzania and admitted in Nsambya Hospital again not Mulago Hospital
because they have no faith in the offical [sic] Government health facilities. Keron,(May
His Soul Rest In Peace)Juliana's son, do you remember where did he died from, Nairobi
Kenya, because she has no faith in our hospitals here. 192
Her twelve-year-old son had died about a year prior from asthma, having left Uganda for Kenya to
seek medical treatment. Besides rubbing a raw wound, by making such a critique he was also
calling into question her fitness as a mother.193 Former presidential Advisor on Media Affairs
turned TV show host Tamale Mirundi suggested that some of the artists involved in the project
were unfit to represent the President. Mirundi asked about Juliana, “How can a woman who sings
while half-naked be part of musicians to campaign for Museveni?” He continued by saying,
“Juliana has been dumped by every man; no one can take her serious.”194 I spoke to Juliana about
two weeks after the launch event—and after the above comments hit the media—as the initial
backlash reached fever pitch. Her Facebook post about participating in the project (quoted from
above) had gone viral with some of her fans deeply disappointed in her for participating in
191
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“Tubonga Naawe,” and others supporting her regardless. When I asked her about the backlash she
emphasized that musicians have not participated in campaigns like this before—placed front and
center before the electorate—and that artists endorse politicians in other places, why not Uganda:
So it is just a trend they haven’t seen a lot in Uganda, I guess. And it is new and if you
notice, the campaigns this time around have also been very different in the sense that in the
previous campaigns, yes, they would have musicians performing during president
Museveni’s campaigns but we were not predominantly on the center stage. This time
around we are literally right there with the president and we are supporting him fully on
the front line. So I guess that was a bit much for the fans….But I think the warm up will be
slowly because in all the other countries we have seen artists endorse candidates and it’s
okay. It will become okay here but later as time goes by…They will warm up slowly and
they will realize that, look it is not bad. It is new but it is not a bad thing. It is something
everyone has done in other countries and yes, you will still find a few people criticizing
celebrities even in the States but they will be very few. Like I remember they said that
Oprah lost about 7% of her viewership when she endorsed Obama. Yes, she did. But I
don’t think as a whole it affected her so much as Oprah. She is Oprah. Beyoncé, Jay-Z
literally endorsed Obama, front row. So even here it will grow, slowly. Maybe by the end
of these three months the fans will be cooler. Ooh, they were so angry.195
Some fans would warm back up as the elections approached and passed, but the stain of the
participation of the artists in “Tubonga Naawe” would stick with them far beyond that.
In February of 2016, Museveni would go on to win the presidential elections for the National
Resistance Movement, but the leading opposition candidate, Dr. Kizza Besigye of the Forum for
Democratic Change (FDC) would be jailed or otherwise detained several times by the state during
and following the campaign season, arrests explained by authorities as preventative, given
Besigye’s tactic of inciting “chaos” with the rallies of his followers. Besigye, a former personal
doctor to Museveni and military colonel, previously had deep ties to the NRM having participated
in the Bush War of the 1980s and subsequent reconstituted government. Besigye stood for
president against Museveni four times, in 2001 winning 27.7% of the vote to Museveni’s
195
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69.4%,196 in 2006 winning 37.36% to Museveni’s 59.28%,197 in 2011 winning 26.01% to
Museveni’s 68.38%,198 and in 2016 winning 35.61% to Museveni’s 60.62%.199
Year
2001
2006
2011
2016

Museveni
69.4
59.28
68.38
60.62

Besigye
27.7
37.36
26.01
35.61

Table 3. Percentage of the electorate won in the Ugandan presidential elections 2001-2016
Over the years, there has been an increasing level of violence toward and police monitoring of
Besigye, who has been arrested many times and faced charges of treason.200 In the period that
followed the 2016 election, Besigye was restricted to his Kampala neighborhood of Kasangati by
police when he was not traveling abroad.201 As part of its “Free My Vote” campaign, in early
March 2016, the FDC called for a boycott from the public of the artists participating in “Tubonga
Naawe.” The boycott was meant to show solidarity with Besigye and his state of house arrest.
Lord Mayor-elect Elias Lukwago at the briefing to announce the boycott, described the action by
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saying: “If they come to a function you all leave. If they play a Chameleone song when you are in
the taxi you leave. This is going to be a peaceful demonstration.”202
This boycott (combined with the overall backlash) did have some effect: according to the
music sellers I spoke with in the summer of 2016, those artists involved in the campaign song sold
fewer recordings following the election. The concerts of some were undersubscribed and others
put off mounting shows figuring that the turnout would be depressed, and given that shows are key
modes of earning money, these delays mean a certain kind of seriousness from the involved artists
about the situation. Radio and Weasel reacted on Facebook to calls for a boycott of their show in
Dubai (a Ugandan diaspora hub) in February of 2016 shortly after the election by thanking their
fans for the ongoing support:
Thank you Dubai and thanks to everyone that turned up. Thanks for the love and we
appreciate it big time.
To those fellows who worked hard to sabotage the show and who circulated messages
telling people to absconde [sic] the show we also thank for exercising your right. It's all
good with us since we know inside of all of us there's the need and the desire to be heard,
to have our innermost thoughts, feelings and desires expressed for others to see and
understand.
The truth is your anger, resentment and jealousy doesn't change the hearts of others but
only changes yours.
We aren't perfect human beings, but we always strive to be the best versions of ourselves
we can be. We don't live for people's acceptance because the day that will happen we shall
die from rejection. You're free to love us or hate us but we shall still be Radio and
Weasel.203
There would be strong divisions in the comments around that post, some in support of the duo and
some against their participation in the regime’s campaigns. Radio and Weasel would be
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interviewed in advance of their “Omwana Wabandi” concert later in 2016 and would claim that
they do not regret working and that “Tubonga Naawe” was just yet another job. In a Monitor
Sqoop entertainment section article titled “Tubonga Naawe was a job, we went for it,” the situation
was framed thusly: “According to Weasel, people don’t understand that artistes have something to
sell to politicians but politicians do not have anything to sell to artistes. “What does a politician
sell to you apart from lies and empty promises?”204 At the concert in question, Weasel’s mother,
also mother of Chameleone and singer Pallaso, got up and asked the crowd to forgive her sons for
their involvement in “Tubonga Naawe” and to move on from the boycott.205 Haruna Mubiru had a
poorly attended concert in the UK206 and a subsequently canceled show in Dubai.207 In April of
2016, Rema Namakula went on The Beat to apologize to fans directly for her participation in the
project.208 According to the gossip blogs, Rema was subsequently made to return the money she
received for the project back to the NRM.209 When Chameleone did not mount a big concert in
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2016 after the “Tubonga Naawe” pushback he said, “The truth is I was under pressure after seeing
the reaction from the public. We are in an industry where we can’t take risks.”210
The combined reach of the artists involved in “Tubonga Naawe” is considerable. They
span from the top of the mainstream—Bebe Cool, Chameleone, Radio and Weasel, and Juliana
Kanyomozi (all of whom have been considered among the best of Ugandan popular music for the
last decade)—to the top of Gospel, represented by Pastor Wilson Bugembe and Judith Babirye, the
latter winning a spot as an NRM member of parliament in that very 2016 election. The group was
mixed in terms of who had previously been outspoken supporters of the NRM and who had not.
The biggest supporter of Museveni among them was Bebe Cool, who, despite being the child of a
former parliamentarian of the opposition, has been a major booster of Museveni for years. When
Bebe Cool was shot by a Special Police Constable in 2010 (an episode referenced by Frank
Gashumba above),211 it was Museveni visited his hospital bedside212 and gave Cool 252 million
shillings toward his hospital bills.213 Cool has since been an outspoken Museveni supporter. In the
media reporting around “Tubonga Naawe,” Cool was the most straightforward about his support
of the president and the good work that Museveni has done for Uganda. Unlike his peers from the
project, Cool did mount a big concert in 2016, “The Life of Bebe Cool” held in the upscale Serena
Hotel and Conference Center. The show was prefaced by a short video from Museveni offering his
support to the musician for the benefit of the crowd, in a move that was a far cry from the
distancing the other artists did the wake of the election. Not all of the Tubonga Naawe artists were
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known NRM supporters and those who were not fared the worst in the period that followed.
Chameleone and Juliana seemed to take a step back from the spotlight, but have since reemerged
to assume their top positions. It remains to be seen how long the negative mark of “Tubonga
Naawe” will stay upon these artists. The political ascendency of musician Bobi Wine and the level
of social engagement he has brought to his work may make participation in projects like “Tubonga
Naawe” a non-starter for artists in the future if they want to keep their fans.
————
Question:
What was the purpose of the liberation if we can’t have a peaceful transition?
What is the purpose of the constitution when the government disrespect the constitution?
Where is my freedom of expression when you charge me because of my expression?
Look what you’re doing to this nation
What are you teaching the future generation
See, our leaders become misleaders
And see, our mentors become tormentors
Freedom fighters become dictators
They look pon the youth and say we are distractors…
From “Freedom” by Bobi Wine, MP Robert Ssentamu Kyagulanyi
THE GHETTO PRESIDENT
The most notable pop music figure absent from the “Tubonga Naawe” project was Bobi
Wine, Robert Ssentamu Kyagulani, now independent opposition MP Kyagulani, who has been
referred to as one of “The Big Three” alongside Bebe Cool and Chameleone, as they all rose to
musical stardom at roughly the same time in the early 2000s.214 Wine is the most politically
outspoken mainstream popular music figure in Uganda today. Over the years, Bobi Wine — who
as part of his persona as a musician refers to himself as His Excellency, the Ghetto President —
has been making Jamaican-inflected Ugandan pop hits, primarily in Luganda, articulating the
needs of local people and their daily lives, especially the working class and disenfranchised. His
214
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ascendancy to political office as an independent member of the opposition, antagonism of the
government, and subsequent harsh treatment at the hands of the state, have made a new space in
the mainstream pop music realm for speaking truth to power. The very treatment he has received
may bring about some coalescence in the music community, which could have long ranging
consequences for the industry.
When I first interviewed Bobi Wine in 2015, he was in the process of turning his image
around. Having been branded a “bad boy” and known for drinking, fighting, and smoking
marijuana, Wine was at that point starting to be seen more as a family man and responsible citizen
in his public persona.215 Wine, like his colleagues (and musicians generally for that matter at the
time) was considered a “muyaayi” (the singular of the plural “bayaayi” mentioned by Bebe Cool
above), a neer-do-well. Wine was banned in 2014 from performing in the United Kingdom
because of homophobic comments and lyrics in his songs, 216 which curtailed demand for
international performances and provoked some reconsideration of his beliefs. By the time we sat
down, he was revamping his public image, thanks in part to his work with Anne Whitehead, a
Uganda-resident, Canadian public relations professional, and in part to his own developing
maturity, both in terms of a change in his inclination toward carousing and in his position on
homosexual people.217 I met him in Kamwokya near Firebase Studios and in the two hours we
spoke, it became clear that he was more thoughtful an individual than his reputation at the time
215
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suggested. He was clear about his work being “edutainment” — entertainment with the purpose to
educate — and that he was quite focused on the needs and narratives of the “local” market. I rode
with him and his entourage to a sponsorship event and as we moved through the streets of
Kampala from Kamwokya to Kololo, he was recognized by people on the roadside — particularly
boda boda men, street sweepers, and other working class folks — with cries of “The ghetto
president!” and “your excellency!” He returned their greetings and seemed to connect with the
people, people who typically fade into the background of the consciousness of Kampala’s elite.
During the 2016 elections, he released two songs that spoke to the political moment as he
saw it. First was “Dembe” (Peace) on January 1, 2016, which had lyrics that asked for both
peaceful elections and the peaceful transition of power:218
CHORUS
Nsaba okulonda kubeere kwa ddembe
Ate obuyinza bukyuke mu ddembe
Bannayuganda mulonde mu ddembe
Awo obulamu butunyumire, nsabye
Okulonda kubeere kwa ddembe
Ate obuyinza bukyuke mu ddembe
Bannayuganda tubeere ba ddembe
N’omwaka gubanyumire

I pray for a peaceful election
And transfer of power should be peaceful
Ugandans, go vote in peace
So we can enjoy a peaceful life, I pray
Voting should be peaceful
And transfer of power should be peaceful
Ugandans, we should be peaceful
And have a happy new year219

When Besigye was being held at his home by the police, Wine came to visit him. 220 He performed
for Besigye a song he released after the election, called “Situuka,” asking listeners to stand up and
move forward, its themes of walking resonating with Besigye’s walk to work campaigns: 221
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CHORUS
Yimuka tutambule
Embeera emalamu amaanyi
Naye topowa tugende
Topowa tutambule
Olugendo luwanvu bwetulemerako tutuuka

Stand up we walk
The condition is frustrating
But don’t give up let’s go
Don’t give up let’s go
The journey is long, if we persist we’ll get there

Situka tutambule
Embeera emalamu amanyi
Naye topowa tugende
Topowa tutambule
Amaziga g'okaaba gakaabe
Nga bw’otambuula

Stand up we walk
The condition is frustrating
But don’t give up, let’s go
Don’t give up, let’s go
It’s okay to shed your tears
As you walk222

The next year, Wine would end up running for a seat in parliament to represent Kyadondo East in
a special by-election after a lawsuit invalidated the previous race in the 2016 general election. By
then he had become a much more polished version of the bad boy he had once been, but that
stigma of the “unseriousness” of musicians remained. Wine was underestimated by observers who
questioned his voter base: would those working class people he so appealed to show up on the
day? In a Monitor article discussing Wine’s victory, journalist Timothy Kalyegira describes the
feeling at large about Wine’s candidacy:
One of the novelty candidates was Robert Kyagulanyi Ssentamu, aka Bobi Wine, the
dancehall singer. He was viewed as an interesting addition of colour to the race. Sure,
many of the city’s riff-raff would follow him about during his campaign tours, but that is
as far as it would go. Most Kampala “bayaye”, anyway, are not registered voters and don’t
vote and so their support of the musician would not count.223
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Issues of class and respectability politics drove these critiques of his candidacy and contributed to
an underestimation of Wine, who as a musician was already well practiced at articulating the needs
of his base, was conscious of image, had a ready platform for communicating with his
constituency and activating them to action, a solid group of supporters in his corner, and the
reputation of being a man of the people, all of which made him a solid contender for the position.
June 29, 2017, Wine won the seat by a landslide, winning 78% of the constituency’s votes.224
Since Wine’s election to parliament, his confrontation of the government and president in
particular, conducted mostly through the press, has only escalated. His public speeches, formal
published letters, and lengthy social media posts have engendered real attention from the
government, and widespread support from the public. After Wine’s win, Museveni addressed the
by-elections results in a published letter in July, emphasizing the good work of the NRM.225 Wine
published a letter shortly thereafter in response, here explaining why the president was heckled by
citizens while in Wine’s constituency:
Many years ago you justified your going to the bush thus, "If you have a government has
closed off all other channels of peaceful change, what else could we do, except to
surrender, to resign ourselves to slavery? And we couldn't do that as long as people were
willing to fight."
I think that is the message you should read in those people who heckled you. Today they
have no guns but many feel as oppressed as you felt in 1981. A tired people using
whatever tool with in their power to express their discontent.
Hopefully we can rethink these things and all of us strive to build a better country.
As it has been put before, it’s time to focus not on the NEXT GENERAL-ELECTION but
rather on the NEXT GENERATION.226
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Wine sat at the forefront of a movement against a bill that would amend the constitution to allow
Museveni yet another term (removing the age limit of Uganda’s president). The movement was
called Togikwatako “Don’t touch it” (as in, don’t touch the constitution). As the debate around
Museveni’s plans to amend the constitution heated up, Wine published another letter, going
directly for the president with incendiary language again:
Well Mr. President,
You have failed us on all these promises, and our hope was that you would end your rule in
2021 and give way for the nation to begin a new chapter. If you do that, the nation will be
grateful for your contribution.
Bob Merely [sic] once said "YOU CAN FOOL SOME PEOPLE FOR SOME TIME, BUT
YOU CAN'T FOOL ALL THE PEOPLE ALL THE TIME".
You cannot lie to the whole nation and think that each time you will get away with it.
As a good reader of history, you should remember that history always repeats itself with
leaders who thought they were wiser than their generations. Those who thought their
populations were gullible and easily manipulated.
There comes a time when people are TIRED. UGANDANS ARE TIRED! They have been
patient with you. They have been respectful and generous to you knowing that in 2021 a
new dispensation will come.
PLEASE DO NOT ABUSE OUR TRUST AND PATIENCE.227
Wine’s quotation of “Get up, Stand up” by The Wailers serves as a rallying call through the means
of reggae, Wine’s more often used medium. The next part of that verse which he did not quote but
is implied, speaks to his goals: “So now we see the light, we gonna stand up for our right.”
Museveni would respond in another public letter,228 but clearly Wine was having an impact if the
President was moved to reply so quickly. At around the same time, there was also a public notice
sent out by the Uganda Communications Commission warning the public about the “irresponsible
use of social and electronic communications platforms,” which seemed aimed at Wine’s
227
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missives.229 The Togikwatako effort received international attention when on September 26, 2017,
Wine and about 20 other opposition MPs were violently removed from the floor of parliament by
state security agents after being told to leave the chamber by the speaker of the Parliament,
Rebecca Kadaga.230 The video of the brawl went viral. The MPs in question were subsequently
suspended. Flash grenades were thrown into Wine’s family home in the middle of the night shortly
thereafter.231 The government banned Wine from performing in public claiming that he was
inciting the audience to violence with his rhetoric at his concerts.232 On October 18, Wine
addressed the police killing of several people in the West, this ban, and Togikwatako at length via
his Facebook page in a post titled “On the Illegal Banning of My Music Concerts”:
I have said this to them in private and I repeat it in public- I Kyagulanyi Ssentamu – Bobi
Wine, shall never sell my soul to the devil. I shall never use my voice to sing for a
dictatorship that is running our country to hell. I shall never sing to console the enemies of
the people. I shall never use my voice to betray my country. And yes, I shall always sing
about the plight of our people. Their voice shall be my voice. I shall always sing for a
better Uganda, because friends, this is the only home we have- whatever is still left of it,
we are Ugandans.
You notice that when some of my colleague artists sing political songs in support of the
regime- the real inciting songs because they get most people angry, the police doesn’t
come out to stop them. In fact, they are given police protection! You can perform
‘Tubonga Naawe’ anywhere, anyday [sic] without restriction. But the dictatorship gets
worked up over any song which exposes their evil. The regime can’t take it any longer.
229
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They call it incitement, hateful! They forget that they are already exposed and such acts
work to expose them more.
The tragedy of Uganda is that it has several lawyers in positions of leadership who
continue to make fools of themselves. The Police itself is headed by lawyers. They have
misread their job-description to mean that they must every day BREAK and ABUSE,
every single law with IMPUNITY beginning with the CONSTITUTION. No institution in
this country epitomizes institutional breakdown as does the police.
THE URGENCY TO REDEEM OUR COUNTRY IS REAL.
Our people’s freedom to assemble and enjoy music cannot be taken away by a stroke of
someone’s pen. We shall record songs and they will be listened to. We shall awaken our
people. Our people shall arise, and they shall liberate their country. Oppressed people shall
not always be oppressed. WE SHALL OVERCOME.
#Togikwatako233
Bobi Wine would sue the government over this performance ban234 and would end up continuing
his performance schedule later in the year.235 On November 1—in the midst of this ban—Wine
released “Freedom,” a song describing the situation of the disenfranchised in Uganda today and
advocating for the Togikwatako effort.236 With a glossy video that intercut shots of Wine singing
behind bars, images of representative youth of Uganda, and footage from his rallies, “Freedom,”
quoted above, offers a strong description both of Wine’s struggle and a call to rally all the people
around the country together. The song is in a mix of Luganda (the verse) and English (the chorus)
but most of the Luganda in the song is captioned in the video, such that the song’s message is
accessible to non-Luganda speakers, no doubt a nod both toward the kind of multi-ethnic
partnership he is asking for in the song, but also making the song’s message available to observers
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outside of Uganda. Wine has made a point of staying on the international radar as a way of
exposing the world to his cause.237
Ultimately, the Togikwatako campaign would be a failure: on December 20, parliament
would vote in the affirmative to change the constitution and allow the age limits on the presidency
to be removed.238 But the president’s victory was likely all along and the Togikwatako campaign
did make some waves in its opposition to the measure. In the wake of Togikwatako, Wine was left
transformed not just from musician to politician, but from “riff-raff” singer to a formidable irritant
to the regime. Speaking with him again in February of 2018, Wine, who was at the time taking an
executive course at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government, had become a very
polished speaker and seemed at ease in his role as a politician, even more savvy about his image
and very dedicated to his cause. During his time in the area, Wine held a town hall meeting to talk
with folks in the Boston Ugandan diaspora community, clearly seeking to create some external
pressure on the situation back at home. While his remarks did not illuminate a particular plan for
the regime change he suggested, Wine made a call to action of those present:
We must organize at every opportunity…Right from household. Hold these conversations
from the dining table. Then take them to your work place, then take them to your hangouts,
take them to the bar. If the same thing is done in America, it’s done in England, it’s done in
Dubai, and again it’s done in Uganda, my friend you have no idea how strong we are going
be.239
The Boston area has the largest diaspora community of Ugandans in the United States and so has
some power on the ground in Uganda. After a speech and vigorous question and answer session,
the town hall drew to a close and Wine announced that Kyagulanyi was leaving but that Wine
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would return to sing. He left the stage momentarily and then returned in a flashy blazer, ready to
entertain the expectant crowd, moving easily from one role to the other.
Wine’s status as regime irritant was raised further when Wine was arrested by the
government just months later in August of 2018, an unfortunate realization of the iconography of
imprisonment in his “Freedom” video. Campaigning for opposition candidates in Arua, Northern
Uganda, Wine was arrested for gun possession and eventually charged with treason for his alleged
role in the stoning of some windows in the presidential motorcade, also present in Arua for the
same by-election campaigns. In the confluence of events that day, Wine’s driver was also
murdered. When Wine’s family got to see him in jail, word got out that Wine had been tortured
and an international campaign began to get him released. President Museveni rejected the claims
that Wine was tortured as “fake news,” an echo of American President Trump’s frequent dismissal
of the media. 240 Wine would eventually offer details about the beatings he received at the hands of
the soldiers who held him in a long post on his Facebook page.241 The scandal would make the
news all over the world242 and elevate Wine’s now coalescing “People Power” movement even
further. Wine would be given bail and released to seek medical treatment outside of Uganda. The
episode served to bring an even bigger spotlight to his cause and confirmed that wine was indeed
seen as a threat by the government.
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As Wine has continued to speak out about the ills of the government leadership, further
comparisons to Jamaica’s Bob Marley and Nigeria’s Fela Kuti have been drawn. But unlike either
figure, Wine chose to operate from inside the government, alongside his role as musician which
found him releasing politically-driven material. The step forward he took in joining politics makes
clear the possibilities for his music business colleagues in terms of how they might choose to
leverage their talents and fan bases for purposes other than financial gain. As Wine continues to
pay the price for speaking out against the regime, risking his safety for the ideals he espouses, it
puts the collaboration of the Tubonga Naawe All-Stars with the government into even starker
relief. Looking at the Tubonga Naawe affair and Bobi Wine’s participation in politics combined
raises again the question of what the responsibility of musicians is to society, the ethical
implications of professionally backing a regime that one may or may not personally support, and
the long-term economic implications of working with a regime that has been in power for so long
(for the good or the bad: seeing the NRM’s longevity either as security for more opportunities or
as a sign they will have to leave power soon). Whether or not people agree with him, Wine’s
sacrifice makes being “bought” an even emptier proposition than it may have been at the outset.
He has opened a new space for dissent among musicians, but it remains to be seen whether his
colleagues will step into it with him. The financial landscape for artists has not changed and the
industry as a whole is beholden to the government for support of their needs as an economic
sector, as outlined in the preceding chapters. But despite the continuation of the economic
challenges on artists, the long-tail of the Tubonga Naawe story and the risks involved to one’s
hard-earned audience base will force artists to consider carefully future opportunities of its kind.
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CHAPTER FIVE - In Search of the Ugandan Sound
AFROBEAT?
Pop producer Washington (given name, David Ibangit), whose work was ubiquitous on local
radio, proved very difficult to sit down with in person. After much chasing and a long wait, I
finally got to meet with Washington, one of the key architects of the prevailing Jamaican-tinged
mainstream sound in Uganda today. Sitting in the leafy back garden of Kololo’s Casablanca
restaurant, Washington explained his views on the Ugandan music business and his process as a
producer. I asked him what the music he makes — often referred to as “Afrobeat”— should be
called:
Krystal: Some people call the genre of music that you do Afrobeat.
Washington: No…
Krystal: You don’t think so?
Washington: They don’t know what Afrobeat is; Afrobeat is totally different.
Krystal: How do you define it, Afrobeat?
Washington: Afrobeat is a mixture of pop and a mixture of percussion. Pop…you
get it from the West, the Western world, then Africa has a lot of percussion, so
Afro, Afro stands for the African part of the music…
Krystal: And then the Afrobeat, you’re saying that that “beat” is the rhythm…
Washington: Yes
Krystal: But that doesn’t relate to what you do…
Washington: No, no, I don’t do Afrobeat
Krystal: So what would you call what you are doing?
Washington: I don’t even know why people call it Afrobeat; I’ll call it my own
style.
Krystal: The Washington style?
Washington: Because I don’t see any other producers doing it, I can now see
Nairobi producers trying to copy my style. Otherwise, they never have it. They
used to have genge … In Uganda, they have a word for it. They call Kidandali.
Kidandali means a certain tune that gets people on their feet. It’s a beat that gets
you on your feet so we call it Kidandali.
Krystal: So you say what you are doing is Kidandali because your beat gets people on
their feet…
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Washington: People call it Kidandali. Yeah, that’s why they say “that one does
very good Kidandali,” and actually in Uganda, if you don’t do Kidandali, you will
not actually make it…243
There is a lot to unpack from Washington’s comments. First, if we are not talking about Afrobeat
as pioneered by Nigerian superstar Fela Kuti — a mix of highlife, funk and jazz — what does the
term “Afrobeat” refer to in the Ugandan context? Washington offers an ambiguous answer, the
softness of which is representative of most of my discussions around genre with my field
associates. (And if that is Afrobeat, what is Afropop?) Second, what Washington refers to as his
“style” has a definite Jamaican flavor (I will discuss what that means in a moment), but he says it
can be called “Kidandali,” which he describes as more of an effect than a genre (simply, danceable
music). I would hear Kidandali described as both a genre and an effect by my interlocutors. I
would come to see it as representative of a whole lot more. Third, and perhaps most importantly to
the music business overall, Washington points out that if you are not making music for people to
dance to, you will not make it in Uganda’s music industry. This bears out in terms of what makes
it to heavy rotation on radio, which begets more music of its kind. The preference for the
Caribbean sound overall is seen in the songs that become popular, whether they be local Jamaican
or Zouk-inflected music (see “Nkwatako” by Sheebah Karungi or “Gyobera” by Irene Ntale),
Jamaican-inflected Western white dancehall hits (like Justin Bieber’s “Sorry” and Ed Sheeran’s
“Shape of You”), or Latin Caribbean hybrids (2017’s international song of the year “Despacito,”
by Luis Fonsi and Daddy Yankee featuring Justin Bieber.)
What is the Ugandan sound? While traditional aesthetics pop up in mainstream commercial
popular music frequently (in the form of instrumentation, vocal style, rhythms, textures, and
recorded samples) the mainstream has not yielded an exportable sound that centers them. In this
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chapter, I argue that Uganda does not have a sound that comes whole cloth out of its own context,
but rather a number of sounds and a practice of making the foreign local through language and
lyrical content. In making this argument, I will discuss the main genres of Ugandan popular music
today (their fitness for export and some key representative songs) and report on the variety of
views held by music business stakeholders on the existence of the Ugandan Sound. In discussing
the existence of the Ugandan sound, I explore the various reasons why there is not a national
sound to be found.
The idea of the “Ugandan Sound” can take many meanings depending on how it is being
deployed. It can be the sound that Ugandans in Uganda designate as being from their homeland,
the sound that Ugandans outside of the country designate as being from their homeland, a sound
that non-Ugandans associate with Uganda. It can be a genre that can be branded as Ugandan and
sold on the international market. It can be a style that people find emblematic of the offerings of
Ugandan music as a whole. At the highest level, the “Ugandan sound” is a genre or style that
Ugandans agree as being representative of their music. I deploy the term here to mean both that
which is exportable and that which is recognizably Ugandan in accordance with the concerns of
the industry stakeholders with whom I spoke.

Like most of the formerly colonized world, concerns about the national are tricky when the
countries themselves can be so diverse. At last count, Uganda, comparable in size to the state of
Oregon, has 63 cultural communities244 with as many languages spoken. English and Swahili are
the two official languages, though Swahili is not indigenous to Uganda. Luganda, the language of
the Baganda people is the most widely spoken vernacular language. (The Baganda are the largest
ethnic group and the national capital is in their kingdom.) In appealing to the national then, I am
244
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very much appealing to the national imaginary, and seeking to understand the collection of people
that is Uganda in the wider world. The question boils down to what of the music from the popular
music scene is eligible to do or currently does the work of representing Uganda, as it exists, as it is
recalled, and as it is imagined.
My concern is a “sound” and not a style, because style is too restrictive and I wanted even
individual aesthetic attributes to be under consideration for the representational work that they do
(particular riffs, instruments, vocal qualities, and rhythms). I also employ “sound” over “style”
because of the slippage in terms around genre in Uganda that makes describing the formal
elements of some of the recent hybrid material difficult. One major confounding element to this
discussion is the appeal of foreign music in Uganda’s mainstream popular music over the last 50
years, basically since the beginning of commercially recorded popular music in Uganda. As
anywhere, trends in Uganda’s prevailing popular music have come and gone, but there is a rough
correspondence to influences on the mainstream decade over decade: in the 70s, Congolese music;
80s, South African music; 90s, American R&B and Pop; 2000s, Jamaican Ragga and Dancehall
(Reggae came onto the scene earlier); and Nigerian music in the 2010s. This periodicity is not
fixed and there is plenty of overlap: Soukous and its antecedent Congolese Rumba are still
enjoyed and every Jamaican genre is still thriving, whether the artists are from the island or not
(look at the case of the late South African Reggae star Lucky Dube, who continues to be very
popular in Uganda). The question of what is “Ugandan” becomes a fraught one as we consider
how the sounds of those other places become entrenched on the scene. Hybridity and fusion are
also up for debate, as they often are with African popular music on the whole. Where is the line
between “Ugandans playing Jamaican music” and “Ugandan dancehall”? Issues of “authenticity,”
“quality,” and musicianship are all involved on that spectrum. When artists mix Jamaican patois
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with Luganda, what is localization, what is partial mimicry, and what might we consider to be
participation in the global world of Jamaican music? Ugandan popular musicians participate in all
three of these modalities, but it is the practice of localization that is key in the Ugandan context to
considering a representative genre given the overall appeal to the foreign that finds its way into
mainstream popular music.

GENRES ON THE GROUND
The main types of popular music listened to in Uganda today are Band/Kidandali, Kadongo
Kamu, and Afrobeat/Afro Zouk/Afropop.245 Reggae, Ragga/Dancehall, R&B, HipHop, and
imported music from all over the world are also represented on the radio.246 While the Congolese
sound is foundational in Ugandan popular music (specifically in terms of the guitar tone, rhythm,
and the expectation of danceability), it’s branding as Congolese removes it from consideration as
the Ugandan sound. Genre in the Ugandan mainstream context can be extremely difficult to parse,
though there are a few categories that are more easily defined than others. Reggae,
Ragga/Dancehall, and Hip Hop follow the conventions of their original iterations more or less, in
terms of rhythms, vocal timbre, and topics discussed. Consistent with forms of hip-hop all over the
world, language does play a major role in Ugandan hip-hop, impacting the types of material that
gets discussed in the songs. Ugaflow, rapping in vernacular language, typically discusses local
concerns, while rap in English often portrays a gangster or party lifestyle, filled with money and
beautiful women.
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There are two main genres that are most closely tied to the Ugandan context: Kadongo Kamu and
Band/Kidandali, but as we shall see in a moment, as rich with meaning (Kadongo Kamu) and ripe
with danceability (Kidandali) as the two may be, there are a host of reasons why neither will stand
an exportable sound.
Kadongo Kamu, “one little guitar” (or solo guitar in Luganda) is a ballad form of music,
built on the percussive strumming of the guitar and one person’s telling of a story. Historically, the
songs could be upwards of 20 minutes, though with the debut of FM radio in the mid-nineties, the
tracks had to be cut down to less than 4 minutes to fit the imported top-40 format.247 Kadongo
Kamu relies heavily on an understanding of the Luganda language and takes rhythmically from the
traditional Baganda Baakisimba rhythm (often in the bass). The story is key and the lyrics of
Kadongo Kamu take advantage of the deep multiple meanings present in the Luganda language.
The vocal style is conversational and the melodies ride the contours of the language. The
instrumentation of ensembles can vary, but the voice and guitar are primary and can be backed up
by drums, other guitars, bass, and keyboards. Cooke and Kasule note the inclusion of a steelstringed folk guitar, traditional drums, and other traditional instruments, but that can vary. They
also link the performance of Kadongo Kamu to the drama performance groups that predated the
genre.248 The form itself was initially popularized by the musician Christopher Sebadduka.249
Sylvia Nannyonga-Tamusuza notes that the guitar style of Kadongo Kamu comes out of Kiganda
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lyre (ndongo) practice.250 In her in-depth discussion of the song “Kayanda” by Willy Mukabya,
Nannyonga-Tamusuza traces the origins of the genre in the late 1940s and early 1950s,
illuminating several key forces that brought it to the fore. She notes the blend of foreign and
Kiganda cultures in the administrative center of the Buganda kingdom, Kampala, which would
become the national capital. The colonizers and missionaries brought the instrumentation and
Kampala would become a draw for musicians from all over the region. Nannyonga-Tamusuza also
notes that Kadongo Kamu was formed on a rising tide of Buganda nationalist sentiment and “was
one of the means sought for the revival of the crumbling cultural identity.”251 Kadongo Kamu’s
origin, as Nannyonga-Tamusuza describes it, represented a pivot back to the African, after trends
based on the world outside, whether that be the music of the Christian missionaries or the
international favorite of calypso, began to take hold. David Pier in his discussion of “flow” (the
poetry of rhythmic word fitting) in Kadongo Kamu music describes Kadongo Kamu as existing in
a parallel modernity:
The use of electric and digital instruments, together with a thematic focus on modern life
in the city and country, makes Kadongo Kamu ‘modern’ in the popular imagination,
although its particular modernity is considered outside of and alternative to the latest,
hegemonic modernity of high-tech, globalised, consumer-capitalist culture.252
Pier focuses on the richness of the language in Kadongo Kamu as an expression of Baganda
identity, and the language used—“Deep Luganda”—as a particular source of pride. He situates
Kadongo Kamu on the periphery of an increasingly global-focused society in its “localness”:
Kadongo Kamu holds up a mirror to the everyday world inhabited by most Ugandans, one
increasingly ignored by the liberalised media’s globalist pop-culture spectacle. This is part
of what fans imply when they refer to Kadongo Kamu as ‘local’ music: it is not just a
genre iconic of a particular locality, but one that realistically depicts the kind of local-scale,
lower-class life that is otherwise banished from new media streams. Beyond merely
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representing this local life-world, kadongo ennobles it, by describing it in deep Luganda
poetry.253
This last point, about the work that Kadongo Kamu music does through its lyrics to spotlight and
uplift the mundane in the everyday life lived by folks in that largest, bottom economic strata is an
important one. Kadongo Kamu is local because of its linguistic and ethnic ties to the area from
which it comes, but it is also local for its concern with the experience of regular people. This
question of the value of the “local” in mainstream Ugandan popular music will be discussed at
length in the next chapter.
Nannyonga-Tamusuza, Cooke, Kasule, and Pier all point to the hybrid character of
Kadongo Kamu, the most “local” and most linguistically rooted of the popular music genres. Its
hybridity is more salient than with other genres because of its proximity to the traditional, in terms
of language and accessibility. Kadongo Kamu is the premier local genre, but this deep investment
in the richness of the Luganda language and lack of danceability make it a tough case for export.
Furthermore, as iconic as the genre is—and as well-remembered as the genre’s main stars continue
to be: the late Paul Job Kafeero, Lord Fred Sebatta, Herman Basudde—many of my informants
saw Kadongo Kamu as being past its prime in terms of popularity.

With roots in Rumba, military ensembles, and Kadongo Kamu, “Band” refers to the
Congolese-inflected music made by organized bands of musicians. “Band” as a term is more
descriptive of the ensembles playing it, but it does have an aesthetic valence, usually related to the
music’s proximity to Soukous. “Band” is used as a genre marker in common conversation, but like
many of the terms used to describe and categorize Ugandan popular music, it can be loose or
specific depending on the context. Band gets it start in the post-WWII period, when soldiers
253
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returned to Uganda exposed to the world outside and coming back with guitars. The diffusion of
Congolese musicians across the region established their pop musical sound across East Africa,
which was taken on and emulated by local Ugandan musicians, who often had at least one
Congolese member in their bands (typically the guitarist— key to the sound). 254 The most
enduring band from this era is The Afrigo Band, now 42 years old, which got its start emulating
Congolese megastar Franco Luambo.255 They have since branched out to include more Latin jazz
influences, but that original rumba is still at the center of their sound. Afrigo has remained the core
of the live band scene more or less since its beginning, a testament to the hard work of its
members—and specifically their leader, saxophonist Moses Matovu—as the band survived
through conditions that ended competing ensembles. 256 By the late 1970s, the once lively band
scene in Kampala died out due to the political and economic instability at the time. Threat of
violence and evening curfews put a damper on the nightlife and no money meant musicians were
unable to fix or replace broken equipment. Bands in general are expensive musical enterprises, so
the economic downturn necessarily hit this genre hard. The instability curtailed the live music
scene until both security and prosperity began to return in the post-1986 period. There ends up
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being a hard break between the musicians of the earlier band era—all competent and talented
instrumentalists and vocalists—and the musicians who followed them in the mainstream, most of
whom were vocalists, few having had training on instruments. Musical responsibility had shifted
to the shoulders of the producer, working in the digital audio workspace. The next generation
would have plenty of talent, but not the same musicality.257 Band reemerges as a lower budget
version of itself when the dust settles.
Contemporary Band songs are performed in Luganda and draw from Kadongo Kamu
aesthetics, but they are far more catchy and singable than Kadongo Kamu. Band ensembles have
more players and may include a drum kit, electrified guitar and bass, horns, keys, other
percussion, and several singers, but as time has passed, Kadongo Kamu has expanded to be played
by Band sized ensembles, and Band has taken on higher production qualities that bring it closer to
Afrobeat. The vocal production of both Kadongo Kamu and Band hews much closer to spoken
Luganda than the vocal production in other genres of popular music, a key marker of their
‘localness.’ The production values of Band and Kadongo Kamu tend to be on the lower end of the
spectrum of what is available. And to be clear, what gets grouped under the category of “Band”
does not include the music of all bands: there has been a recent reemergence of live bands and
they play all kinds of music.258 In the case of both Kadongo Kamu and Band, they can feel
repetitive and if one does not speak the language, the music will not hold the same appeal.
Furthermore, the producers in the digital workspace tend to draw from the same palette of digital
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This concern over the musical chops of the current crop of musicians seems to be a global one as the power and
creativity of the producer is the engine that powers popular music in the world today and less the individual voices of
the artists. In the Ugandan case, few producers are really known by the public, but they do a disproportionate amount
of the musical labor involved in the song-making process.
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Kampala has seen a resurgence of live bands that play in up-market bars and restaurants all week long, but even
that group experiences constraints in what they can play. A conversation of James Ssewakiryanga of Janzi Band (one
of the busiest bands around Kampala over the last few years) reveals that while they appreciate having all their regular
gigs, they feel pressure to play covers of the popular stuff out there, rather than their own original material, which
hews more closely to a “world music” sound. (“James Ssewakiryanga.” Interview with author. October 13, 2017.)
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instruments (synths, snares, bass textures, for example), with little correspondence to traditional
Ugandan sounds, so other than the language, today’s Band music does not do the representational
work necessary of a Ugandan sound. It is worth noting though that Kadongo Kamu and Band acts
can draw huge crowds, especially in the rural areas, a dynamic that reinforces the “local” quality
and general categorization of the music as “local” to city dwellers. Some bands plan tours around
the harvest times of particular areas and while the ticket prices may be low, between the lower
production values they take out to the rural areas and the sheer number of people who attend the
concerts (often everyone around who can afford the ticket), the shows can be very profitable.259
The term “Kidandali”—which can be translated from the Luganda as a noisy place or a
dancehall—is used to describe Band music sometimes and Afrobeat/Zouk/Pop music at others.
The word has a negative connotation: “Kidandali” is representative of a dirty, dusty, local, and
low-class space. It is sometimes used in a dismissive manner as a result. The word is also used as a
floating signifier of danceability, that sellable effect, but it is still a class marker. The heart of
mainstream Ugandan popular music is music that can be danced to and depending on the setting,
both in terms of the production values and venue where it might be played, “Kidandali” may be
used to describe it. Some producers and artists shy away from the category of “Kidandali” because
the implication is that the category indicates “local” in the worst way: unrefined, not as “modern,”
of the ‘small’ people. That is, the opposite of the foreign-looking, aspirational politics of the youth
culture that consumes the music and the generation of people that drives its production. It is
refreshing then to see someone like Washington embrace the term as it relates to the music he
creates, even if what he embraces is simply the dancing he hopes to provoke through his work. In
the end, sometimes genre distinctions in this context have aesthetic differences that reinforce
boundaries and sometimes it is simply an attempt to market the artist or song as being more urban,
259
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exposed, and polished than the locality of “Kidandali” implies. The term “Kidandali” sits at the
nexus of music and locality, a crossroads that I will further unpack in the next chapter.

Onto the complex of Afrobeat, Afropop, and Zouk/Afrozouk: The three of these are very
close aesthetically and bear varying levels of resemblance to Western pop. They can be performed
in the local language, sometimes punctuated with English, at others with some Kiswahili, and at
still others with Jamaican Patois. Taken as a whole, these three form the core of mainstream
popular music on Uganda’s airwaves today. Zouk has a distinctive snare sound in the groove that
sets it apart, but other than that “Afrobeat,” “Afropop,” and “Afrozouk” overlap quite a bit. The
difference between Afrobeat and Afropop often has to do with the nature of the vocal styles,
rhythms, and digital accompaniment used (Afropop being more western inspired) but even that is
not always the case. The original Zouk comes from Martinique and Guadeloupe in the Caribbean.
Reckoning the differences between the three demands a quick detour to look at the forces—
beyond marketing preferences—that create and maintain the boundaries between them.
For some years, one source of boundary keeping between all the genres mentioned so far has
been the music award competition. There have been several notable ones in the Ugandan context,
starting in the early 2000s as the Ugandan music industry in its current iteration began to grow.260
Anita Asaasira describes the first influential one in her article “Politics of Competition in the Pearl
of Africa Music (PAM) Awards: Construction of Popular Music in Uganda,” discussing at length
the politics around not only the facilitation of music awards but also the work they do in defining
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There has been a flowering of awards shows in general in Uganda over the last 5 years in particular. Some are
music oriented like the Zzina Awards (put on by youth-focused radio station Galaxy FM), The Buzz Teeniez Awards
(put on by Buzz Media), The Ugandan Entertainment Awards, and Club Music Video Awards (sponsored by Club
Beer). There are also others that salute notables from other domains but still have relevance to the music community
like the Abryanz Style and Fashion Awards. This speaks to the overall professionalization of Uganda’s entertainment
industry at large.
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musical genre for the sake of categorization and consideration.261 Drawing on fieldwork conducted
in 2008 and 2009, Asaasira’s concern was how competitions like PAM and the power relations
contained therein can shape the popular music in general. The awards, which began in 2003 but
had their last show in 2011, focused primarily on the music of Uganda but did feature categories
that acknowledged music from outside the country. The main genre-related categories (those other
than the ones that acknowledged artist, song and video of the year as well as regional favorites and
acts from Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Burundi) featured the following genres: Hip Hop, R&B,
Reggae, Ragga, Afrobeat, Gospel, Live Band, Kadongo Kamu, and Folk Pop. The categorizations
themselves were central points of contention and Asaasira offers a fascinating look at some of the
actual forms used to judge particular categories and the qualities they music was expected to have.
For example, on the “Best Reggae Artiste/Group” category form, it asks the judges if the artist’s
songs “articulate themes of the suffering diaspora or celebrate lost love,” if “drum n’ bass” “form
the foundation of the rhythm section,” and “is the group/artiste wholesome musically?” Given
that the winners in the PAM awards were decided 60% by the judges’ panel and 40% by the
popular vote, that gives a lot of power to the judges after the categorization. Asaasira asks how the
judging panel can render objective decisions when the categorizations themselves are so
subjective. PAM as an institution had considerable weight in the meaning of these genre categories
as the recognition that the awards offered was desirable in Uganda’s growing music scene at the
time.
When PAM folded, the heir apparent to its place on the Ugandan music awards scene was
the HiPipo Music Awards, which has been running since 2013. HiPipo is also a robust music and
entertainment news website where tracks are distributed for free. They have a secret panel of
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experts, who make nominations, but the winners are decided by public vote. It is very much a
popularity contest. Nomination is also governed by the metrics gathered from their site, which
reflect songs and artists are most popular with site visitors. The HMAs have many categories, but
currently the genre-related categories recognize the best in Hip Hop/Rap, RnB/Soul, Ragga
Dancehall, Reggae, Religious, Band, Contemporary Folk, Kadongo Kamu, Zouk, Afrobeat, and
Afropop.262 Seeking clarity on the distinction between those last two categories, I asked Innocent
Kawooya, director of HiPipo and he defined Afrobeat and Afropop thusly:
AfroBeat is a fusion between African music and other forms of music from different parts
of the world. The percussion can for example be African, when the strings, keys or wind
instruments have a South American feel. This is one the most popular genres in
Uganda…AfroPop on the [other] hand refers to all forms of Popular/contemporary African
music, especially those that don't fall in the already [made] categories [and] styles like RnB
and Hip Hop. This category takes great care of music that is inspired by Africa’s fastest
beats such as Lingara [Lingala], Rumba and the Western Techno-inspired music that gets
Africanized with a feel of local instruments and is eventually, digitally mastered.263
The contrast that Kawooya draws here is interesting. Both styles are noted for being a fusion,
though the former is a marrying of several styles and the latter is a transformation of something
from abroad. He indicates that Afropop may be more sonically refined than Afrobeat when he
notes that the latter is digitally mastered.264 This question of what does and does not get mastered
in Ugandan popular music is linked to the stature of the artist, the money they have to spend, their
chosen genre(s), and their aspired engagement with the world of music outside Uganda. If their
262
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“Innocent Kawooya.” Personal communication with author. September 16, 2015.
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Mastering is the last step in the audio production process wherein the recorded tracks are optimized and tweaked to
create a final, main version of the recording, the master. In the past, this was the physical copy from which the
additional copies were made. Now with digital mastering, it is more a matter of the process on the tracks and not the
materiality of the final version. Mastering requires both sensitive and costly equipment and the skills of a very
experienced audio producer. Given the lack of demand for mastering in Uganda, there are very few dedicated
mastering studios. Producer Dawoo (David Kitasimbwa) opened his Audio Central Studio in 2015 but indicated when
I spoke with him that it would likely be a hard business to make successful in an industry that did not value the work.
(“Dawoo.” Interview with author. October 1, 2015.)
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music is going to be played next to international hits on the radio, mastering is likely. If an artist
knows that their fans cannot necessarily tell or do not care (or that their songs are more likely
going to be listened to on the taxi radio and not a stereo), they are unlikely to spend what is often
considered to be an extra and unnecessary cost to have their music mastered. Kawooya also
describes both categories as a catchall for a wide-variety of musics that are not otherwise easily
placed in a category. The slippage in the way these terms are deployed is frequent. I asked Juliana
Kanyomozi, often considered the Whitney Houston of Ugandan popular music, about the
difference between Afrobeat, Afropop, and Afrozouk and she responded:
Yes, and I cannot even tell you that I know how Afropop sounds anymore because, exactly,
you can hear a song and someone says that is Afropop and another one says no, that is
Afrobeat. Me, I let it go. I don’t describe it. If I feel there is a touch of Zouk to it, there is a
touch of R&B to it… that is how I describe it. I just need to do some more research on
what an Afropop should really mean or Afrozouk whatever.265
Kanyomozi (usually referred to as just “Juliana”) has been a top pop singer in Uganda for about
fifteen years, so the softness of the definitions she offered was not ignorance. It has more to do
with the way in which these categories are usually deployed. “Afrobeat,” “Afropop,” and
“Afrozouk” have just as much to do with marketing as they do with aesthetics and class politics.
Many artists and producers who work in the pop domain do not want to pigeonhole themselves as
being representative of just one type of music, since they do not want to limit their appeal to
potential listeners and potential clients. It is a common practice that the major producers work on
projects representative of many genres.266 The same is true for the artists who want to maintain as
large an audience as possible. So in addition to a slippage of language, there is also slippage of
265

"Juliana Kanyomozi." Interview by author. November 5, 2015.
There is also slippage around what it means to be a “producer” which may include the roles of composer, beat
maker, arranger, mixer, and studio tech. The term can be applied to any one of these roles or a combination of them.
Producers rarely get called “songwriters” despite their huge contributions to the composition of the song.
“Songwriters” typically just write lyrics and melodies, so the rest of the composition is coming from the producer,
including the harmonies in their tracks, though they may be implied by the melody.
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participants between these genres and mixing of their aesthetics. Two artists who cross these
domains frequently for their strategic purposes and have found great success in the Afrobeat vein
are Bebe Cool and Navio, who find their primary genre to be Ragga and Hip Hop respectively but
are conscious of both their local and international audiences, and the diversity across the two. In
the end, one would expect the Ugandan sound to arise from the center of the mainstream, that
which is most widely consumed and circulated — Afrobeat, Afropop, Afrozouk— but given the
slippages around those terms/domains and their respective grounding in materials from abroad,
nothing has yet taken hold.
In speaking with key mainstream music producers about what makes a hit267 in the Ugandan
market, they noted three core elements: a danceable beat, singable lyrics, and a good story. The
most important of the three is danceable rhythm. That is the element that Washington pointed to
with his emphasis on Kidandali music. Interestingly, most of the Jamaican sounds that have been
brought into the mainstream emphasize a 4/4 rhythmic feel, while many of the traditional Ugandan
styles (and certainly the most prominent of the Central Ugandan styles) are in 6/8. Of course that
triple meter is quite danceable in the traditional context, but it does not often find its way onto the
city dance floor other than in nods toward the traditional when the rhythms are interpolated for
particular effect (more on the particular use of the Baganda Baakisimba rhythm in a moment).
Considering the trends in Ugandan popular music over the last 40 years and addressing the
direction where things seem be going, many of the experts I spoke with noted that while Ugandans
prize storytelling (hence the prominence of a genre like Kadongo Kamu), the amount of
“message” in the music of the mainstream has diminished over time. Songs by greats like Elly
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songs of the mainstream become hits purely through they get through payola airplay and not organic spins. Between
that and no sales data, “charts” in the Ugandan context are a loose affair and are often composed through radio
requests and grassroots listening by the organization compiling the chart.
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Wamala and Philly Lutaaya are considered evergreen because of their overall quality, but also
because of the strong messages shared through their lyrics. Many of my interlocutors dismissed
much of the mainstream popular music today because of the shallowness of the lyrics, referring to
some songs of the mainstream as “bubblegum.”
When I asked those same producers what made a song “Ugandan,” the answer was more
about storytelling and language than musical aesthetics. Most of the music of the mainstream is in
Luganda, with elements of Ugandan English and regional slang mixed in. This is not to say that all
pop music in Uganda is in Luganda; music made outside of Kampala is often in the local language
of wherever that music was produced.268 That combination of Luganda, English, Jamaican Patois,
and Kiswahili reflects the reality of urban Kampala—the mixing of cultures in the middle of
Buganda—and an attempt at intelligibility across ethnic lines. The use of Jamaican Patois reflects
the outward gaze of Uganda’s youth culture and an attempt at authenticity in the use of Jamaican
sonic materials. If foreign aesthetics are the order of the day, then locality is forged most often
through the use of local language and only occasionally through rhythms and instrumentation. 269
While that sound could be called a Ugandan sound for the intra-national representation work it
does, it does not meet the threshold for the inter-national representational work that some in the
industry expect of a Ugandan sound.
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See the example of Kadongo Kamu produced in Runyankole, the language of the Banyankole and Hip Hop from
all over the nation.
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Language is also key in the localization of international movies. Hollywood films are overdubbed into vernacular
language (often interpreting the plot in locally accessible ways) in a phenomenon called “Katandika Butandisi” (It’s
just starting/It’s just the beginning – said by the announcer at the beginning of the film). These films can be purchased
at the market (and are sometimes screened for the price of a few hundred shillings) and there are several favorite video
jockeys appreciated for the style and flare they bring to their overdubs.
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THE SOUND OF THE MAINSTREAM
To get a better look at what musical material has recently occupied the center of the
mainstream in Uganda, it is critical to examine some specific songs that were very popular on the
radio. I offer two here, with a different motivation behind each: one song is Uganda's most
successful on the international scene, and the another fits better aesthetically with the most popular
music of mainstream in terms of both content and resemblance to Jamaican dancehall. Both have
been referred to as “Afrobeat” and “Afropop” at turns.
“Sitya Loss” 270 (a Luganda title meaning “I don’t fear loss”) by Eddy Kenzo, released in
2014 is arguably the biggest international Ugandan pop hit ever. 271 Between Kenzo’s regular
YouTube channel and his VEVO channel, the song had almost 30,000,000 total views as of early
2018.272 The song rose to international attention when a video of a group of kids dancing to the
song went viral. The Ghetto Kids (also known as Triplets Ghetto Kids) were shown dancing in the
middle of a dusty Kampalan road. The video was shared by talk show host Ellen DeGeneres,
increasing its international profile. While Kenzo himself was not in that video, those kids would
also be used in the official music video for the song.273 The overall success of the song and related
videos would make Kenzo an international star. He would go on to win a BET Best New
International Artist Viewers Choice Award in July of 2015, a deserved yet surprising win given
that voting was conducted via Facebook and Instagram and his competition in the category all
came from countries with higher internet penetration than Uganda (Ghana, South Africa, and the
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Eddy Kenzo. Sitya Loss, 2014. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EuDMdtWfY6Y.
Ugandan popular music had gotten international exposure beyond diaspora communities before, notably in the
soundtrack of Mira Nair’s 1991 feature film Mississippi Masala, but never on the scale of “Sitya Loss.” Afrigo Band
was the music drawn on to help tell that story of love and loss between Mississippi and Uganda.
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This is before the VEVO YouTube accounts and the official artist YouTube accounts on were collapsed into single
artist channels. VEVO is a distribution platform of Universal Music Group and Sony Music.
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Triplets Ghetto Kids would go on to find more international recognition when Moroccan-American rapper French
Montana had them dance in the video he shot in Uganda, “Unforgettable”, featuring Swae Lee. They would perform at
the 2017 BET Awards with Montana.
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United Kingdom).274 He must have pulled significant votes from outside of Uganda to make this
happen. Kenzo would be received at Entebbe when he arrived back home in Uganda from Los
Angeles as a conquering hero, a throng meeting him at the airport and well wishers coming out to
wave his way into the city. Kenzo’s rise in 2015 would mark the official beginning of his
superstardom.
“Sitya Loss” is a Luganda language song, with peppering of English, Kiswahili, and French
words. Kenzo gets a lot of flack for purportedly not speaking English well, but the class politics
that police his English skills are part of the larger dynamic that denigrates the local. Regardless, it
was a major recognition of both his work and generally the talent present in the Ugandan popular
music scene that “Sitya Loss” rose to be a national, regional, continental, and eventually global
hit275, establishing Kenzo as one of the most popular artists from Africa today.
The melody and harmony of “Sitya Loss” pivots around the classic pop chords of G, C, and D;
I, IV, V. The backbone of the song is a synth shaker blended with several other synth elements to
form a syncopated polyrhythm sounding more West African than East African, a feature that might
explain part of the continent-wide appeal of the song. Alongside the propelling rhythm track is a
periodic rhythm guitar lick recalling the Congolese roots of most Ugandan popular music. The
Congolese sound found purchase across the continent, so this guitar might make this song feel
familiar to non-Ugandans, despite the use of the Luganda language. The rhythm of the melodic
line stays squarely over the quarter note pulse, adding to the polyrhythmic friction between the
sung line and the shaker track, a space that asks for dancing.
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“Eddy Kenzo Nominated for BET Awards.” New Vision. June 16, 2015
http://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1328423/eddy-kenzo-nominated-bet-awards.
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When I say “global hit,” I am referring to the pockets of popularity that the song found world-wide and not the kind
of international top-40 radio dominance that is only really possible with the backing of the Western music industries.
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Figure 8. “Sitya Loss”: The essential rhythm condensed from the song’s rhythm tracks, a Son Clave

The song’s lyrics entreat the listener to dance (Dansez dansez, dance in French) because life is
short and music is nzuri sana and tamu sana (very nice and very sweet, in Kiswahili,
respectively). Kenzo does not fear loss because he is the boss. He opens the first verse by speaking
directly to his audience: “Ye ff’abavubuka envuumuulo,” We are the powerful youth. He says, you
can’t take it with you, so you need to enjoy life now. The combination of the songs lyrics and
Kenzo’s video, which features Kenzo and the Ghetto Kids dancing in a village setting, makes the
song a unique invitation to joy for a large portion of Uganda’s population which is
overwhelmingly youthful and poor, not so different from the circumstances Kenzo himself arose
from as a street youth selling water by the roadside in Masaka.
Another key element to the song’s appeal in addition to the rhythm and the theme of the lyrics
in general is the multi-lingual sing-along pre-chorus and chorus. While many if not most of the
people who have heard the song did not understand the Luganda lyrics, Luganda, a Bantu
language with the same vowel sounds as Spanish, is very singable. The pre-chorus has the same
melody repeated twice (each ending with a Kiswahili phrase) and the chorus is short and punchy
with a call and response. It ends with the instruction to dance in French. Between the polyrhythm,
the languages used, and the catchiness of the hook, it is no surprise that the song caught on across
the continent and then further afield.
While the overall appeal of the song, both in Uganda and abroad, is clear, it is safe to say that
the correspondence between “Sitya Loss” and the sounds of the mainstream at the time it was
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released was not as direct. That polyrhythmic texture of the song—which had some listeners
saying that Kenzo was influenced by the dominating Nigerian Sound—was not something
frequently heard in mainstream Ugandan pop music (something that has since changed as the
Nigerian Sound has gotten stronger in the years since). What typically gets space in the
mainstream has more of a strong 4 or Dembow dancehall rhythm, less complex than the rhythmic
traditions undergirding West African popular music, and those of Uganda’s traditional musics as
well. The proven success of “Sitya Loss” would open the space for more experimentation with the
Nigerian sound. In the end, short of Kenzo’s lyrics and the meaning behind them, this song ends
up being more of a well-executed hit that embraces the strongest pop musical elements on the
continent rather than it being representative of Ugandan aesthetic materials. The willingness to
pull those elements into a localized package though is very much Ugandan.

“Sitya Loss” by Eddy Kenzo
Transcription and Translation by Medadi Ssentanda and Krystal Klingenberg
Encore
Enjole
Encore, encore
Yelele, yelelele oh
Elelele, yelele oh
Yaya, Kenzo yaya
Leka nzine... ne nzinamu maama
Obulamu bwa kiseera
Ate omuziki, nzuri sana
Leka nzine... ne nzinamu
Bulamu bwa kiseera
Ate omuziki tamu sana
Nze Sitya Loss (eh!)
Sitya Loss (eh!)
Nze Sitya Loss ndi boss
Sitya Loss
Dansez dansez…

Intro
Encore
Enjole [remains of the dead]
Encore, encore
Yelele, yelelele oh
Elelele, yelele oh
Yaya, Kenzo yaya
Pre-Chorus
Let me dance... and dance a little mama
Life is short
and music is very good
Let me dance... and dance a little
Life is short
And music is very sweet
Chorus
Me, I don’t fear loss (hey!)
I don’t fear loss (hey!)
Me, I don’t fear loss, I am a boss.
I don’t fear loss
Dance dance…
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Verse 1
Ye ff’abavubuka envuumuulo (envuumuulo) We are the powerful youth (powerful)
Ye ff’abavubuka envuumuulo
We are the powerful youth
Aka leero ka nsonga
This sweet song of today,
Nkakubye ndi mu mood ya kigoma
I do it for a purpose, I have done it in the
mood of music
Saagala nnyombo
I don’t want to have arguments
Kubanga eno ssaawa ya ndongo
Because this time is for music
Mbagambye saagala nnyombo
I have told you I don’t want arguments
Eno ssaawa ya kikiri
This is the time for dancing
Wamma sembera
Come closer
Bulamu bwasoba
Life goes wrong [life is funny]
Jangu twetale
Come let’s prance around
Bya nsi bya kuleeka
Whatever is of the world, leave it alone
[you can’t take it with you]
Pre-Chorus
Chorus
Verse 2
Abange buno bulamu bumpi
Friends, this life is short
Nze nkugambye, kale mundeke nange
I have told you, therefore let me be me
Bwe nzijukilamu gye nvudde
When I remember where I have come
from
Ne ndowooza ate ku bannaffe
And I think about our people
Ate olekawo dada
Yet you leave [your] brother
Ne bagenda e Kaganga
And go to the after life
Etali musana
Where there is no sunshine
Oh! Mama
Oh! Mama
Ooo la la
Ooo la la
Oh agaliba enjole
Oh, she shakes the bones
Oh agaliba enjole
Oh, she shakes the bones
Kati tobaako na ky’ongamba
Now you don’t have to tell me anything
Jangu omuziki tugusambe
Come we kick the music
Ngambye tobaako na ky’ongamba
I have said you don’t have to tell me
anything
Jangu eno twecange
Come here [this way] to move
Ahh yelelelele (enjole)
Ahh yelelelele (enjole)
Ahhyelelelelele…
Ahhyelelelelele…
Pre-Chorus
Bridge
Zinamu, zina
Dance a bit, dance
Zinamu awo, zina
Dance a bit there, dance
Zinamu, zina
Dance a bit, dance
Zinamu awo, zina
Dance a bit there, dance
Yelelele
Yelelele
Elelele oh
Elelele oh
Yelelele
Yelelele
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Yelelele oh

Yelelele oh

Encore x 6

Encore x 6

Nze tommaala
Ah toneewa
Ndeka tommaala
Mama tonneesipatako

Enjole
Big Talent enjole
Ye ff’abavubuka envuumuulo
Kampala Boys
Ye ff’abavubuka envuumuulo
Eno beat yabawa

Don’t bother me, leave me alone
Don’t give yourself to me
Leave me alone
Mama leave me alone
Pre-Chorus
Chorus
Outro
Enjole
Big Talent enjole
We are the powerful youth
Kampala Boys
We are the powerful youth
This beat though…

While “Sitya Loss” was a big hit 2015 through 2016, a song more emblematic of the center
of the pop aesthetic at the time was “Nkwatako”276 (which can be translated as “Hold Me” “Grab
Hold of Me” “Touch Me”) by Sheebah Karungi, released in late 2015. Sheebah (also known by
her mononym) got her start in the 2000s in a girl group called The Obsessions. Karungi, who now
might be considered the strongest female music star in Uganda, is often compared to the Bajan
R&B artist Rhianna in terms of her attitude, bold fashion choices, catchy hit songs, and general
sex appeal. 277 A glossy video by top Ugandan music video director Sasha Vybz was produced for
the song. The video had high production values and featured Sheebah and a group of colorfully
dressed young people hanging out and dancing in a warehouse in front of classic cars. Sheebah
sings to her male counterpart and is flanked by a group of female dancers whose dancehall
choreography supports the Jamaican influences heard in the song (though their dance and dress is
extremely tame by Jamaican dancehall standards, in keeping with Uganda’s conservative social
276

Sheebah Karungi. Nkwatako, 2016. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBl2bEerZlw.
Sheebah’s persona is one of confident sexiness, and I believe the danger around her sexiness might play a role in
the way her is sensuality is received. After Sheebah went solo but before her rise to current stature there were rumors
that she was in a lesbian relationship with the female rapper Keko. She eventually publicly dismissed those rumors
and her star has been rising ever since.
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politics). The whole scene evokes urban swag. The lyrics of “Nkwatako” do not hold much of a
narrative, but speak consistently to the theme: hold me lover, don’t go. They also speak to
Karungi’s bold sensuality as a dancehall queen. The repetitive lyrics, solid hook, and steady
danceable beat ensured “Nkwatako” great success with mainstream pop audiences. The song
features lyrics in English, Luganda, and Jamaican Patois. Sheebah starts the song with a mix of
Patois and English: “come right now back inna mi yard,” come right now back to me/back to my
home. The verses are a mix of languages, the pre-chorus is in English, and the chorus is in
Luganda. The English pre-chorus flows mellifluously even though the lyrics are not as coherent in
meaning as the lyrics of the chorus. In the key of A major, the song features the same harmonic
structure in the verse, pre-chorus, and chorus: I, V, vi, IV. While this structure repeats section over
section, the accompaniment varies and is all drawn from a palette of digital synthesizer
instruments. Produced by Morgan Isaac, “Nkwatako” offers a mid-tempo Dembow dancehall
rhythm suitable for two-step dancing. The rhythm is rendered in bouncy synth strings and
keyboard and is articulated by the keyboard hits that carry the harmonic rhythm of the song as
well. Ribbons of synth saxophone riffs and pan pipe accents wind around the propelling rhythm
track of the song.

Figure 9. “Nkwatako”: The combination of the driving rhythm of the block chords and the underlying pulse
render the Dembow rhythm.
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The accompaniment stops at the top of the chorus (and the middle), serving to restart the rhythmic
energy and mark the arrival of the chorus. Karungi’s voice on top of the tracks is dusky and autotuned with generous echo applied. Singing with a straight tone, the melody of the song has little of
the sing-song conversational quality typical of Luganda heard in more “local” (less foreigninflected) musics. It all comes together with plastic precision. Like “Sitya Loss,” “Nkwatako” begs
to be danced to; its appeal coming from the propelling beat and the charm of Sheebah’s earthy
vocals. While both “Sitya Loss” and “Nkwatako” were big hits mostly in local language for two
artists that would become established as part of the new guard of stars at the top of Uganda’s pop
music scene, neither song features what might be considered a discernible “Ugandan Sound.”

“Nkwatako” by Sheebah Karungi
Transcription and Translation by Medadi Ssentanda and Krystal Klingenberg
Intro
Get real
Get real records
Verse 1
Come right now back inna mi yard,
Come right now back inna mi yard,
Settle the issue
Settle the issue
Baby tetulwana,
Baby we shouldn’t fight,
Now let me talk to you,
Now let me talk to you,
Sit down
Sit down
Bambi tetuyomba,
We shouldn’t quarrel please
Ggwe nnyi bintu bye nnina tondekawo so You are the owner of the things I have, so
Be straight or I and I tugende mu maaso,
Be straight or I and I, we will go forward
[without you]
Why you cool pon mi like dat?
Why are you being so cold to me?
Ng’atalina namugaso, so...
As I am not useful, so…
Pre-Chorus
When me open me eyes, oh,
What do you see in me eyes, oh?
Baby, I am so lazy,
I am so lazy.
‘Cause everyday you’re changing;
You better stop your ways.
Baby, I am so crazy, I am so crazy.
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Nkwataako,
Kano k’ozze nyambaako
Ku luno nze nfiirako
Ka bibe bizibu nyumizaako.

Chorus
Hold me,
Now that you’ve come, help me
This time don’t let me go
Even if it is problems, tell me.

Nkwataako,
Baby, nsuutaako,
Togenda nkuumaako
Leero tonvaako

Hold me,
Baby, please praise me a little,
Do not go away, give me company
Do not leave me today
Verse 2
Tell me what you want today,
Tell me what you want today,
Komawo tutuule
Come back, we sit down together
Inna di room me and you tuteese
Inna di room me and you, so we talk
N’obwongo bwange butankuuse.
Even my mind is unstable/mixed up.
I don’t know what to say
I don’t know what to say
I don’t know what to do
I don’t know what to do
Tell me what to say, baby...
Tell me what to say, baby...
Pre-Chorus
Chorus
Verse 3
Hold me, make me feel better, better.
Hold me, make me feel better, better.
When me talk to you, owetaaweeta
When me talk to you, you just walk away
Jjukira ebyaffe byali bya mpeta,
Remember we tied a knot,
Naye kati owetaaweta.
But now you just walk away.
Hold me, make me feel better, better.
When me talk to you, owetaaweta
Jjukira ebyaffe byali bya mpeta,
Naye kati owetaaweta.

Hold me, make me feel better, better.
When me talk to you, you just walk away
Remember we tied a knot,
But now you just walk away.
Pre-Chorus
Chorus x 2

THE UGANDAN SOUND
When I asked music business stakeholders about the Ugandan sound, a number of issues
came up in our conversations. Concerns about authenticity, hybridity, fusion, tradition, copying,
and the emblematic work of particular artists (namely Afrigo Band) were on the minds of my
interlocutors. What music could be pointed to as “authentically” Ugandan? When asked directly
what the Ugandan sound was, I got a variety of answers. Some folks said there is no sound. There
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was a sense from several people I spoke with though that there should be a Ugandan sound and
that it would be up to artists and producers to create one. Others said it is Kidandali (meaning
Band, Afrobeat, or just danceable music). Kadongo Kamu was a contender in its “authentic”
articulation of everyday Ugandan life but was noted as being under valued in its own context and
not really exportable to other places because of the centrality of the lyrical content, as I noted
above. Bobi Wine emphasized the importance of fusion to what is currently out there and Uganda
being a crucible for adoption and influence:
In my opinion the Ugandan sound is a fusion. You see we Ugandans we are very
accommodative and hospitable not only to people but even to ideas. I will listen to English
and I will make it Ugandan English. And when you go somewhere, you will hear
somebody speaking and you will tell that one comes from Uganda. We tend to Ugandanize
every nice thing. So we Ugandans of this generation we are such a fusion of so many nice
things. The sugar and spice and everything nice. So, I think our Ugandan beat is a fusion. It
has a feel of R&B, a feel of reggae, a feel of Soukous, a feel of Soul, it’s everything nice.
Uganda means a cocktail of niceness.278
Wine describes his own mixing of Jamaican, Congolese, and Ugandan influences as part of being
a musician who is “culturally inclined.” Kahiri (Joe Kahiribanyi) singer/songwriter,
instrumentalist, band director, promoter, and founder of Qwela Band, frames the overall dynamic
more as “copying” than influence (as did many others). Kahiri said that there was no sound and
that there were so many copycats of Jamaican music performing. He noted that there were other
artists who too were asking what the sound should be but that they would not be successful in
synthesizing one:
…I know that a lot of musicians on the scene right now are trying to say, “Okay guys, can
we have a sound that’s us? Can we come up with a sound that is a Ugandan sound like the
way you hear a Nigerian sound, you hear a South African sound? What’s the Ugandan
sound?” I don’t think that anybody trying to do that is going to figure that out because I
think that to have a sound you have to have a culture. We are still trying to build our urban
278
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culture and so what right now we have is a copycat culture. We just look at the TV and
copy everything that we get from the TV. And until we get to a point where it actually
becomes a culture, where people are dedicated to it… That’s how I think genres are born.
You know, every genre has its sort of characteristics. It has a huge following until it
becomes a culture, there’s a type of dance that you dance to that particular kind of music.
That sort of thing. So it’s not something you can just go and think up…It’s a process.279
Kahiri went on to say that a culture is much more that a style: there are other elements of like
fashion alongside it. A Ugandan sound would have to arise organically from a larger scene and
community of artistic practice – not just springing fully formed without an incubator. FM radio
innovator and legend, now MP, Peter Sematimba described the current Ugandan sound as
grounded in Jamaican Ragga. He also sees the Uganda pop soundscape as poised for change:
The beat has to be strong and then intermarry that with local language stories. That is the
Ugandan sound and that is really the East African sound. And I say that because we are
very flexible in the sense that we don’t stick… We started out with Ragga, Ragga was the
main thing. Then we moved into Reggae Ragga, then pop Ragga whatever. Bottom line is
that it has a strong beat usually somewhat related to reggae Ragga. More Ragga than even
Reggae but a strong beat has that kind of thing to it and it’s covered with lyrics and
symbolisms that are local, but made to be very modern, twenty-first century… No one is
going old stuff anymore. Everything is newish. People are looking to redefine the
language, redefine expressions. Our sound is very different from the South African sound
though and yes, we have had a few people borrow the South African sound and then have
our lyrics go over it and so on, but we are different. I think what is going to happen with
the Ugandan sound eventually, we are going to be a lot like the Nigerians because they also
do that a lot. They get the strong beats. Although I think, they I have a richer experience as
regards to different kinds of strong rhythms. For them there is Ragga, there is Caribbean,
and then there is the traditional Nigerian sounds. But they are all pretty much in the same
thing, getting those strong rhythms. Rhythms that are important and covering them with
local languages and local stories but in a fun pop modern way.280
Sematimba is speaking to that impulse toward creative change and development of new sounds,
but also to the localization of strong international dance rhythms through the application of locally
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relevant content and language. Bamuturaki Musinguzi, Ugandan arts reporter for the regional
newspaper The EastAfrican noted that Uganda has no distinctive sound and that the roots of
Congolese music on the Ugandan scene are deep:
…during my research and even as a journalist, that bothers me: we have not created a
distinctive Ugandan sound that if someone was in Cape Town or Sydney, Tokyo, or
Washington can just say that is the Ugandan sound. I think we had tried it to the original
Kadongo Kamu but Kadongo Kamu is the equivalent of maybe, country music in the
Western world but [in] this popular music… mass music, we have not created the
distinctive of Ugandan sound. We are still influenced by the Congolese Rumba, big time.
Because I am told that even when our musicians went to Kenya to record [back in the day],
the session musicians you found in the studios were mainly Congolese, because for them
they had picked it [their sound] earlier on.281
The past that Musinguzi gestures toward here is the 1950s through the 1980s. The Congolese
sound was entrenched and made even more potent through the work of the Congolese musicians in
Nairobi, the regional recording hub. Musinguzi, who is working on a book about the history of
Uganda’s Band scene, noted that if any sound is to be made now, it would be created through the
work of instrumentalists. This is obvious on surface, but Musinguzi is pointing to a frequent
dynamic in Uganda’s studios that finds most of the musical skill with a single producer (who is
usually self-taught on their chosen software), and few if any instrumentalists involved at all. In the
past that musicianship was truly the domain of instrumentalists but with the transfer of that power
to the producer with the birth of digital audio workspaces and the global digitization of the studio
experience, and with there being fewer instrumentalists than there were in the past, the creative
fertility of live music remains under utilized in Uganda’s mainstream. When I spoke with producer
and overall music industry pillar Joe Tabula in 2015, he pointed to Kidandali as the sound but
when I returned to him 2017 seeking a more distinct description of Kidandali, he had changed his
tune:
281
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Actually, to make matters worse, I think we have actually even lost the Kidandali now. We
are beyond Kidandali and now we just meander. I do not know whether we are UgandaNigerians or Ugandan-Americans. I don’t know to be honest…What I was hearing in
Kidandali it was sort of half-Zouk. If I was to characterize the Kidandali, the rhythm
section was sort of half-Zouk but then the bass which normally made the groove and the
drive was more some sort of a reggae, it had some reggae vibe. I don’t know how I can
characterize that. Actually I once talked to Sylvia Tamusuza282 and I told her, “Can you
organize a symposium or workshop of producers and you the academia, so that we can try
to categorize and characterize this music we call Kidandali?” Because we might be saying
that we don’t have the style of music yet we know we have already the music but the
problem we cannot explain and characterize what are the characteristics of our
Kidandali.283
Tabula was reacting to that very question in the slippage in the language around the term
“Kidandali” which extends to practitioners in the industry and articulating the desire around
having a sound to rally around. The Kidandali he had once confidently pinpointed as “the sound,”
reggae inflected and localized lyrically, has been so transformed through the use of Nigerian and
American materials that the word’s aesthetic meaning is rendered soft again.
Seeking a different set of opinions on the matter and having examined this question of the
mainstream sound from within that mainstream, I also spoke with artists from the self-described
“World Music” scene, which sits on the periphery, but is productive, creative, and filled with
talented musicians. Giovanni Kremer Kiyingi (Jovan Kiyingi), multi-instrumentalist, singer, and
songwriter noted that not many of the big music stars had invested in traditional music. Foreign
music is the order of the day, but it does not have to be:
…when you check now on so called “trending music” that is being sold in Uganda, being
made, being exported from Uganda, very few music personalities have tried to invest in
who we are as Ugandans, in terms of sound. You find that we rotate around foreign music
feels because people are trying to, or have believed it that you can’t stay home, like local,
in terms of sound and go out and sell. To me, it is wrong because we have guys like Habib
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Koite from Mali and he’s selling Malian music to the rest of the world. We have Fatoumata
Diawara also from Mali, Youssou N’dour…they don’t do music according to what is
selling in Europe or in the West…To me, this is what I call the Ugandan sound, [it] would
have been the incorporation of our traditional instruments, because those 62 different
ethnic groups that we talk about, they have different instruments, different tunings,
different ways of singing, chanting. So to me, that would have been who we are in terms of
music.284
Though from Central Uganda, Kiyingi has traveled widely in-country and cited his experience
learning about Bakonzo music from the Bakonzo themselves (an ethnic group in the West on the
border with Congo) as part of his explicit project of working with a variety of Ugandan sounds.
He incorporated what he heard into his compositions but that use of traditional materials was
looked at strangely by some of his age mates:
The commercial part of it is where it becomes a problem. People tend to look at you as
someone who…many call it “backward.” What is trending now is this [foreign,
mainstream] sound and [young people would ask me] “why do you invest in ancient
sounds?” When they look at me, everyone is like, “You are not that sound.” They expect
me to do what is trending now. So everyone wonders, why do I have to invest in those
long-time ago sounds. There is a slang that I use: “Dress modern, and play local.”
Kiyingi is seeing the value in dressing himself in a particular way and using that appearance to
open the minds of listeners who might not be expecting his work to draw on local sounds.
Addressing this foreign looking gesture by Uganda’s youth, as well as the multiplicity of the
African experience, Kiyingi explained,
Africa is changing. It’s changing. Africa is what you want it to be at that particular time. If
you want to live Europe in Africa, you can. If you want to live Africa in Africa, the African
way, you can still [do so]…Africa is filled with energy, that energetic kind of age—
youths—and their side of it, they are looking in the West, not in home stuff. Everyone is
like, no, the West: “I want to be at BET. I want to do music for Grammys.” That’s what we
see on TV when we are at home…But, we [in the world music community] shall still do
what we think, “this is us,” and I think we shall get back to the roots as we go on. Because
284
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we are not like 100% dead into the West. No, there are some people who are still (snaps)
“Yes, we are still Africans,” in terms of dressing, in terms of music. So, we need to groom
those people back [into our audiences].
Singer/songwriter and Pearl Rhythm music festival organizer Suzan Kerunen also emphasized
Uganda’s diversity, noting that regional sounds can sometimes be hard to come by though there
are instruments and dances that could unify groups of tribes. She noted the important relationship
between mainstream and world music artists:
…There is a huge debate about “a Ugandan sound,” a single Ugandan sound, I know we
shall never achieve. But we can create a Ugandan sound based on our unique traditional
instruments which exist in this country, because there are very many. And right now, if you
listen to even the mainstream sound coming out of Uganda, you’ll notice that the tube
fiddle is really being featured, quite a bit, even by the Bebe Cools, the Chameleones and
this is why, this is because they have listened to this sound coming out of the work that we
are doing as world music artists and it sounds unique to them. It puts a difference in the
sound, in the quality of music. But it also gives them [the mainstream artists] an identity,
because, these people are our flag bearers, whether we like it or not. They command a
bigger audience. They are doing most of the travels out there and if anybody googles about
Ugandan music the first people you are going to be seeing are Chameleone and Bebe
Cool.285
Kerunen mentioned the ngalabi (drum), adungu (harp), akogo (marimba, mbira), and endigidi
(tube fiddle) all as traditional instruments of note that could be martialed for the representational
and aesthetic work they do. The use of traditional materials in the mainstream, even if it is as
accent and not as framework was still valuable to Kerunen:
It makes our work easier. Because for us as World musicians, we are thriving on traditional
music, we are thriving on traditional sounds, we are thriving on beats, we are thriving on
rhythms, that is just who we are. If you listen to my music, I sing in Alur, my percussions
are Alur, my performance on stage, I will do my Alur things, chanting and talking about
proverbs in Alur. So my music is the full package of Alur. But only a handful of Ugandans
will appreciate it, because it’s not common to them…You have to give it time. It’s music
that is played for sober minds. The mainstream audience is not sober. But if they can pick
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something, if just my percussions can be featured in the mainstream ears, that is good
enough for me. It brings them closer to the time where they will maybe be sober enough to
listen to this whole package of what we [world musicians] are trying to make.286
Kerunen’s description of the mainstream audience as “not sober”—not serious in their musical
appreciation—gets to the impression that many people in that very audience have about World
music, which is that it is essentially the music of rich people, to be played at fancy hotels, an
interesting and conflicting viewpoint that often finds the original materials being used in that same
music as “too local.” Many of the musicians of the world music community have performed
abroad and on the whole, the group has high standards for audio and overall sound quality, which
is what would place them as playing in such rarified venues. Kerunen did point to one potential
direction, a potential Ugandan sound, which could have an impact on both the mainstream and
world music communities:
Right now, Uganda has something called “Bax Ragga.” Bax Ragga is thriving on the
Buganda percussions. For me, that is good. I mean, it is something they have invented. I
don’t know how long they can sustain it because with mainstream they will jump on one
thing today and another one tomorrow. But, for the time that it is raining, I wish that
someone would adopt it. I wish that the industry would adopt it as the Ugandan Ragga.
Because genres will always come and go. If we could adopt this as the Ugandan Ragga, for
me, Bax Ragga would actually give the mainstream sound something different, something
unique. Because what we have right now, the Kidandali, is really confusing, you cannot
know where it’s coming from, where it’s going. Or is it staying? It keeps on evolving.
Tomorrow, we are getting influence from the Nigerians, then maybe next year we get
influence from Kenya….I’m afraid that Bax Ragga might be here today and might be gone
tomorrow. But yet, I think the players, the people who introduced it, these people like Aziz
Azion, because he was the first person to bring this up. If they could run with this, you
know? And give it a bed in the industry, it can actually create a great impact in mainstream
music. Bringing them close to the authentic sound that we are trying to push as World
music artists.287
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This question of authenticity embedded in the issue of a national sound is deeply potent. Kerunen
situates World Music as being made more authentic through its use of tradition materials and her
explanation makes clear that the accessibility of the work of the world music community to a
wider audience can hinge on the borrowing of its aesthetics in the mainstream. Bax Ragga then
becomes a fascinating example of the very dynamic of borrowing that Kerunen suggests. But Bax
Ragga never really caught on in the way that Kernuen hoped. The failure of Bax Ragga is
emblematic of some larger issues in the Ugandan popular music scene that make a national sound
hard to come by.

A POSSIBLE CONTENDER
The video for rapper Navio’s “Njogereza” (“I am asking for marriage” in Luganda) opens
on the leafy green foliage of rural central Uganda (or more likely what is meant to look like rural
central Uganda).288 The track starts with drums, xylophone, and endigidi (tube fiddle) which
indicate the “traditional” immediately, a feel reinforced by seeing Navio dressed in a Kanzu
(traditional long white tunic), flanked by female Baganda dancers. Ululations bring us from the
opening into the first chorus of the song. A call and response between Navio and backup singers
plays as we see video Navio in his Kanzu chatting up a woman in a traditional Gomesi by the side
of a road. The video goes on to show Navio asking for this girl’s hand in marriage, with more
traditional dancers (male and female), flipping between Navio and his intended in Western clothes
and Kiganda wear. The Luganda lyrics portray just as much traditional sentiment as the imagery of
the video and soundscape of the song. But the song benefits from higher production values than
most Ugandan traditional music as well. There is more low-end in track than you would typically
get in recordings of traditional Ugandan music. His vocals are more forward in the mix and while
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the traditional beat is more of a 6/8, the duple meter is in the foreground of the sound as well,
making the song easily integrated by DJs into their sets alongside the prevailing Jamaican
influenced sound.
When the song came out in April of 2016, it was a big creative turn for Navio and a radio
hit. This was due in part to the mainstream audience’s apparent appetite for something with a
traditional influence but also because of the sheer novelty of Navio—known for his Englishlanguage rap swagger—singing in a language many doubted he could speak. Navio has in the past
incorporated elements of Luganda language into his songs, especially in the form of sing-a-long
choruses, and is very quick to represent himself as a local boy (referring to himself often as
“Neighborhood Navio”) in the material he creates with the Ugandan market in mind, but he had
never created a song that was so local in its aesthetics and appeal. The song is scaffolded by
traditional aesthetics, not punctuated by them, the latter being a compositional strategy more often
seen in mainstream Ugandan popular music than the former. His vocal rides on a bed of xylophone
and endigidi throughout, propelled and supported by the Baakisimba rhythm, not just touching on
those aesthetics or sprinkling them over a series of more Western-sounding pop or hip-hop
backing tracks.
This song and several others that came out between 2015 and 2017 were grouped under the
banner of Bax Ragga: a hybrid style of traditional Baganda elements, namely the signature
Baakisimba rhythm—the “bax” of Bax Ragga—and the Jamaican Ragga style. In the case of
“Njogereza,” the emphasis is on the Bax and not the Ragga, but it gets included in the same
conversation because of its modernized traditional quality. As new artists jumped into the
category, Bax Ragga appeared to be a new direction with real potential. But Bax Ragga did not
catching on the way that spectators (the artists, media, and listening public) expected it would. In
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the conversation around traditional material that might index a Ugandaness in a pop context,
Baakisimba is a definite contender for the ethnic marking work it does. Baakisimba (both the
rhythm and its iconic dance) and Baganda xylophone (amadinda) are probably the most well
known traditional music elements of Uganda outside the country, but Uganda is not just the
Kingdom of Buganda, so despite the marker that Baakisimba and amadinda might be, many
people still find their deployment as a marker of national identity problematic.289 In a country
where there are so many ethnic groups, the options in terms of traditional materials to work with
are many (as indicated by several of my interlocutors above), but the traditional music of the
Baganda has numbers and location on its side. The Baganda are the largest ethnic group in
Uganda, the capital of the country is their kingdom capital, and the national recording industry is
based there. Many artists perform in Luganda regardless of their mother tongue because they seek
to capture the Kampala market. The most available traditional materials are then Baakisimba and
amadinda.

Figure 10. The basic baaksimba rhythm. It is pitched with the tonality of the word, rising in the
middle syllables. The final rest can be used for embellishments.

Which brings us back to Bax Ragga. Given the songs that have been grouped as Bax
Ragga can be diverse, Bax Ragga can feel like more of a marketing descriptor, but its deployment
of Baganda aesthetics is very real. The rhythm, whether clearly heard or implied by the whole
rhythmic framework, plus particular instruments and structures (like antiphony) all coming out of
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the Baganda traditional repertoire unite the songs that were categorized as Bax Ragga. Keeping in
mind the genre definitions I offered a moment ago, Bax Ragga can be tucked under the umbrella
of Afrobeat. Despite the use of traditional elements, the production values of the recordings set the
songs apart from Band and Kadongo Kamu. Bax Ragga appeared on the scene around 2015 and
the first big hit was “Am Bad” by singer Aziz Azion.290 Azion’s track mixes Luganda, Jamaican
Patois, and English to describe how “bad” he is and how as king of the dancehall he fears no one.
The prominent digital xylophone riff keeps that ‘6’ feel of the song and despite the dancehall
aesthetics of the ‘bad man’ that Azion gestures toward, the Baganda dancers in the video confirm
the “bax” element of the song by being able to Baakisimba dance to it. The video also shows
Jamaican inspired twerking and club dancing by youth in Western wear. Shortly after the debut of
“Njogereza” in 2016, the song “Kabulengane” by artist Bebe Cool was released.291 In
“Kabulengane” (which means roughly “Don’t Tell Me” in Luganda), Cool articulates, in English,
his love of the nightlife and in Luganda, his critique of women who bleach their skin and pad out
their behinds for a more voluptuous figure. This track also has a very prominent digital xylophone
part where the Baakisimba sits. Probably more danceable (and closer to its Ragga elements) than
“Njogereza,” “Kabulengane” was a huge song in the summer of 2016. The resemblance between
“Njogereza” and “Kabulengane” (heard chiefly in the call and response and xylophone) had some
in the media claiming that one was a copy of the other. Their videos took things in different
directions though: “Njogereza” served more to confirm Navio’s Baganda identity in its rural
aesthetic, and “Kabulengane” confirmed Cool’s downmarket, urban dancehall swag. In the videos
for all three, the dancers shown emphasize the hybrid nature of the songs. In the “Kabulengane”
video, we actually see dancehall dancers and Baganda traditional dancers face-off. All three of
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these songs have a bouncy quality that is rendered by the synth xylophone in the track. It anchors
the Baakisimba rhythm and recalls the traditional while simultaneously corresponding to the
already popular sound on the radio in its digital quality.
These examples indicate a clear attempt at a fusion, and a fusion that takes on different
flavors. It remains to be seen how the music industry will look upon the genre long-term, but it
seems that is more a case of artists responding to what will be popular in the local market rather
than an artistic statement, especially in the case of Navio and Bebe Cool, who are very conscious
about catering to the various audiences they have, both local and international. Both artists have
songs from all over the genre spectrum (especially Bebe Cool, who had the biggest hit of 2015,
“Love You Everyday,” which was basically a rock song, in English), but the fact that neither has
returned to the Bax Ragga genre recently shows that these hits were successful experiments rather
than defined creative turns. In this way, Bax Ragga is simply an extension of the practice of
refashioning and localization seen in the imported and hybrid genres I described a moment ago,
not a return to the “source” as it were. This refashioning is both creative and economic. In a music
economy where seed money is hard to find, hit songs become imperative as artists seek to keep up
demand for performances, where money is made. Bax Ragga cast in that light becomes another
experiment in the desires of the market.
There are musicians in country who are actually doing that work of centering traditional
sounds in the urban/global space: traditional/“folk” musicians, “world” musicians (discussed
above), and arguably the performers of Kadongo Kamu. The relationship between Bax Ragga and
Kadongo Kamu brings up questions of boundary keeping and boundary making. At what point is
Bax Ragga just a “modernization” of Kadongo Kamu, which exists as a modernization itself?
Kadongo Kamu singer Willy Mukabya critiqued the artists of Bax Ragga for essentially stepping
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into his territory of Kadongo Kamu and stealing fans, in his song “Bax Ragga.”292 Mukabya’s
concern here is a well-founded one as Kadongo Kamu continues to lose audience to the other
music played on urban popular radio. In his song “Bax Ragga,” Mukabya uses essentially the
same track as “Kabulengane,” but with endigidi (tube fiddle) in the xylophone part. That change
from digital xylophone to tube fiddle brings the song closer to Kadongo Kamu and traditional
aesthetics, underscoring Mukabya’s argument about how close Bax Ragga is to Kadongo Kamu.
His more conversational singing style as compared to Azion, Navio, and Cool, also makes his
song more local still.
Without any new songs lately under the banner of Bax Ragga, the nascent genre seems to
have stalled. In speaking with a well-known producer293 about Bax Ragga and what it represents,
he said that yes, it is derivative of Kadongo Kamu, but that it lacks Kadongo Kamu’s substance
and was therefore not sturdy enough to last. These questions of “substance” are at the heart of
conversations about popular music worldwide that find the music of the past being of higher
quality and more meaning and the music of today being lightweight and disposable by
comparison. His point about substance in this case goes to the messaging in the songs themselves:
at three or so minutes and with space given for a repeatable hook, there is not much room for the
kind of education and social messaging that Kadongo Kamu has had to offer historically. But
where does that leave things in terms of employment of the traditional aesthetics in the
mainstream? For right now, experiments are ongoing, but no one new direction has been sustained.
The economic realities of life as a working musician in Uganda are difficult and often time for
reflection on the creative process of music making in the mainstream comes at a premium that few
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can afford. This plus widespread payola, leaves mainstream radio filled with a glut of music that
feels more like a fast paydays than evergreen classics.
If there is no Ugandan sound, as some of my interlocutors said, why is there no sound?
Diversity and economic constraint are explanations, but not the only ones. The conflicting
sensibility around the use of traditional materials is another. On the one hand, people took great
pride in the use of Baganda materials for Bax Ragga, but simultaneously, the conversation around
the “local”—as gloss for indigenous, rural, and/or low quality—can make the gesture of dipping
one’s toes into the well of traditional aesthetics a tough call for some urban producers. That
foreign gazing impulse of many youth in Uganda explains why Uganda’s soundscape continues to
be vulnerable to sounds from outside markets, even after the country’s recording industry
developed. Another issue at hand is the individualism and lack of togetherness seen in the artist
community, at least over the last 20 years. The fierce sense of competition between some artists
and the lack of collaboration makes group conversations toward industry-wide change a tough and
rare call (as I mentioned regarding the issue of copyright). Finally, and most importantly, there is
the role of the state as convener and supporter of that which is Ugandan. There is no Ministry of
Culture; rather those responsibilities are managed by a department under a directorate within the
Ministry of Gender, Labour, and Social Development.294 Some of the functions of a Ministry of
Culture are managed by the Ministry of Education and Sports, and others by Ministry of Tourism,
Wildlife, and Antiquities. Underfunded and lacking political clout, the Department of Culture and
Family Affairs, which should represent the needs of the artists, is often unable to fully do so. This
sets Uganda apart from its regional neighbors which all have some kind of ministry for culture.
There is also no national censor or approval board for what gets onto the radio, reviewing for
quality and aesthetic, enforcing rules about a percentage of local content on radio. These reasons
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combined make for a situation where a single cohesive sound, or a multiplicity of dominant but
locally grounded sounds, hard to find.
What does it mean to not have a sound? What does it say about the national identity of
Ugandans and identity of Uganda as a nation? And what is at stake in not having a sound, besides
having the marketable product on the international stage and for Uganda’s tourism brand? Ethnic
identification remains a central lens through which Ugandans view their own identity. Could a
more explicitly ethnic style have more success? Perhaps a regional one? What does this lack of
cohesion say about the Ugandan body politic and the attempts in the post 1987 period to forge a
national identity? As the nation’s music industry grows and the time, money, infrastructure, and
inspiration for even greater creativity become more available to artists and producers, a Ugandan
sound will eventually be born. The public watches and listens for the next creative experiment.
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CHAPTER SIX - Conclusion: Re-centering the “Local” in Ugandan Popular Music
INTRODUCTION
The 2016 music video for Kiracho and Kahiri's song “I Am Local” (featuring Kiremire)295
starts with a young woman seated at a desk, her computer and name badge both reading
“Localness Prevention Unit (L.P.U.).” This representative from the LPU is taking selfies and
listening to the radio. When the radio DJ introduces Kiracho and Kahiri's track, she spits out her
tea and the song begins:

Ehh, Mr. Producer,
Nteraho nankani maphrokoni296
This is a local song, produced locally in the area code 256
Thank you, please.
I’m local and I like it
And I like it…
In the song, each of the singers mention where they are from and how proud they are to be local,
name checking local dances, food, and other elements of life in Uganda that listeners in the know
would identify as being from there. A xylophone riff indexing local musical traditions undergirds
the song’s structure and is referred to in the lyrics themselves at the end of every chorus:
“Madinda, eh!” A variety of vernacular languages and local accents of Ugandan English are
represented in the piece. At the end of the song, the singers rattle off a list of musicians, radio
hosts, comedians, politicians, consumer brands, and personalities they consider “local”:
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Bebe Cool! (Local!)
Chameleone! (Local!)
Bobi Wine! (Local!)
Eh heh!
Fat Boy with your foreign accent! (Local!)
Crystal mbu Newman (Local!)
Pablo! (Local!)
Salvador! (Local!)
Don’t Mess with Kansiime! (She’s local!)
Seya! (Local!)
Lukwaga! (Local!)
Jennifer Musisi! (Eh, ggwe gundi?)
Samona (Local!)
Movit (Local!)
Mama Lususu (Local!)
Qwela! (Local!)
Janzi! (Local!)
Sundowners! (Nimwe, you are local!)
Maurice’s collabo with Americans! (Local!)
Ruyonga, even you! (Local!)
Agnes Nandutuuuuu… (Local!)
The LPU inspector chases Kiracho and Kahiri for the duration of the video, which culminates with
the artists singing and dancing happily with friends. Kahiri and Kiracho offer this flurry of
hyperlocal references to make the point that it is important to have pride in being “local,”
addressing a context that often prizes the foreign. The word “local” in Ugandan parlance is often
used in a derogatory way. “Local” can indicate insufficient, bad quality, from the village, and/or
lower class. It can also be a gloss for “traditional.” And while urban Ugandans are local in that
they come from places or are native to where they live, few want to be seen as “local” inside the
narrative of the upward mobility they seek. The term sits in dialogue with the “foreign” and
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interacts with the conception of the rural/urban divide (no one wants to be seen as a country
bumpkin). Kiracho and Kahiri widen the umbrella of the “local” to include all the things they
appreciate as representing the best of Uganda, whether that be Katogo297 for breakfast, NTV
parliamentary reporter and satirist Agnes Nandutu, the comedy of Anne Kansiime, the ubiquitous
Movit hair and body care brand, or Qwela, Kahiri’s own Afrofusion band.
While Kiracho and Kahiri are openly embracing of their ties to the local, most of the music
that appeals to the middle and lower classes in Uganda that might be designated as “local” does
not uplift the concept, rather using designations like “Afropop” and “Afrobeat” to create some
distance from the local. Importantly, most of the music that Kiracho and Kahiri make within the
context of Qwela and their other ensembles appeals more to the elite crowd, some of the very
people who might deploy “local” in the pejorative sense defined above. “Local” is also used in
Uganda to simply describe the music made there, created by Ugandan artists, recorded in Ugandan
studios, and played on Ugandan radio airwaves. This “local” can be substituted for “Ugandan” or
“Kampala” (or whatever in-country locale) and is in dialogue with “international” and “foreign”
but more in terms of provenance and not an indication of quality. These two versions of “local”
are often used interchangeably and a knowledge of context in the way they are used is often the
only way to know which one is being deployed. Kiracho and Kahiri reclaim “local” and make it a
point of pride; being proud of that which is Ugandan. Sitting in the slippage between the “local”
and the local, is the actual music being made, which sits on a sliding spectrum of local inflection
and global engagement.
This tension around the word local is indicative of tensions around the urbanization of
Uganda and a post-colonial condition of concern about the worth of autochthonous products
versus imports. Imports carry a cache that local products do not. Part of what people are escaping
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by rejecting the label of local is the stain of lower-class status. The “local” is circumstance, fetish,
reality, disdain and/or home depending on how it is used. Moving around Kampala, one often sees
roadside signs by restaurants offering “Local Food” which is usually code for katogo, matooke,
groundnut sauce, pilau, and a variety of other dishes depending on how “local” the restaurant is.298
Restaurants of the elite often do not serve local food or serve it off menu. When looking into the
top radio stations of Kampala, they were often referred to as being either “Urban” or “Local,”
urban being code for having English-speaking presenters and mostly international music with only
some Ugandan music played, and local meaning having presenters speaking vernacular languages
and playing mostly Ugandan music. Artists know which stations to send their various tracks to
along this orientation. A more “local” track is not going to get played at an “urban” station and
vice versa. Representative of this dichotomy are the two most popular radio stations in the
Kampala market, Capital Radio (91.3 FM) and CBS Radio (88.8 and 89.2, the former being the
original CBS station and the latter being its more recent addition aimed at the youth market).
Capital plays mostly international music, with only about one or two local songs an hour in their
playlists. CBS (Central Broadcasting Service) is the station for the kingdom of Buganda, and it
prides itself on its Luganda-language and Buganda-heritage programming. When I discussed the
construction of this local/urban divide with Peter Sematimba of SuperFM, he felt his station was
both local, given the amount of Luganda-language content, and urban, because it portrayed the
hustle and bustle of city life and was guided by the interests and concerns of the city dweller,
proving that while these terms may be deployed as a firm binary, the experience is more fluid. 299
This sense of the “urban” and “local” sits alongside a dynamic that accepts cultural products
of the metropole flowing to the rural areas (whether in English or vernacular language, having that
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city shine to it) and not the reverse, though recently there have been some appeals to traditional
music in the popular domain that breech this flow, as discussed in the last chapter. The
displacement and undervaluation of the “local” is the ultimate dynamic at the foundation of the
current version of the modernity project in Uganda, at least as iterated by Uganda’s music
industry. It is a situation that needs addressing if a national sound is going to arise from local
materials and one to contend with if that sound is meant to catch on with Ugandan audiences.
Sitting at the crossroads of national pride, self-esteem, the economic hustle to make a living in
music, and the overvaluation of markers of modernity drawn from the Western context, a disdain
for that which is local permeates the very question of what the Ugandan sound could be.
“Kidandali”—the term used most frequently to describe local popular music, a word that indicates
how very local the product is— means a dancehall in Luganda, but has the connotation of a dirty,
dusty place. The hesitance of some artists to use the term to describe their work articulates that
very discomfort with the “local.” The rejection of Kadongo Kamu by some listeners who find that
the music is again too “local” continues that dynamic, despite the fact that Kadongo Kamu has
continued to have a core audience and that the concerns in the music itself are relatively evergreen
(love, life, and the mundanities of living).

Over the course of the preceding chapters, I mapped out the Ugandan popular music industry
as it existed during my fieldwork period, describing the project of modernity that brings Uganda to
this point; the state of the arts in Uganda and the economic and political conditions that make it so;
the role of copyright in the music business; the ways that music, politics, and economic interests
combined during the 2016 presidential elections; and the substance of the music coming out of
Uganda’s mainstream. In exploring these topics, I sought to map out the needs, concerns, sticking
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points, and historical precedents that bring Uganda’s contemporary mainstream popular music to
the present moment. The last element that needs discussion to explain this moment in Uganda’s
music is this phenomenon of the decentering of the local. It is the decentering and devaluation of
the local in the mainstream popular music domain that leaves the open space for a Ugandan sound.
And it is a re-centering and revaluation of the local that will bring one about. In this final chapter,
I will consider the concept of the local and discuss it through the lens of three Ugandan artists who
think deeply about local music and who are actively re-centering the local through engagement
with traditional materials.

THE “LOCAL”
Before we turn to the artists in question, we first need to dig deeper into this matrix of the
local. I am discussing Ugandan music along the binaries of the “local” versus the
“global”/“foreign”/“international” and the “traditional” versus the “modern” because my
interlocutors discussed it as such. Concern with those axes illuminates the desires of the people I
spoke with to see Ugandan music on the world stage, or at least as a part of the global world of
music. This is to say that the artists, producers, and media representatives I interviewed were
imagining Ugandan music both in local context as it sits next to international content in Uganda
(for example, as played on the radio) and as it exists in international context outside of the country
next to the music of other places. But again, these binaries are much less dichotomous in practice.
Artists in motion, being both local and abroad, complicate this notion further. Many if not most of
the artists I spoke with for this study have traveled abroad in their musical careers and that is not
to mention the contributions of musical individuals outside of Uganda and their impact on the
industry: mobile Ugandans, whether Ugandans in diaspora or exile. Two individuals that are
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emblematic of this dynamic are famed singer Philly Lutaaya and radio impresario Peter
Sematimba. The late Lutaaya (1951-1989) is upheld as one of Uganda’s top musicians of all time.
His Christmas songs remain in heavy rotation every holiday season, and as one of the first big
artists to be open about his HIV/AIDS diagnosis, his contributions to Ugandan society extended
past the musical realm.300 The bulk of Lutaaya’s musical career was conducted from abroad. He
eventually settled in Sweden.301 There were other musicians who were with him there in Sweden
and they formed a node of Ugandan music making in a state of exile. Peter Ssematimba, owner of
SuperFM and later Member of Parliament representing Busiro South, went out to California to go
to school and participate in the American entertainment industry. He returned to Uganda in 1993,
just as the radio was being liberalized. Sematimba would revolutionize Ugandan FM radio with
the Top-40 format he brought back, but also through the music recording work of his Dungeon
Studios. The stories of these two highlight Ugandan music and musicians in international space
and participating in a recursive global network of musical influence, thereby complicating our
sense of that which is local and that which is global.
In the previous chapter, I described the creative process in the contemporary music of
Uganda’s mainstream as a “refashioning” of music from abroad. Framing this as refashioning,
rather than a level of copying, is part of my desire to illuminate those outside influences on the
music while still giving credit to the creative impulse of the artists. Others might argue that this
gesture, along with a general privileging of the foreign, would be better framed as the symptom of
a continued colonial mentality. Despite my Ugandan heritage and given my Western privilege, it is
not my place to diagnose colonized minds, but rather to serve as a proponent of postcolonial
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recovery however it takes shape. How that recovery seems to form in this case is engagement with
global capitalism—its information streams, priorities and practices—as a part of participation with
the “modern” world. That still leaves the question of how to describe the decentered, sometimes
hybrid, fusion, or refashioned gesture common to mainstream popular music in this context. The
Thomas Turino text mentioned in the first chapter offers some productive questions. In
Nationalists, Cosmopolitans, and Popular Music in Zimbabwe, Turino too tries to situate the
gestures of hybridity and foreign influence he sees in the Zimbabwean music context as he studied
music with significant influence from abroad, “genres that embody the processes of transnationalindigenous encounter.”302 In doing so, Turino parsed the difference between imitation and
internalization of outside influence, defining the latter being the domain of the cosmopolitan, a
creatively productive space from which to operate as an artist:
It is crucial to understand that once thus socialized, such individuals are not simply
imitating foreign activities and thinking foreign thoughts when they go ballroom dancing,
take part in nationalist movements, or contemplate Jesus. Rather they are acting and
thinking from their own cultural position—this is part of who they are… The key
difference for the concept of cosmopolitanism is between imitation and internalization; the
latter allows for internally generated cultural creativity, practices, and identities.303
The question becomes whether or not Ugandan mainstream pop musical practices break the
threshold for internalization rather than just imitation and how to account for variability in a scene
that finds some artists imitating foreign aesthetics, but seldom referring to their process as such.
Turino’s overarching point in looking at the Zimbabwean musical context is that the connections
between colonialism, nationalism, and cosmopolitanism undergird the growth of “global culture,”
“the neocolonial expansion of modernist-capitalist economics and ethics.” Defining global culture
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as such, one can see this imitative impulse in Ugandan pop music culture as part of the larger
process of globalization. Turino defines the cosmopolitan as,
objects, ideas, and cultural positions that are widely diffused throughout the world and yet
are specific only to certain portions of the populations within given countries…
Cosmopolitanism is a specific type of cultural formation and constitution of habitus that is
trans local in purview.304
Cosmopolitanism is “trans local” in that it is both of a place and in a place simultaneously, to a
particular segment of society. Everything is local to somewhere. But that translocalism is easily
forgotten in the shaping of the cosmopolitanism of African urbanites: when the local is being
denigrated, it is African local degraded, not the foreign local. Direct and semi-mediated access to
other locales—their objects, ideas, and cultural positions—has never been easier than in the
current age of social media, a mitigating factor that has arisen in the almost 20 years since the
publishing of Turino’s piece.305 The international proliferation of social media platforms has
radically changed the levels of access of everyday people306 to the worlds outside their vicinity
and to the lifestyles of the rich next-door. International exposure is now be more accessible to
people beyond the elite. Following Achille Mbembe’s lead, we might use the term
“Afropolitanism” to describe this contemporary transnational way of being African in the world,
one that emphasizes the inherent hybridity of the African cosmopolitan experience.307 In the
Ugandan example, both internalization and imitation of foreign practices are at play as the as the
flow of content from abroad has quickened, moving by ever faster on the Facebook timeline.
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Some artists are using this content (whether it is visual aesthetic, musical aesthetic, or production
process) in an internalized, dynamic engagement with the global and others continue to copy as a
means of capitalizing on the politics of the overvaluation of the foreign (striking while the iron is
hot with imitation of global and continental trends). Internalization and imitation can be read as
part of the same dynamic and flipsides of the same aspirational coin.

WAYS TO RE-CENTER THE LOCAL
Several of my interlocutors, in discussing the preeminence of foreign sounds expressed a
concern about erasure of some local practices in favor of new foreign ones, pushing the “local
local” to the side, a step in the wrong direction. If cultural loss is at stake, what can be done to
bring the local local—the indigenous and the traditional—into the mainstream more meaningfully
and with pride of place? The artists I discuss below, having a varying proximity and engagement
with the mainstream scene each offered suggestions for how local sounds might be re-centered in
Ugandan pop music. These suggestions do not address the deeper issues of postcolonial hangover
and neoliberal economic forces that find the young generation ever more seeking the foreign,
rather, these practitioners offered more concrete suggestions of what could be done in the context
of the music itself.
Musical Heroes
Kaz Kasozi is a multi-instrumentalist performer, composer, producer, and artist
development educator, who has worked in Uganda’s music industry for over a decade. His work is
wide-ranging in terms of genres and influences. Kasozi makes conscious efforts to feature
traditional sounds and instruments in the context of his fusion-driven work. I attended a small
show of his focused on funk and the blues that seamlessly incorporated Baakisimba rhythms along
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the way.308 Extremely well-respected by his peers, Kasozi’s experience, both in Uganda and
abroad, has given him an expansive view of the needs of the industry. In his opinion, image is
important and heroes are needed to popularize local sounds; individuals that can lure more players
to pick up the instruments and crowds to embrace the music. A guitarist himself, Kasozi sees
value in the figure of the guitar hero. A musical hero that audiences believe in might inspire
confidence in local sounds:
“A style cannot exist and blossom without those kinds of heroes. And it needs sometimes
instruments, sometimes sounds, but it needs people who are playing those instruments and
not only in an exceptional way but for lack of a better word, in a sexy way, so the audience
can admire the instrument.”309
In discussing the recent proliferation of endingidi (tube fiddle) in the popular realm (both as a
traditional flavor in pop songs and also in the bumpers of NTV news broadcasts, often played in
the recording studios by noted guitarist Michael Ouma), the possibility of an electrified endingidi
came up as an option. Kasozi remarked that electrified endingidis were out there but that no artists
at the time had the desire to make it a featured instrument in their performances, not until recently,
and from the singer/songwriter, World Music artists on the periphery rather than from the
mainstream. He upheld a number of instrumentalists who were bringing a lot to the industry,
namely guitarists Michael Ouma and Charmant Mushaga, the two both being authentic to
themselves and influenced by the string traditions of the people they come from (Ouma’s Northern
Ugandan roots and Mushaga’s Congolese roots). He also named Giovanni Kiyingi, Joe Kahiri,
Jude Mugerwa (artist and producer) and Kenneth Mugabi (singer and guitarist) as thoughtfully
inflecting their works traditional sounds as well:
If you take the young guys who are coming up, playing those [traditional] instruments like
Kiyingi and Kenneth [Mugabi], they may inspire the need, a desire in other musicians
coming… So if someone now wants to be like Kenneth, they won’t just be thinking about
308
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the guitar and the singing, they will be thinking about that endingidi, because he has made
it such a part of his brand. He has gone beyond what Ouma was trying to do in the studio.
When you are on stage, it is such a feature of the [Kenneth’s] performances such that it has
been “pimped” in branding terms. To a degree that it now needs real pimping on stage. I
was telling him, “Now you should be thinking how to color it and make it a really sexy
device in your performance.” Not just like the old endingidi as we know it. If you are to
travel abroad, this one [the original] probably looks more enticing, more exotic, but here,
that one is a turn off.310
The end of Kasozi’s statement speaks to this very issue of the denigration of the local: However
sophisticated the work might be, there will be a segment of the Ugandan audience will look down
on it for the presence of so local an instrument. The irony is that audiences abroad would prefer
the more ‘local’ looking instrument, part of the performance of culture expected in World Music
spaces. Artists are still looking out to emulate foreign musicians but their efforts do not always
come through as intended:
Because we are looking to other things beyond here, that everything beyond here is better.
And yet, when we try to execute it, it would be poor. Like someone trying to do Hip Hop
and then trying to do it like Tupac or something. But you are not going to do Tupac
because you haven’t had his experience. You haven’t had an experience that can
possibly—not that there can’t be relative things that happen here. Even the weight of the
language: you don’t know what that means, when you use certain words, and so on.311 You
don’t know the weight of that thing, and then we come and adopt that thing here, and you
use it for an audience here, and they can’t relate, they don’t know what the hell is going
on…312
In discussing the artists of the mainstream, he sees their efforts to incorporate traditional sounds as
often part of a marketing strategy and less of a creative endeavor. But if bringing in additional
players means the project being more costly to the artist, those traditional flourishes may not be
considered for the recording:
People are getting more like, “I’ve got to grab something from home.” They are trying to
refocus, even [in] the mainstream. The problem is… there’s a chasm between us who are
doing music where you are thinking [in terms of] instruments, arrangements, those kinds of
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things. Where if you are preparing a show, you are rehearsing maybe for months. There is
that, and I am not saying that we are necessarily better; it’s just another way of doing
things. Then there is this other group that is like, “You know what, this is a business. I am
trying to make money, and if I am going to make money, I need to minimize how much I
spend. I need make things efficient. Make things fast.” And at the end of the day, can the
consumer take it, like, why should I put extra when actually I can sell it [as is]? They are
looking at it that way. That is what I am seeing.313
More Linkages with Traditional Music
Like Kiyingi or Ouma, Albert Bisaso Ssempeke might be one of those very musicians
brought into the session to bring that special touch of traditional rhythms or local flair. Bisaso
Ssempeke is the son of the late great Albert Ssempeke, a traditional music hero of yesteryear and
former Buganda royal court musician, and musician and educator in his own right.314 Bisaso
Ssempeke was mentored by his father from a young age and learned to play a host of traditional
instruments as part of his father’s ensemble. Bisaso Ssempeke, who also produces fusion work as
well, suggests that more connections between the traditional and pop music communities will
benefit both groups:
As far as traditional music is concerned, it [collaboration] has helped the growing of
traditional music, or the revamping of traditional music… Because many pop musicians,
they have used the traditional musicians. For them [the pop artists], they were looking for an
advantage of getting a different crowd. And they found out when you intermarry the
traditional with modern music, you get more attention. Some musicians they have used
instruments like, for example the lute and the drums and harps, and they found out, they
realized that people have put more attention to such songs… I have done a lot of projects.
They invite me in studio and I play… Before, they [modern artists] used to think that it was
the old style, it doesn’t have any impact. So when they do that [use the traditional sounds in
modern songs], a percentage of the people [in the audience] come back, like “this music is
still there.” So maybe we can bring them [back to the fold of traditional music].315
The use of traditional music and traditional musicians in the context of popular music to express
some bit of identity or nostalgia also serves to put those musics and artists in front of the pop
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crowds, validating their work for a group of people who may look at it as being old or irrelevant.
He sees the radio stations as a particularly powerful player in this dynamic of which musics are
allowed to catch on in the mainstream:
Even the radio stations here, they are the first to destroy Ugandan music. Because for them,
they look at moneymaking, but they do not look at the sustainability of [an] artists work.
Whether you have brought some rubbish music, for them they will play, as long as you have
paid money they asked for. The presenters in the stations also deal with artists, direct:
“Yeah, you want your song to be played, Albert? I need 600.” So you pay that money then
the song is a hit in one month. In a former time, there used to be a panel that would go
through your music, your song. “How did you write your song? Who produced your
music?”… A few years ago I took my CD to one of the radio stations and I was like, let me
take this CD, because people, when they hear my music in the studio, they were like, “it’s
very nice, why don’t you…” … So I took it there, and I spent like a couple of months and I
didn’t hear anything. So, I went back and I asked the lady, “I didn’t hear my music, what is
wrong with my music?” And she said, “Yeah, I think maybe your music wasn’t good.” I
said, “do you know what it costs to produce a song, and do you know what I go through to
produce a song? Can you do me a favor and give me back my CD? That’s what I need from
you. I am not leaving this place until you hand over my CD.” So she went and got my CD
back, then during that process, one of the top artists had just paid to have theirs paid, 2
million shillings to play his tracks. Ahh, so if I had just paid, my music would have been
good. From there, I say okay, then I never trust these engines. It’s better that I go outside the
system. I do my work and release outside. 316
Bisaso Ssempeke performs in Uganda and abroad in World Music contexts, but seldom has his
work played on the radio for popular consumption. I met with him just after the Kabaka’s
Jubireewo (25th Anniversary of his Coronation), where Ssempeke’s ensemble had played for the
King and his guests through multiple events over several days.317 Ssempeke is an advisor to the
Kabaka on royal court music and describes the King as being very receptive to the revitalization of
some of the old court music practices that used to exist before the abolishing of the kingdoms in
the 1960s. According to Ssempeke, before that point, there were more than fifteen royal musical
ensembles, each with their own shrine, and the royal drums (mujaguzo) were frequently played to
announce the king’s waking, sleeping, and general movements. There were also musicians that
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lived at court, rotating in and out as necessary. The more costly and complicated of these practices
are unlikely to return, but the return of some could serve to reinvigorate excitement around the
traditional arts in Central Uganda and inspire an elevation of the local.
Promoting Innovation
James Ssewakiryanga, Jr. is one of the few participants in this project who reached out to me to
talk. His frequent collaborator Giovanni Kiyingi had mentioned Ssewakiryanga’s innovation as
potentially a huge step forward for Uganda’s world music community, so I was intrigued when
Ssewa reached out. His ensemble, Janzi Band, is one of the most popular bands in Kampala,
gigging all over town at popular night spots, corporate, and family functions, playing five to six
days a week. While the band plays a diverse repertoire of local and Western pop covers, with an
emphasis on a reggae sound, Ssewakiryanga—who goes by Ssewa Ssewa—is driven by more
traditional sounds in his own work and considers himself a folk and World Music artist. He
reached out to me as part of his campaign to popularize an instrument of his own invention, the
Janzi (“grasshopper” in Luganda), a “modernized” adungu, the traditional harp of northern
Uganda. Ssewa sees the Janzi as an opportunity to bring Uganda to the world and to give
Ugandans something local to be proud of. While traveling some years ago to a gig in Europe,
Ssewa and a colleague were stopped by airport security for traveling with a roughly constructed
adungu having exposed nails, a potential weapon. They were not allowed to bring the adungu
along for their gig, a loss to their act. It was through that incident that Ssewa realized that he
needed something more glossy and attractive to get people interested in the instrument and in the
music of Uganda, hence his development of the Janzi in 2015. Asking himself the question of
“how do we give Ugandans something to be proud of,” Ssewa and his carpenter set to work at
crafting an instrument that is somewhere between the adungu and a west African Kora. The Janzi
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has two necks of 11 strings each, with the left neck’s strings tuned diatonically and the right neck’s
strings tuned pentatontically. Ssewa and I first discussed the Janzi in 2017. I checked in with him
in the summer of 2018 to see how his campaign to popularize the Janzi was going:
Well, it is tough, because for me, I believe, everything has to start from home. And you
see, the challenge we have here in Uganda is that culture has been dying out over the years,
so now anybody that does the kind of music that I do, it’s going to be tough. Because that
kind of music does not have much of value anymore because it has been degraded, it has
been branded as “too local.” You understand? So, it is really tough for you to try to bring
instruments like the adungu, the akogo, the endingidi up forward. It’s tough. And this is
one of the reasons why I thought if I created something different, or innovative, giving
these instruments a new look… Because most of these instruments I play have been
manufactured at my workshop at home and I try to give them a different look from what
has been usual to see if I can attract more attention but it is still slow. People just say,
“Wow, that’s nice.” They appreciate. Maybe they are just excited about seeing this thing,
looks nice. But then, it [just] stays there.318
Ssewa was expressing a deep frustration at the lack of interest and support that the Janzi was
getting, support that is necessary to launch the Janzi into the world as Ssewa imagines it. This
includes support from educators who might include the Janzi among the traditional instruments
they teach, which he has yet to receive. With less emphasis on traditional music in primary and
secondary schools, Ssewa wondered what the future was for musicians as a whole:
I think it was a discussion in the parliament where they were saying students should be
stopped from doing music because they think it is a wastage of time.319 And then you
wonder, okay, musicians like us, how are we going to survive? How are we going to bring
ideas across the country? Because now, stopping cultural growth has brought in the growth
of the Western instruments more, because now a kid who plays the guitar has more value
in people’s faces than someone holding the adungu. You understand? And people like me,
I don’t think anything about that. I’m going to stand and say, no. You can play the guitar,
it’s okay, I’m not stopping you. But, this is who we are, this is us, and we have to stick to
who we are.320
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Ssewa here raises questions about cultural loss and the state’s valuation of music both as an
academic subject (parliament’s discussion was on whether to include Music on a revised list of
Ordinary Level exam subjects) but also as a vocation. The issue of what it means to “be who you
are” that he notes at the end of his comment, resonates with Kasozi’s point about the
ineffectiveness of mimicking acts from abroad. Where Kasozi was more diplomatic, Ssewa was
less so, and as an artist who tries hard to “be who he is”—like all the artists mentioned in this
chapter—Ssewa finds himself frustrated with how unpopular a strategy that seems to be in the
context of Ugandan music today. Despite a lack of support, Ssewa continues his campaign for the
Janzi. He gave a Janzi to famed Cameroonean bassist Richard Bona when he played in Kampala
in the summer of 2018 and continues to circulate the materials he has developed featuring the
instrument, its unique qualities, and his teaching of it. The Janzi features greatly in all his
performances abroad. By creating the local in the way that he does through the instrument, he also
asking for a more capacious sense of what the local is. Could Ssewa be the kind of instrument hero
that Kasozi mentioned? Is the ascendancy of a hero even possible in this context without support
from a content distributor as central as popular radio? While Janzi Band is supremely popular
around town, Ssewa’s works are not played on radio the way one might expect. His situation with
the Janzi is emblematic of the situation with Ugandan popular music as a whole: there is so much
potential, but the bills are getting paid with sounds from abroad. In contemplating, problematizing,
and participating in the local, the Ugandan music scene gets closer to capturing that elusive
trademark sound that some of its producers are looking for, but without specific support to do so,
the road will continue to be hard going for the individuals who embrace the local as they create
their fusion works.
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Singer, Songwriter
Radio Presenter: Sanyu FM Radio
Producer, Songwriter, Owner:
Neutriq Town Studios
Mastering Producer:
Audio Central Studios

17 Chameleone (Joseph Mayanja)
18 Crystal Newman

20 Dawoo (Daudi Kitasimbwa)
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Publisher: X-Zone International

16 Brian Kabiito

19 D King (David Arinaitwe)

Singer, Songwriter
Singer, Member of Parliament
CEO, Howwe.biz

Anne Whitehead
Batumuraki Musinguzi
Bebe Cool (Moses Ssali)
Benon Mugumbya

13 Bobi Wine (Robert Kyagulanyi)
14 Bobi Wine (Robert Kyagulanyi)
15 Brian Businge

9
10
11
12

8 Anne Whitehead

7 Amaru (Joanna Amaru)

5 Abdu Wasike
6 Albert Bisaso Ssempeke, Jr.

1
2
3
4

Interviewee
"Joseph Kiddu"*
"Leonard Kivumbi"*
A Pass (Alexander Bagonza)
Abaasa (Abaasa Rwemereza)

Location
"Music Center," Downtown Kampala
"Beck Enterprises," Outside Kampala
Coffee At Last, Makindye, Kampala
Endiro Coffee, Kisementi, Kampala
KFM, Monitor Headquarters,
Namuwongo, Kampala
Coffee At Last, Makindye, Kampala
Good African Coffee, Lugogo,
Kampala
The Sound Cup, Garden City Mall,
Kampala

Her home, Makindye, Kampala
National Theatre, Central Kampala
Daytona Bar, Ntinda, Kampala
Swangz Avenue, Muyenga, Kampala
Ishita Restaurant, Kamwokya,
10.14.15 Kampala
2.7.18
Doubletree Hotel, Boston, MA
9.22.15 De Posh Bar, Kabalagala, Kampala
X-Zone International, Mutasa Kafeero
7.6.16
Plaza, Luwum Street, Kampala
Leone Island Music Studios, Bunga,
10.6.15 Kampala
7.20.16 Faze 2 Restaurant, Nakasero, Kampala
Neutriq Town Studios, Kiwatule,
9.28.15 Kampala
Audio Central Studios, Ntinda,
10.1.15 Kampala

Appendix A: List of Interviews
Description
Date
CEO: "Music Center"
10.22.15
CD Seller
8.1.16
Singer, Songwriter
10.5.15
Producer, Singer
8.28.17
Radio Presenter, Program
Controller: KFM Radio
7.12.16
Artist, Royal Buganda Musician
8.3.18
Singer, Songwriter, Organizer of
SoFar Sounds Kampala
8.15.17
Communications Professional: Anne
Whitehead Communications
7.7.15
Communications Professional: Anne
Whitehead Communications
8.3.17
Journalist, The EastAfrican
7.13.16
Singer, Songwriter
10.9.15
Producer: Swangz Avenue
9.9.15

7.8.15
7.19.16
8.19.16
9.15.15
8.7.17
9.3.16

Producer, Videographer
Artist, Multi-instrumentalist
Rapper
CEO: HiPipo.com
CEO: HiPipo.com
Singer, Guitarist

9.8.15

12.7.15
8.5.15

Ministry for Gender, Labour, and
Social Development, Central Kampala
Le Bistro, Kisementi, Kampala
Good African Coffee, Lugogo,
Kampala
Rogue Elephant Creative, Oasis Mall,
Kampala
Recording Studio at National Theatre,
Central Kampala
Los Angeles via Skype
HiPipo Offices, Kamwokya, Kampala
HiPipo Offices, Kamwokya, Kampala
Boston Park Plaza, Boston, MA

8.16.17 Cafesserie, Acacia Mall, Kampala
12.16.15 Masters Music, Ntinda, Kampala

33 Gasuza Lwanga
Giovanni Kremer Kiyingi
34 (Jovan Kiyingi)
35 GNL Zamba (Ernest Nsimbi)
36 Innocent Kawooya
37 Innocent Kawooya
38 Irene Ntale
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UPRS, Kisementi, Kampala
Vision Group Headquarters, Bugolobi
Industrial Area, Kampala
NTV, The Beat Production Studio,
Serena Conference Center, Kampala

Location
Kololo Courts Hotel, Kololo, Kampala

9.7.15
Deuces Studio, Kansanga, Kampala
11.14.15 Smile Hotel, Kireka, Kampala
The Sound Cup, Garden City Mall,
12.8.15 Kampala

9.29.15

7.18.16

7.29.15

Date
12.1.15

Manager: NavCorp

Host, NTV The Beat
Producer: Deuces Entertainment
Group
Producer, Candidate for MP
Entertainment Reporter:
The Daily Monitor
The Usual Suspects Production
Company; Organizer, The Ugandan
Music Awards
Singer, Songwriter
Assistant Commissioner Culture,
Department of Culture and Family
Affairs, Ministry of Gender, Labour,
and Social Development
Manager: NavCorp

Description
Writer, Music Critic, Musician
Compliance Officer: Uganda
Performing Rights Society
DJ: XFM Radio; Marketing
Manager: Vision Group

32 Freddie Kigozi

30 Eunice Tumwebaze
31 Freddie Kigozi

28 Enock Ikiriza
29 Esther Nabaasa

27 Edgar Batte

25 Easy Tex (Peter Kyeyune)
26 Eddy Yawe

24 Douglas Lwanga

23 DJ BK (Keith Kuyoh)

22 Dick Matovu

Interviewee
21 Dennis Asiimwe

Joel Isabirye
Joel Isabirye
Joel Isabirye
John Babirukamu
John Bosco Mutabazi

57 Julius Kyazze

55 Joseph Batte
56 Juliana Kanyomozi

50
51
52
53
54

49 Joe Tabula

48 Joe Tabula

47 Joe Kahiri (Joe Kahirimbanyi)

46 Joe Kahiri (Joe Kahirimbanyi)

45 Joanita Kawalya

44 Jeff Muwanguzi

43 James Wasula and Dick Matovu

42 James Wasula

41 James Wasula

Interviewee
39 Iryn Namubiru
40 James Byaruhanga
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8.7.16

7.26.16

8.10.17

7.4.16

Date
9.8.15
7.14.16

Location
Drew and Jac's, Lugogo, Kampala
Roke Telecom, Bugolobi, Kampala
UPRS, Kira Road, Kisementi,
Kampala
UPRS, Kira Road, Kisementi,
Kampala
UPRS, Kira Road, Kisementi,
Kampala

Lido Beach, Entebbe
The Restaurant at National Theatre,
Singer: Afrigo Band
12.1.15 Central Kampala
Singer/Songwriter, Founder of
Donatos Restaurant, Bugolobi,
Qwela Band: Qwanza Music
9.29.15 Kampala
Singer/Songwriter, founder of Qwela
Java House Village Mall, Bugolobi,
Band: Qwanza Music
8.7.17
Kampala
Artist, Producer, Activist:
Hotel Explorer, Najjanankumbi,
Afrigo Band
8.4.15
Wakiso District
Artist, Producer, Activist:
His home/studio in Makindye,
Afrigo Band
8.18.17 Kampala
College Inn Wandegeya Restaurant,
Radio Executive, Scholar
7.22.15 Wandegeya, Kampala
Radio Executive, Scholar
8.31.15 Triangle Tavern, Kiwatule, Kampala
Radio Executive, Scholar
9.17.17 UBC Staff Canteen, Kampala
Head of Digital: NBS Television
12.11.15 Café Javas, Kisementi, Kampala
Driver
8.11.16 Kiwatule, Kampala
Vision Group Headquarters, Bugolobi
Music Journalist: The New Vision
8.30.17 Industrial Area, Kampala
Singer
11.6.15 Sheraton Hotel, Central Kampala
Business Development Manager:
Swangz Avenue
8.9.17
Swangz Avenue, Muyenga, Kampala

Description
Artist
Marketer, CEO: House of DJs
President and CEO:
Uganda Performing Right Society
President and CEO:Uganda
Performing Right Society
CEO and Compliance Officer:
UPRS
Owner: Lido Beach and Lido
Entertainment

77 Rita Sabiiti
78 Ruyonga (Edwin Ruyonga)

76 Rasta Rob (Robert Ogwal)

73 Peter Sematimba
74 Philly Jjemba Jr.
75 Philly Jjemba Jr.

70 Oscar Martin Kintu
71 Paddyman (Paddy Kayiwa Mukasa)
72 Paddyman (Paddy Kayiwa Mukasa)
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Singer, Songwriter
Artist: NavCorp
Songwriter, Artist
Radio Presenter, Production
Manager: CBS FM Radio
Producer: Audio1 Studios
Producer: Audio1 Studios
Radio Station Owner: Super FM
Radio; Member of Parliament:
Busiro South
Singer, former Copyright Inspector
Singer, former Copyright Inspector
Radio Presenter, DJ: Super FM
Radio
Guitarist; Music Educator:
International School of Uganda
Rapper

67 Naava Grey (Asha Naava Zziwa)
68 Navio (Daniel Kigozi)
69 Nince Henry (Henry Ssekyanzi)

66 Moses Matovu

Artist
Producer: Masters Music
Multi-instrumentalist
Artist and Bandleader:
Afrigo Band

Description
Manager: Navcorp
Artist, Producer, Multiinstrumentalist
Actress, Writer, Founder of A Ka
Dope
Producer: BK Studios
Radio Presenter

63 Maurice Kirya
64 Michael Fingaz (Michael Mugisha)
65 Michael Ouma

60 Kemiyondo Coutinho
61 Ken Lubwama
62 Marcus Kwikiriza

59 Kaz Kasozi

Interviewee
58 Kakama Alex

Super FM, Rubaga, Kampala
Bantu Pro Studios, Waltham, MA
Café on the Common, Waltham, MA

CBS Radio, Bulange, Kampala
Audio1 Studios, Makindye, Kampala
Audio1 Studios, Makindye, Kampala

Super FM, Rubaga, Kampala
At her home near Lubowa, Wakiso
11.25.15 District
12.3.15 Café Javas, Banda, Kampala

7.28.16

7.29.16
5.23.16
6.22.17

7.21.16
10.5.15
8.18.17

Afrigo Headquarters, Kibuli, Kampala
Java House Village Mall, Bugolobi,
12.10.15 Kampala
9.11.15 Talent Africa, Bugolobi, Kampala
9.24.15 Serena Hotel, Kampala

9.16.15

Date
Location
11.11.15 Crazy Chicken, Makindye, Kampala
His home/studio in Makindye,
8.23.17 Kampala
The Square, 3rd Street Industrial Area,
8.14.17 Bugolobi, Kampala
11.4.15 BK Studios, Kaboowa, Kampala
11.30.15 Protea Hotel, Kololo, Kampala
The Sound Cup, Garden City Mall,
9.10.15 Kampala
12.15.15 Masters Music, Ntinda, Kampala
12.17.15 Big Mike's, Kololo, Kampala

Radio Presenter: XFM Radio
Radio Presenter: Radio Simba;
Chairman: Gagamel Phamily
Bandleader, Janzi Band; Multiinstrumentalist; Inventor of Janzi
Instrument
Bandleader, Janzi Band; Multiinstrumentalist; Inventor of Janzi
Instrument
Producer and Director:
Fenon Entertainment
Producer and Director:
Fenon Entertainment

81 Siima Sabiiti

Songwriter, Producer, Artist
Producer: Bantu Pro Studios
Bassist, Concert Promoter
Online Promoter, Photographer,
Social Media Influencer
Online Promoter, Photographer,
Social Media Influencer

89 Sylver Kyagulanyi
90 Timothy Kizito

91 Tshaka Mayanja

93 UgandanAllStar (Bill Langole)
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Songwriter, Producer, Artist

88 Sylver Kyagulanyi

92 UgandanAllStar (Bill Langole)

Artist

87 Susan Kerunen

86 Steve Jean

85 Steve Jean

Ssewa Ssewa (James
84 Ssewakiryanga)

Ssewa Ssewa (James
83 Ssewakiryanga)

82 Simon Peter Ndawula

80 Shawn Kimuli

Bassist, Songwriter
Programming Controler, Presenter:
Capital FM Radio

Description

79 Sammy Kasule

Interviewee

Capital Radio, Kisementi, Kampala
Vision Group Headquarters, Bugolobi
Industrial Area, Kampala
Radio Simba, Kira Road, Bukoto,
Kampala

Big Mike's, Kololo, Kampala

8.3.17

Karveli Café, Nakasero, Kampala

Serena Conference center, Kampala
Fenon Events, Bugolobi Industrial
9.21.15 Area, Kampala
National Theatre recording studio,
8.18.17 Kampala
Sylver Kyagulanyi Foundation
9.23.15 Initiatives, Ntinda, Kampala
Sylver Kyagulanyi Foundation
9.8.17
Initiatives, Ntinda, Kampala
5.23.16 Bantu Pro Studios, Waltham, MA
Magic Parking Lot Bar, Central
10.21.15 Kampala
The Sound Cup, Garden City Mall,
9.2.15
Kampala

8.20.15

7.26.18

10.13.17 Kampala via Phone

7.5.16

7.15.16

12.8.15

Location
The Sound Cup, Garden City Mall,
10.20.15 Kampala

Date

97 Weasel (Douglas Mayanja)

*Pseudonym
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Singer, Songwriter

95 Viboyo (Moses Nsubuga)
96 Washington (David Ibangit )

94 Viboyo (Moses Nsubuga)

Description
Video Producer and Musician:
Swangz Avenue
Video Producer, Musician: Swangz
Avenue
Producer: Mirage Studios

Interviewee

7.30.18

8.9.17
10.3.15

9.9.15

Date

Swangz Avenue, Muyenga, Kampala
Casablanca Lounge, Kololo, Kampala
Neverland Compound, Makindye,
Kampala

Swangz Avenue, Muyenga, Kampala

Location

SoFar Kampala
Blankets and Wine
Regular Gig

"Qwela Junction: Divas"
Regular Gig
Blankets and Wine
Blankets and Wine
"Kirya Live 2016"
"The Life of Bebe Cool"
The Ugandan Music
Awards (TUMA)
"Block Party"
SoFar Kampala
"A Night With Cindy"
"The Kaz Kasozi Soiree"
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Variety
Joash and Urban Culture
Variety: Haka Mukiga, Yanzi Prudence, Joel Kisakye
Cindy
Kaz Kasozi
Suzan Kerunen, Stelth Ulvang, The Young Artists
Exchange, Giovanni Kiyingi
Variety: Rabadaba, Seyi Shay, Joel Sebunjo
Janzi Band

Iryn Namubiru
Iryn Namubiru
Maddox, Levixone, St. Nelly-Sade, Joel Sebunjo, Aly
Keita, Kareyce Fotso, Bado, Naava Grey, Daniel Okiror
Bobi Wine
Variety
Radio and Weasel
Solome, Sandra Suubi, Jemimah Sanyu, Naava Grey, Mo
Roots, Rachel Magoola
Afrigo Band
Kansoul, Swahili Nation, Michael Ouma
Mi Casa, Mo Roots, Davis Ntare, Jackie Akello
Maurice Kirya
Bebe Cool

Regular Gig
Regular Gig

Bayimba Arts Festival
"Kiggwa Leero"
Pearl Rhythm Festival
"Juicy Juicy Explosion"

Artist
Ruyonga
Bebe Cool
Eddy Kenzo
Lilian Mbabazi

Event
"GloryFire Concert"
"Friends of Bebe Cool"
"Mbilo Mbilo"
"Up Close and Personal"

Appendix B: List of Concerts Attended

9.11.17
8.20.17
7.26.18

8.5.17
8.11.17
8.15.17
8.25.17
8.29.17

11.29.15
12.5.15
12.13.15
7.10.16
7.29.16
8.15.16

9.18-20.15
10.17.15
10.24.15
11.1.15

8.30.15
9.5.15

Date
8.6.15
8.7.15
8.14.15
8.21.15

Muyenga
Lugogo Cricket Oval
Big Mike's

Serena Conference Centre
Zone 7
Metroplex Mall
Imperial Royale Hotel
Tamarai Restaurant

Serena Conference Centre
Club Ambiance
Uganda Museum
Uganda Museum
Serena Conference Centre
Serena Conference Centre

National Theatre
One Love Beach, Busabala
National Theatre
Freedom City

Location
Imperial Royale Hotel
Serena Conference Centre
Hotel Africana
Serena Conference Centre
Water Front Beach Club
(Entebbe)
Liquid Silk (Bugolobi)

Appendix C: Sample List of Kampala and Entebbe Area Music Venues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Afronica Bar, Kyaliwajjala
Afronica Second, Kasangati
Bat Valley Theatre, Bombo Road
Big Mike's, Kololo
Calendar Rest House, Makindye
Club Ambiance, Nakulabye
Club Amnesia, Jinja Road
Club Obligato, Bombo Road
Club Play, Industrial Area
Club Silk, Industrial Area
Club Venom, Nsambya
De Posh, Kabalagala
Entebbe Resort Beach, Entebbe
Freedom City, Najjanankumbi
Garden City Mall Rooftop
Ggaba Beach, Entebbe
Grand Imperial Hotel, Nakasero
Guvnor, Industrial Area
Hotel Africana, Kololo
Hotel Explorer, Najjanankumbi
Jazzville, Bugolobi
Kampala Serena International Conference Centre, Nakasero
Kati Kati, Lugogo
Keke Beach, Entebbe
Kiwatule Recreation Centre, Kiwatule
Kyadondo Rugby Grounds, Lugogo
Lido Beach, Entebbe
Liquid Silk, Bugolobi
Lugogo Cricket Oval, Lugogo
Nakivubo Stadium, Central Business District
Namboole Stadium, Bweyogerere
National Theatre, Central Kampala
One Love Beach, Busaabala
Pyramids Casino, Nakasero
Paka Complex, Zana
Sheraton Hotel and Gardens, Nakasero
The Square, Industrial Area
Theatre La Bonita, Central Kampala
Sports Beach, Entebbe
Sunset Beach, Mukono
Waterfront Beach, Entebbe
Zone 7, Mbuya
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Appendix D: UPRS Copyright Registration Documents - 2016
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Application For Membership, Page 1 of 2
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Application For Membership, Page 2 of 2
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Deed of Assignment, Page 1 of 4
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Deed of Assignment, Page 2 of 4
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Deed of Assignment, Page 3 of 4
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Deed of Assignment, Page 4 of 4
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